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Part 2 - Background Information and Analysis
1. Introduction
The purpose of Part 2 is to provide the rationale and evidence base for Part 1. It provides the
relevant background information and analysis which supports the planning directions and
actions outlined within Part 1 of the local planning strategy for the next 10-15 years.
Part 2 is made up of three main parts:
State and Regional Planning context - This section provides a summary of the relevant State,
regional planning contexts and their implications for the local planning strategy.
Local Planning context - This section provides a summary of the relevant local planning
documents for context and their implications for the local planning strategy.
Local government profile – The profile presents an analysis of information relating to the
demographic profile of the City and the key planning issues and opportunities influencing future
development and land use in the City.
Figure 1 illustrates how documents at the state, regional and local level sit together in the
planning framework. A local planning strategy is at a high strategic level, before structure plans,
statutory (Local planning scheme) and policy work.

Figure 1. Western Australian Planning framework (Source: Perth and Peel @ 3.5 million (WAPC 2018))

2. State and Regional Planning Context
State and regional planning context outlines the key State and regional planning strategies and
policies relevant to the City’s Local Planning framework. The City’s current planning framework
is assessed against each of the higher-level state strategic documents.
3

Figure 2. State Planning framework (Source: State Planning Policy 1: State Planning Framework, WAPC
2017)

2.1

State Planning Strategy 2050

The State Planning Strategy provides the strategic context and basis for the coordination and
integration of land use planning and development across Western Australia, regional and local
levels. It contemplates a future in which high standards of living, improved public health and an
excellent quality of life are enjoyed by present and future generations of Western Australians.
The State Planning Strategy proposes that diversity, liveability, connectedness and collaboration
must be central to achieving the vision of sustained growth and prosperity, and establishes
principles, strategic goals and directions to ensure the development of the State progresses
towards this vision.
This local planning strategy aligns with the state strategy by reinforcing Fremantle’s role as a
regional focus for employment, commercial activity and services, heritage, arts, entertainment
and tourism, as well as a highly connected, inclusive and liveable community. Its strong focus
on sustainability supports a resilient and responsible urban form.

2.2

State Planning Policies

State Planning Policies (SPP’s) are prepared under Part 3 of the Planning and Development Act
2005 and provide the highest level of planning policy control and guidance in Western Australia.
SPP’s considered to be specifically relevant to the City are outlined and described in Table 6.
Table 6: State Planning Policy Overview and local planning strategy implications and responses
State
Planning
Policy
State
Planning
Policy 1 –

Policy Overview

Local Planning Strategy Implications and
Responses

Restates and expands on the key
principles of the State Planning Strategy
in planning for sustainable lands use and

Current local planning framework
consistent with SPP.
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State
Planning
Policy
State
Planning
Framework
(SPP 1.0)

State
Planning
Policy 2.0 –
Environmen
t and
Natural
Resources
(SPP 2.0)

State
Planning
Policy 2.6 State
Coastal
Planning
(SPP2.6)

Policy Overview

Local Planning Strategy Implications and
Responses

development. It brings together existing
State and regional policies, strategies and
guidelines within a central State Planning
Framework, which provides a context for
decision making on land use and
development in Western Australia.
The Framework informs the Western
Australian Planning Commission (WAPC),
local government and others involved in
the planning process on State level
planning policy which is to be taken into
consideration, and given effect to, in
order to ensure integrated decisionmaking across all spheres of planning.
The Framework identifies relevant
policies and strategies used by the WAPC
in making decisions and may be
amended from time to time. The
framework is the overarching SPP.
Additional SPPs set out the WAPC’s policy
position in relation to aspects of the State
Planning Strategy principles.
Broad sector policy and provides
guidance for the protection,
management, conservation and
enhancement of the natural environment.
The policy promotes responsible planning
by integrating environment and natural
resource management with broader land
use planning and decision-making.
Outlines general measures for matters
such as water, air quality, soil and land
quality, biodiversity, agricultural land and
rangelands, basic raw materials, marine
resources, landscapes and energy
efficiency.

Response:
• Continue to ensure alignment with the
state strategy by reinforcing
Fremantle’s role as a regional centre
with a focus on employment,
commercial activity and services,
heritage, arts, entertainment and
tourism, as well as a highly connected,
inclusive and liveable community.

Provides for the long-term sustainability
of Western Australia’s coast and is
relevant to those local governments that
contain coastal areas. The purpose of the
policy is to provide guidance for decisionmaking within the coastal zone including
managing development and land use

Current local planning framework
consistent with SPP. Work is ongoing.
Response (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Maintain regional and local
conservation reserves to support
conservation, protection and
management of native remnant
vegetation. (T3: 2ii.d)
• Promote connected network of
natural/green open spaces as per
Greening Fremantle Strategy. (T1: 4vii.v,
T3: 2ii.d-f, 4iv.n)
• Promote more sustainable urban form
through consolidation, transportoriented development and sustainable
built form development standards. (T1:
1i.a)
• Promote greater provision for greening
and landscaping in new development,
including integration of water-sensitive
urban design principles (WSUD). (T3:
3iii.j)
Current local planning framework broadly
consistent with SPP. Some further work
required to fully align.
Coastal hazard risk management and
adaptation plans (CHRMAPS) complete for
both Southern Beaches and Port and
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State
Planning
Policy

State
Planning
Policy 2.8 Bushland
policy for
the Perth
Metropolita
n Region
(SPP2.8)

Policy Overview

Local Planning Strategy Implications and
Responses

change, establishment of foreshore
reserves and protecting, conserving and
enhancing coastal values.
Outlines criteria for the consideration of
development and settlement
arrangements, including building height
limits within local planning frameworks
and management of water resources. It
further acknowledges the importance of
coastal planning strategies, coastal
hazard risk management approaches,
coastal foreshore reserves and
community participation in coastal
planning.

Leighton Beaches.

A policy and implementation framework
that will ensure bushland protection and
management issues in the Perth
Metropolitan Region are appropriately
addressed and integrated with broader
land use planning and decision-making.
The primary purpose of the policy is to
secure the long-term protection of
biodiversity and associated
environmental value sites, being Bush
Forever areas.
The policy recognises the protection and
management of significant bushland
areas as a fundamental consideration in
the planning process, while also seeking
to integrate and balance wider
environmental, social and economic
considerations.
The policy supports the preparation of
local bushland protection strategies to
enable the identification of locally
significant bushland sites for protection
and management outside Bush Forever
areas.

Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Maintain regional reserves. (T3: 2ii.d)
• Investigate need to increase regional
reserves to accommodate coastal
processes (particularly aspects of a
retreat strategy) and public recreational
needs as part of North Fremantle
Industrial Precinct planning. As part of
this confirm intended beach hierarchy
and designate coastal nodes within the
foreshore reserve.
• (T3: 4iv.l, Planning area B)
• Consider need for special controls for
development on private land identified
as at risk of coastal processes and
flooding. (T3: 4iv.m, Plan ref 4)
• Promote update (if appropriate) and
implementation of Leighton Oceanside
Parklands Masterplan and any other
foreshore management plans. (T3:
4iv.n. Plan ref 5)
Current local planning framework
consistent with SPP.
The City has an adopted Urban Forest Plan
and Greening Fremantle Strategy, and
developed management plans for several
important natural area reserves including
Sir Fredrick Samson Park and North
Fremantle Foreshore.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Maintain regional and local
conservation reserves to support
conservation, protection and
management of native remnant
vegetation, including the two existing
Bush Forever areas within the City;
Cantonment Hill, and Fredrick Samson
Park. (T3: 2ii.d-f, 4iv.n)
• Promote connected network of
natural/green open spaces as per
Greening Fremantle Strategy. (T3: 2ii.e,
4iv.n)
• Promote ongoing implementation of
Urban Forest Plan and Greening
Fremantle Strategy to protect and
enhance canopy and biodiversity,
including use of endemic species. (T3:
2ii.i)
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State
Planning
Policy
Draft State
Planning
Policy 2.9 –
Planning for
Water
(SPP2.9)

State
Planning
Policy 3.0 –
Urban
Growth and
Settlement
(SPP 3.0)

State
Planning
Policy 3.4 –
Natural
Hazards
and
Disasters
(SPP 3.4)

Policy Overview

Local Planning Strategy Implications and
Responses

Seeks to ensure that planning and
development considers water resource
management and includes appropriate
water management measures to achieve
optimal water resource outcomes.
Establishes objectives relating to
improving environmental, social, cultural
and economic values of water resources;
protecting public health through
appropriate water supply and waste water
infrastructure; sustainable use of water
resources and managing the risk of
flooding and water related impacts of
climate change on people, property and
infrastructure.
A broad sector policy that sets out the
principles and considerations which apply
to planning for urban growth and
settlement in Western Australia. The
purpose of the policy is to facilitate
sustainable patterns of urban growth and
settlement by setting out the
requirements of sustainable settlements
and communities and the broad policy for
accommodating growth and change.
Outlines general measures to create
sustainable communities, plan liveable
neighbourhoods, coordinate services and
infrastructure, manage rural-residential
growth and plan for aboriginal
communities.
Encourages local governments to adopt a
systemic approach to the consideration of
natural hazards and disasters. The
objectives of this policy are to include
planning for natural disasters as a
fundamental element in the preparation
of planning documents, and through
these planning documents, minimise the
adverse impacts of natural disasters on
communities, the economy and the
environment. Sets out considerations for
decision makers in relation to hazards
including flood, bush fire, landslides,
earthquakes, cyclones and storm surges.

Current local planning framework
consistent with SPP.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Continue to ensure structure planning
and other large development processes
apply integrated urban water
management. (T3: 3iii.j)
• Consider need for Special Control Areas
within the planning scheme to identify
areas impacting and potentially
impacted by proximity to the Swan River
and define any necessary mitigation
responses. (T3: 3iii.k)
Current local planning framework
consistent with SPP.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Maintain urban structure which
includes a walkable street network,
accessibility to a functional hierarchy of
centres and open space and infill and
consolidation opportunities in centres
and sites well serviced by public
transport and other services. (T1: 1i.a-e,
T2: 3v.v)

Current local planning framework
consistent with SPP.
CHARMAPs complete.
Swan River flood risk documented.
Bushfire prone areas reviewed.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Consider need for Special Control Areas
within the planning scheme to identify
areas at long term risk of coastal and
flooding impacts, and define any
necessary mitigation responses (T3:
4iv.l,m, plan ref 4)
• Maintain consideration of natural
disasters as a fundamental element in
the preparation of planning documents.
To be considered in conjunction with
other issue-specific SPPs. (T3: 3iii.k,
4iv.m)
• Avoid further land-use intensification in
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State
Planning
Policy

Policy Overview

State
Planning
Policy 3.5 –
Historic
Heritage
Conservatio
n (SPP 3.5)

Sets out the principles of sound and
responsible planning for the conservation
and protection of Western Australia’s
historic heritage.
The policy seeks to conserve places and
areas of historic heritage significance and
to ensure development does not
adversely affect the significance of
heritage places and areas. SPP
Historic cultural heritage includes:
heritage areas, buildings and structures,
historic cemeteries and gardens,
manmade landscapes and historic or
archaeological sites with or without built
features.

State
Planning
Policy 3.6 –
Infrastructur
e
Contribution
s (SPP 3.6)

Sets set out the principles and
requirements that apply to the
establishment and collection of
infrastructure contributions in new and
established areas.
To coordinate the efficient and effective
delivery of infrastructure to support
population growth and development;
provide clarity on the acceptable methods
of collecting and coordinating
contributions for infrastructure and
provide the framework for a transparent,
equitable, and accountable system for
apportioning, collecting and spending
contributions.
Provides a framework in which to
implement effective, risk-based land use
planning and development outcomes to
preserve life and reduce the impact of
bushfire on property and infrastructure.
The policy emphasises the need to
identify and consider bushfire risks in
decision-making at all stages of the
planning and development process whilst
achieving an appropriate balance
between bushfire risk management
measures, biodiversity conservation and
environmental protection.
The policy applies to all land which has
been designated as bushfire prone by the

State
Planning
Policy 3.7 –
Planning in
Bushfire
Prone Areas
(SPP 3.7)

Local Planning Strategy Implications and
Responses
bushfire prone areas unless adequately
managed (T3: 5vi.g,r)
Current local planning framework
consistent with SPP.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Continue to maintain heritage
conservation as a key planning
objective, and recognise heritage
constraints in the zoning of land,
including infill, whilst recognising
opportunities for adaptive reuse. (T1:
3.iv.m, T2: 1iii.m)
• Continue to manage the City’s heritage
areas including review of established
areas and opportunities for new
heritage areas. (T1: 3Iv.n)
• Continue to maintain Local Heritage
Survey and Heritage List. (T1: 3iv.n)
• Continue to administer delegated
applications within the State Registered
West End. (T1: 3iv.p)
Current local planning framework
consistent with SPP (including enabling
provisions in scheme).
No Development Contribution Plans in
place.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Reconsider potential for and costbenefit of contributions towards
improved infrastructure to
accommodate increasing population
and infrastructure needs. (T1: 4viii.x,
T4: 7x.w)
Current local planning framework generally
consistent with SPP.
The City completed a Strategic Bushfire
Hazard Assessment in 2019.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Avoid further land-use intensification in
Bushfire Prone Areas unless adequately
assessed and managed in accordance
with SPP 3.7. (T3: 5vi.q)
• Continue to apply policy in considering
strategic and statutory planning
proposals within or adjoining bushfire
prone areas. (T3: 5vi.r)
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State
Planning
Policy

Draft State
Planning
Policy 4.1 –
Industrial
Interface
(SPP 4.1)

Draft State
Planning
Policy 4.2 –
Activity
Centres for
Perth and
Peel (SPP
4.2)

Policy Overview

Local Planning Strategy Implications and
Responses

Fire and Emergency Services
Commissioner as well as areas that may
have not yet been designated as bushfire
prone but is proposed to be developed in
a way that introduces a bushfire hazard.
Guides planning decisions with the aim of
protecting the long-term future operation
of industry and infrastructure facilities, by
avoiding encroachment from sensitive
land uses and potential land use
conflicts. The policy encourages the use
of statutory buffers; facilitating industrial
land uses with offsite impacts within
specific zones and compatible interface
between strategic/ general industry
zones and sensitive zones.
Supports land use conflict being
addressed as early as possible in and
with increasing detail at each stage.
Recognises the overlap of various
environmental, health and safety
regulations and guidelines and outlines
considerations for decision-makers in this
regard.

• Continue management of Bushfire
Prone Areas under the City’s care and
control. (T3: 5vi.r)
Current local planning framework broadly
consistent with SPP though requires some
further work to fully align.
O’Connor Industrial area and the Port
buffer areas are defined by Special Control
Areas within the scheme and associated
policies to minimise risk and land use
conflict with surrounding sensitive
(particularly residential) areas.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Review the O’Connor Industrial Area
buffer to better align with state
standards and minimise land use
conflict. (T2: 4vi.x, Plan ref 2)
• Promote review of Port separation
requirements and buffer provisions,
particularly in consideration of strategic
direction for Port and changing
operational needs. (T4: 2iii.h)
Current local planning framework generally
consistent with SPP though requires some
further work to update and ensure full
alignment.

The SPP and its Guidelines applies to the
preparation and assessment of the
relevant components of planning
instruments that relate to activity centres
within the Metropolitan (Perth), Peel and
Greater Bunbury Region Scheme areas.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
The draft seeks to provide a consistent
• Maintain highly accessible centre
approach for the planning and
network and continue to apply zoning
development of a hierarchy and network
and land use permissibility reflective of
of activity centres that meets community
centre hierarchy. (T1: 1i.a)
needs, and provides economic and
• Review retail sustainability, need and
environmental benefits, enables the
hierarchy considering the changing
distribution of a broad range of goods and
retail context and population. (T1: 1i.b)
services, and facilitates retail,
• Review land use concentrations and
commercial and mixed used
revitalisation opportunities in Fremantle
developments. The policy identifies that a
City Centre through precinct planning.
needs analysis should be prepared as
(T2: 1i.a,e, Planning Area A)
part of the background analysis step of
• Review land use mix and strategic
preparing a local planning strategy. The
potential of North Fremantle Town
analysis (Needs Assessment) provides an
Centre (including opportunities to
information base to support decisionintroduce grocery store) through
making by including an assessment of
precinct planning. (T2: 1ii.l, Planning
projected retail, commercial and
area E)
entertainment land use needs of
• Review land use mix and built form
communities in a local government area
improvements in South Fremantle
and its surrounds. Draft SPP 4.2
Centre (cnr Douro Road) through
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State
Planning
Policy

State
Planning
Policy 5.4 –
Road and
Rail Noise
(SPP5.4)

State
Planning
Policy 7.0 –
Design of
the Built
Environmen
t (SPP 7.0)

Policy Overview

Local Planning Strategy Implications and
Responses

encourages the preparation of precinct
structure plans for strategic, secondary,
district and specialised activity centres.
Neighbourhood and local activity centres
may require either a precinct structure
plan or local development plan, at the
discretion of the decision-maker.

precinct planning. (T2: 1ii.l, Planning
area F).
• Encourage intensification in
neighbourhood centres on strategic
transport links including South Street
and Hampton Road. Specifically,
intensification of residential density
with limitations on retail expansion to
avoid unacceptable external impact
(subject to Retail Needs Assessment).
(T1: 1i.a-e, 2ii.i, Plan Ref F)
• Review role and function of Mixed-Use
areas in relation to activity centres. (T2:
1ii.j&n)
• Preclude or discourage large scale outof-centre retail development including
within Industrial, Business and MixedUse zones. (T2: 1ii.i)
Current local planning framework generally
consistent with SPP though requires some
further work to ensure full alignment.

Provides guidance for the performancebased approach for managing and
mitigating transport noise associated with
road and rail operations.
Applies where noise sensitive land uses
are located within a specified distance of
a transport corridor, new or major road or
rail upgrades are proposed or where
works propose an increase in rail capacity
resulting in increased noise.
Sets out specific exemptions for where
the policy requirements do not apply.
Supports noise impacts being addressed
early to avoid land use conflict and
achieve better land use planning
outcomes. Supplemented by the Road
and Rail Noise Guidelines
Sets out the objectives, measures,
principles and processes which apply to
the design and assessment of built
environment proposals through the
planning system.
Intended to apply to activity precinct
plans, structure plans, local development
plans, subdivision, development and
public works.
Contains 10 design principles which set
out specific considerations including
context and character, landscape quality,
built form and scale, functionality and
build quality, sustainability; amenity,
legibility, safety, community and
aesthetics.
Encourages early and on-going discussion

Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Continue to apply SPP5.4 in considering
strategic and statutory planning
proposals within or adjoining strategic
transport routes.
• Undertake a study of noise impacts
from strategic transport routes and
consider zoning, development
standards and/or the need for special
control areas. Consider other strategic
objectives including Transport Oriented
Development. (T4: 1ii.e)
Current local planning framework generally
consistent with SPP though requires minor
wording change to fully align.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Maintain, support and continually
review the performance of the City’s
Design Advisory Committee (Design
Review Panel). (T1: 3iv.v)
• Update design principles in scheme to
fully align with SPP 7.0. (T1: 3iv.v)
• Continue to integrate design principle
into the City’s strategic planning and
urban design proposals. (T1: 3iv.v,
T21i.d-f & 1iii.o)
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State
Planning
Policy

State
Planning
Policy 7.2 –
Precinct
Design (SPP
7.2)

7.3
Residential
Design Code
Volumes 1
and 2
(SPP7.3 V1
and SPP7.3
V2)

Policy Overview
of design quality matters and the use of
design review.
Range of supporting SPPs that provide
design quality guidance for specific types
of planning and development proposals
Provides guidance for precinct planning
with the intent of achieving good planning
and design outcomes for precincts within
Western Australia. Recognises that there
is a need to plan for a broader range of
precinct-based contexts and conditions to
achieve a balance between greenfield
and infill development.
Objectives of the policy include ensuring
that precinct planning and design
processes deliver good-quality built
environment outcomes that provide
social, economic and environmental
benefit to those who use them. Precinct
types include activity centres, station
precincts, urban corridors, residential
infill and heritage precincts.
The policy also encourages the use of
design review.

Provides the basis for the control of
residential development throughout
Western Australia for single houses,
grouped dwellings and multiple dwellings.
Address emerging design trends, promote
sustainability, improve clarity and
highlight assessment pathways to
facilitate better outcomes for residents.
They are also used for the assessment of
residential subdivision proposals.
Outlines various objectives for residential
development, planning governance and
development process and sets out
information and consultation
requirements for development proposals.
The policy also makes provision for
aspects of specified design elements to
be varied through the local planning
framework.

Local Planning Strategy Implications and
Responses

Current local planning framework generally
consistent with SPP though further
opportunities identified for additional
precinct planning
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Identify areas which might benefit from
a Precinct Plan, including:
• Fremantle City Centre (T2: 1i.a,f, 1ii.l,
Planning Area A)
• North Fremantle Town Centre (T2: 1ii.l,
Planning Area E)
• South Fremantle Centre (cnr Douro
Road) (T2: 1ii.l, Planning Area F)
• Development Areas.
• Fremantle Fishing Boat Harbour (T4:
3iv.n, 5vii.q, Planning Area D)
• Areas of the port subject to
redevelopment (T2: 2iv.p-r, T41ii.c
Planning Area B)
• Priority Public Transport Corridors
(South Street and Hampton Road /
Marine Terrace) (T1: 1i.c,d, T2: 3v.v,
Planning Area G)
Current local planning framework generally
consistent with SPP though further actions
required to fully align.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Progressively review all local planning
policies are updated to integrate with
the R-Codes where appropriate. (T1:
5ix.z)
• Maintain design and incentive
provisions to achieve better design and
housing outcomes (such as through
Strategic Sites incentives in City Centre,
and Freo Alternative precincts). (T2:
1i.f)
• Review capacity of medium density
areas to accommodate potential
bonuses offered under the draft
Medium Density Code, and
compatibility with existing bonus
system. (T1: 2ii.i)
• Advocate for inclusion of tree planting
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State
Planning
Policy

Policy Overview

Local Planning Strategy Implications and
Responses
requirements. (T3: 2ii.g&h)

2.3

Regional Planning Context

The WAPC prepares various regional planning instruments to guide land use and development
at the regional and sub-regional level, including:
• Regional and Sub-regional planning strategies and structure plans
• Regional Planning Schemes
Regional planning instruments considered to be specifically relevant to the City are outlined and
described in Table 7.
Table 7: Regional planning instrument overview and local planning strategy implications and
responses
Regional
Planning
Instrument
Metropolitan
Region
Scheme
(MRS)

Regional Planning Instrument
Overview

Local Planning Strategy Implications and Responses

Outlines objectives for regional
development and provides a
statutory mechanism to assist
strategic planning, by setting
out broad land-use zones,
setting aside areas for regional
open space, protection of
environmental values and
other regional infrastructure
purposes, and assisting in
coordinating the provision of
major infrastructure.

Current local planning framework generally consistent
with MRS. Further actions required to align the local
planning framework with the MRS and to maintain
currency of MRS.

Local government planning
(including local planning
schemes) is required to be
consistent with the broad land
uses under the MRS.
Refer to Figure 3 below for
MRS zoning.

Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
Zone unzoned sites (T1: 5ix.aa):
• Portion Lot 100, 45 Henderson, Street Fremantle
(road reserve?)
• Portions Lot 72, 2 Barker Street, North Fremantle
• Lot 26, 44 Tydeman Road, North Fremantle
• Portions Lot 71, 50 Tydeman Road, North
Fremantle (Railway Hotel Site)
• Lot 66, 74 Parry Street, Fremantle (ROW)
• Lot 5, 92 South Terrace, Fremantle
• Lots 1850, 1851, 1852, 94 South Terrace,
Fremantle
Request the WAPC to (T1: 5ix.bb):
• Review suitability of regional reserves over Victoria
Quay and Fremantle Fishing Boat Harbour in the
context of redevelopment plans.
• Review disconnected parts of the regional road
network, potentially in conjunction with the
establishment of a ‘green road’ category focused
on public transit.
• Resolve the preferred Curtin Avenue alignment
and its reservation.
• Consider the adequacy of the Leighton-Port Beach
foreshore reserve and expand to accommodate
modelled coastal processes and future
recreational need
• Re-zone Residential properties in O’Connor to
Urban to reflect current and future desired land
uses in these locations.
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Regional
Planning
Instrument

Perth and
Peel @ 3.5
Million
(2018)

Central Subregional
planning
framework
(2018)

Regional Planning Instrument
Overview

Suite of strategic land use and
infrastructure plans, including
four Sub-regional Planning
Frameworks (north-west,
north-east, central and south
metropolitan peel), seek to
guide the future growth of the
Perth and Peel regions as a
compact, consolidated and
connected city that can
accommodate a population of
3.5 million (800,000 new
homes) by 2050.
The four Perth and
Peel@3.5million frameworks
seek to balance the social,
economic and environmental
factors that underpin new
communities and sustain
existing ones through clear
land use and infrastructure
guidance
The documents maintain the
47% infill target, which
equates to. 380,000
dwellings. Approximately
213,130 of these new infill
dwellings are expected to be
delivered in Perth’s Central
Sub-Region, which includes
Fremantle.
Provides high level guidance
for the growth of the Central
sub-region of the Perth
Metropolitan Area, and forms
part of the Perth and Peel @
3.5 Million suite of strategic
land use and infrastructure
plans.
The Central Framework
provides high-level guidance
regarding where new homes
and jobs will be located, how

Local Planning Strategy Implications and Responses
Acknowledge that further responses may be required
as planning for strategic sites progresses including
(T1: 5ix.cc):
• Fremantle Port and environs (Future of Fremantle
project area), including privately held industrial
land north of port.
• Fremantle Oval (Masterplan project)
• Planning for extension of Norfolk Street and the
potential redevelopment of the Italian Club site.
Current local planning framework generally consistent
with Perth and Peel @ 3.5 million. Further actions
required to align the local planning framework with
the state/regional strategic document.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Continue to promote and support development of
the City Centre as a Strategic Metropolitan Centre
supporting a wide diversity of land use,
employment and services. (T2: 1i.e)
• Continue to accommodate appropriately designed
infill development (including affordable and
accessible housing) in well-serviced unconstrained
locations. (T1: 2ii.f-i)
• Continue to support intensified development and
land use diversity within activity centres to support
economic development, housing diversity and
access to services. (T1: 1i.c)
• Continue to accommodate transport-oriented
development around railway stations and
established nodes on high frequency bus routes
(where consistent with heritage values and
infrastructure capacity). (T1: 1i.)
• Promote further definition and implementation of
planned transit upgrades on identified high
frequency transit corridors (South Street, and
along southern route to Cockburn and
Rockingham). (T1: 1i.d)
• Continue to maintain heritage conservation as a
key planning objective, and recognise heritage
constraints in the zoning of land, including infill,
whilst recognising opportunities for adaptive
reuse. (T3: 3iv.m&n, T2: 1iii.m)
• Continue to provide for housing diversity across
the City, including affordable and accessible
housing. (T1: 2ii.g)
• Continue to accommodate the balance of
Fremantle’s 7,030 dwelling target in well-serviced
unconstrained locations (particularly focussing on
the City Centre and Development Areas, with some
opportunities for suitably designed and
contextually appropriate smaller scale suburban
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Regional
Planning
Instrument

Cockburn
Coast
District
Structure
Plan (2009)

Regional Planning Instrument
Overview

Local Planning Strategy Implications and Responses

to make best use of existing
and proposed infrastructure
and how best to protect the
natural environment to allow
sustainable growth within the
Central sub-region.
Specifically, the document
identifies:
An increase in the City’s
population of 15,470 by 2050.
A target of 4,120 additional
dwellings to be provided within
the City between 2015- 2031
with an additional 2,910 (total
7,030) by 2050/Perth @
3.5M.
A further 5,760 anticipated
jobs within the Fremantle
strategic centre by 2050.
South Street is identified as a
strategic transport corridor.
Reiterates Fremantle and
North Fremantle as strategic
activity centres, as per SPP
4.2.
Provides guidance for future
development of the Cockburn
coast. The structure plan
delivers strategic direction for
the redevelopment of the
coast to provide a vibrant and
connected coastal node. The
plan provides a framework for
future land use, infrastructure
and transport. This includes a
range of development such as
residential, business, tourism
and education. The structure
plans aim to respond to urban
redevelopment with a focus on
social, economic and
environmental considerations.

infill). (T1: 2iii.j)
• Continue to advocate for retention of key port
functions and recognition of the economic
significance of the port of Fremantle. (T2: 2iv.p&q)
• Maintain zoning to support investment in and
expansion of priority economic growth areas
including (T2: 1i.f, 3v.s, 5viiq, 5viii.r-s, Plan Ref
B,C,D):
o knowledge-based and creative industries
o tourism & Blue Economy

Current local planning framework consistent with
Cockburn Coast District Structure Plan.
Structure plan includes the South Fremantle landfill
site. The site is registered under the Contaminated
Sites Act 2003 with a current classification of
“contaminated – remediation required”:
requirements for site monitoring and remediation
preclude development in the short to medium term
future.
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Figure 3. Metropolitan Region Scheme zoning over the City of Fremantle

2.4

Operational Policies

Operational policies guide decision making in relation to subdivision and development
applications. Those operational policies considered relevant to the local planning strategy are
listed and described in Table 8.
Table 8 – Operational policies
Policy
1.5 Bicycle
Planning

1.6 Planning
to Support
Transit Use
and

Policy Overview
The policy seeks to make
cycling more prevalent, safer
and convenient through
provision of better cycle route
networks and easy to access
end of trip facilities.

This policy seeks to promote
and facilitate the use of public
transport as a more
sustainable

Local Planning Strategy Implications and Responses
Current local planning framework generally consistent
with operational policy.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Continue to promote, implement and monitor
success of the City’s Bike Plan 2019-2024, and
subsequent updates and versions of this plan. (T1:
1i.e)
• Continue to maintain requirements for end of trip
facilities for significant new development. (T1:
1i.e)
• Continue to promote an interconnected and
legible movement network, including bicycle
considerations, in Development Areas. (T1: 1i.e)
Current local planning framework generally consistent
with operational policy.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference: (T1: 2ii.f-I,
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Policy
Policy Overview
Development alternative to the private car
for personal travel and to
encourage spatial patterns of
development that make it
easier to plan and efficiently
operate public transport
services.

2.2
Residential
Subdivision

5.3 – Use of
Land
Reserved for
Parks and
Recreation
and Regional
Open Space.

2.5

This policy sets out the
Western Australian Planning
Commission’s requirements
for the subdivision of land into
residential lots. It is closely
aligned with the site area
provisions in the R-Codes.
This policy establishes the
Western Australian Planning
Commission’s (WAPC) position
regarding the use and
development of land reserved
for Parks and Recreation in
the Metropolitan Region
Scheme (MRS).

Local Planning Strategy Implications and Responses
T2: 3v.v):
• Continue to accommodate infill development in
well-serviced locations throughout the City (where
consistent with heritage and community values
and service capacity).
• Continue to advocate for State investment in rapid
transit options along strategic transport routes
and accommodate for this through appropriate
zoning and density.
• Maintain opportunities for consolidation on
unconstrained sites within walkable catchments
around railway stations and established nodes on
high frequency bus routes.
Current local planning framework generally consistent
with operational policy.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Continue to support effective mechanisms to
retain mature tree retention in subdivision. (T3:
2ii.g&h)
Current local planning framework generally consistent
with operational policy.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Continue to manage parks and recreation reserves
to respond to open space and recreational needs
of the community and environmental values. T3:
2ii.d)
• Review reservation of Italian Club site in
conjunction with WAPC, Department of Transport
and Italian Club to facilitate extension of Norfolk
Street extension and associated Freo 2029
outcomes. (T1: 5ix.cc)

Position Statement and Guidelines

Position statements are prepared by the WAPC to set out the policy position or advice of the
WAPC with respect to a particular planning practice or matter. Guidelines are prepared by the
WAPC to provide detailed guidance on the application of WAPC policies. Those position
statements or guidelines of the WAPC that are considered relevant should be included in Table
9.
Table 9 – Position statement and guidelines
Position
statement
guidelines
Residential
Accommodation
for Ageing
Persons

Overview

Local Planning Strategy Implications and Responses

Outlines the WAPC’s
requirements to support
the provision of residential
aged care within the local
government planning
framework in Western
Australia.
The position statement

The City of Fremantle is a registered Age Friendly City
through the World Health Organisation.
Through the City’s Age Friendly City Plan the City
continues to advocate for and investigate all
initiatives that support the City’s aging population.
A number of recent approvals have seen in increase
in aged-friendly housing alternatives in the pipeline.
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Position
statement
guidelines

Overview

Local Planning Strategy Implications and Responses

seeks to achieve consistent
strategic planning
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
consideration of residential • Continue to promote consideration and inclusion
accommodation
of age-friendly housing on development sites and
needs for ageing persons in
in new structure plans and subdivisions, including
local planning strategies
through partnership with local community housing
and consistent statutory
providers. [from age friendly plan].
planning
• Continue to support and incentivize housing
guidance to standardise
diversity, particularly for adaptable, accessible and
land-use definitions and
affordable housing. (T1: 2ii.g)
zoning permissibility for
• Continue to support diverse housing typologies
residential
including small, low maintenance, accessible
accommodation for ageing
typologies to enable aging in place e.g. initiatives
persons in local planning
like the Freo Alternative. (T1: 2ii.j)
schemes.
Renewable
energy facilities

Special
entertainment
precincts (draft)

Western
Australian

Outlines the Western
Australian Planning
Commission (WAPC)
requirements to support
the consistent
consideration and provision
of renewable energy
facilities within Western
Australia.

Provides guidance on the
designation of special
entertainment precincts.
Applies to the
establishment of special
entertainment
precincts in local planning
schemes, improvement
schemes or redevelopment
schemes.

Sets out the State
Government’s plan for a

Development of renewable energy sources is
consistent with the City’s One Planet Action Plan and
Corporate Energy Plan.
Development approval has been issued for a Solar
Farm on the Hollis Park Development Area.
Development, however, is subject to a commercial
decision to proceed.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Continue to acknowledge potential for suitable
interim uses for Hollis Park Development Area
consistent with contamination restrictions,
pending resolution of historic contamination which
currently precludes redevelopment. (T3: 5v.p)
Fremantle accommodates a vibrant live music scene
and entertainment precincts. Noise conflicts
represent a growing challenge in the face of
increasing residential development and changing
community attitudes.
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Identify Fremantle City Centre as a potential
special control area for the purposes of a special
entertainment noise precinct, subject to further
detailed investigations and noise modelling. (T2:
1i.d, 3v.u)
• Undertake noise modelling and potential
attenuation responses and community
engagement to inform the establishment of
Entertainment Noise Precinct/s or similar
development control and management
mechanisms. (T2: 1i.d, 3v.u)
In May 2019 Fremantle Council declared that the
world is in a state of climate emergency that requires
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Position
statement
guidelines
Climate Policy

Draft Position
Statement and
Guidelines:
Planning for
Tourism

Overview

Local Planning Strategy Implications and Responses

climate-resilient community
and a prosperous lowcarbon future.
Commitment to adapting to
climate change and
working with all sectors of
the economy to achieve net
zero greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050.
The approach to climate
adaptation recognises
exposure to climate
impacts, the diversity of the
regions and the existing
capability to manage and
adapt to climate change.
Outlines actions to guide
the response by business,
the community, local
governments and State
Government agencies to
develop well-informed,
timely and practical
adaptation responses.

urgent action by all levels of government.
Acknowledgement of the climate emergency
underpins the Local Planning Strategy and ongoing
work within the local planning framework including its
continued promotion of more energy efficient urban
structures and buildings.

Together, they outline the
policy position of the WAPC
and guide the appropriate
management of tourism
land use and development
in our State.
They also provide clear and
consistent direction to local
governments on the
definition and treatment of
short-term rental
accommodation in Western
Australia.

Fremantle already has a well-established framework
to accommodate tourism development.

Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Acknowledge the climate emergency and the need
for sustainable development in local planning
documents. (T3: 1i.a-c)
• Maintain urban structure which includes a
walkable street network, accessibility to a
functional hierarchy of centres and open space
and infill and consolidation opportunities in
centres and sites well serviced by public transport
and other services. (T3: 1i. T1: 1i.a, 2ii.f-I, T2: 3v.v,
T3: 1i.a-c)
• Continue to advocate for increased energy and
water efficiency in new development. (T3: 3iii.j)
• Maintain and periodically review incentives for
energy and water efficiency in local planning
framework. (T1: 5ix.z, T3: 3iii.j)

Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
• Upon finalisation of the Position Statement:
Review and align land use definitions, registration
requirements and any exemptions with current
framework (including Local Law). (T1: 5ix.z)
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3. Local Planning Context
The section outlines other major strategies of the City of Fremantle that influence the local
planning framework: the most major strategy being the City’s Strategic Community Plan outlined
under 3.1 with the other strategies assessed under 3.8.
Additionally, the City’s current local planning framework including the local planning strategy
2001, planning scheme, structure plans, local development plans and local planning policies
are assessed under this part also.

3.1

Strategic Community Plan

The City’s Strategic Community Plan 2015-2025 was adopted in April 2016. Key themes and
outcomes and actions relevant to land use planning are outlined in Table 10.
Table 10 – Strategic Community Plan Summary
Themes / Key
Outcomes
Local Planning Strategy Implications and Responses
Focus Areas
Economic Development: Diversify and strengthen Fremantle’s economic capacity
More people
• Greater opportunity for
Maintain functional activity centre network centred
live, work in
businesses to attract
around Fremantle City Centre as a strategic metropolitan
and visit
customers
centre, as per State Planning Policy 4.2.
Fremantle
• Improve the number and
range of employment
Responses (Part 1 action cross-reference):
opportunities available in
Fremantle
Maintain highly accessible centre network and continue
• Improve the resilience of to apply zoning and land use permissibility reflective of
the weekday economy and centre hierarchy. (T1: 1i.a)
maintain a strong weekend Review retail sustainability, need and hierarchy in light of
economy.
changing retail context and population. (T1: 1i.b)
Review land use concentrations and revitalisation
Fremantle
• Improve investment
opportunities in Fremantle City Centre through precinct
welcomes
confidence and support
planning. (T1: 1i.d, Plan ref A)
investment and private sector investment
Review land use mix and strategic potential of North
is an attractive in Fremantle
Fremantle Town Centre (including opportunities to
destination for
• Increase the number of
introduce grocery store) through precinct planning. T2:
high-quality
sustainable, intensive and
development
higher value land uses and 1ii.l, Plan ref E)
Review land use mix and built form improvements in
developments.
South Fremantle Centre (cnr Douro Road) through
A shared vision • A more resilient, selfprecinct planning (T2: 1ii.l, Plan ref F)
with the
sufficient and sustainable
Encourage intensification (specifically of residential
business
economy
density) in neighbourhood centres on strategic transport
community for
• Increase in variety of
links including South Street and Hampton Road but with
a thriving and
businesses and economic
limitations on retail expansion to avoid unacceptable
diverse local
diversity
economy which • Greater collaboration for external impact (subject to Retail Needs Assessment).
(T1: 1i.d)
embraces new
more effective problem
Maintain opportunity for new local centre / local store in
trends and
solving
Knutsford and McCabe Street Development Areas.
innovation
• Maintenance and
Review role and function of Mixed Use areas in relation
whilst building
evolution of traditional
to activity centres. (T2: 1ii.j&n)
on Fremantle’s service centres.
Preclude or discourage large scale out-of-centre retail
points of
development (including within Industrial, Business and
difference and
Mixed Use zones). (T2: 1ii.i)
strengths in
education,
Maintain adequate supply of appropriately zoned,
health, tourism
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and creative
industries
Fremantle is
recognised as
WA’s premier
port gateway
and Perth’s
second city

• Recognition of Fremantle
as Perth’s second city by
private and government
sectors
• Investment in Fremantle
reflective of its role and
confidence in its future.

serviced and located land to support local employment
opportunities as per Perth & Peel @ 3.5 Million
Responses:
Review impacts on employment associated with potential
relocation of Port and opportunities to replace this. (T2:
2iv.q)
Maintain zoning and pursue investment to support
investment and expansion of priority economic growth
areas including (T2: 1i.b, 3v.s-v):
Knowledge-based industries
Creative industries
Tourism
Blue Economy

Protect Industrial Areas from land use conflict as per
State Planning Policy 4.1 Responses:
Review the O’Connor Industrial Area buffer to better align
with state standards and minimise land use conflict. (T2:
4vi.x)
Promote review of Port separation requirements and
buffer provisions, particularly if and when strategic
direction for Port and changing operational needs are
established. (T4: 2iii.h)
Environmental Responsibility: Develop environmentally sustainable solutions modelled on the principles
of the One Planet Fremantle Strategy for the benefit of current and future generations
Embed
• Embedded consideration Continue to promote environmentally sustainable
consideration
of sustainability in Council
development as a key priority, as per WA Climate Policy
of
decision-making
Responses:
environmental
• Increase community
Acknowledge the climate emergency and the need for
(as well as
awareness of and support
sustainable development in local planning documents.
social and
for environmentally
(T1: 3iv.q, T3: 1i.a)
economic)
sustainable lifestyle and
Maintain urban structure which includes a walkable
sustainability in investment decisions
street network, accessibility to a functional hierarchy of
decision• Stay abreast of
centres and open space and infill and consolidation
making
technological innovation to opportunities in centres and sites well serviced by public
maximize benefits of early
transport and other services. (T1: 1i.a, 2ii.f-I, T2: 3v.v, T3:
uptake.
1i.a-c)
Continue to advocate for increased energy and water
efficiency in new development. (T3: 1i.b,3iii)
Maintain and periodically review incentives for energy
and water efficiency in local planning framework. (T1:
5ix.dd)
All City
• Continue carbon neutral
Continue pursuit of:
controlled
status with less reliance on One Planet Framework and Action Plan
buildings,
offsets
Corporate Energy Plan
activities and
• Promote building energy
Water Conservation and Efficiency Plan
public places
efficiency and deliver
Urban Forest Plan.
will be more
energy with renewable
(or their replacements)
energy and
technologies
water efficient
• Manage water usage
and energy will through minimization and
increasingly be reuse strategies.
delivered by
renewable
technology
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The City,
working with
the community,
will reduce
waste
(ultimately to
zero) and reuse
wherever
possible
Better quality
natural habitat
with space for
endemic
biodiversity

•Develop and implement a
strategic waste
management plan to
reduce and reuse waste
effectively that includes a
waste transfer station and
a three bin system
• Support development of
the circular economy
• Protect and enhance the
city’s natural landscapes
and biodiversity.

Maintain local recycling centre within Knutsford, or other
accessible location.
Continue to support waste and recycling initiatives.
Continue to support adaptive reuse of buildings. (T1:
3iv.m-q, T2: 1iii.m)
Promote better integration of waste management in the
planning new development.

Continue to maintain regional and local conservation
reserves to support conservation, protection and
management of native remnant vegetation. (T1: 4vii.u,
T3: 2i.d)
Continue to maintain the Significant tree register for
trees on private land. (T3: 2ii.g)
Continue pursuit of the Green Fremantle: Strategy 2020
and Urban Forest Plan (or their replacements).
Transport and Connectivity: Enhance the connectivity between all areas of Fremantle, the city centre and
other strategic economic hubs and population centres
Fremantle is
• Support design,
Maintain urban structure which includes a walkable
recognised as a investment and programs
street network, accessibility to a functional hierarchy of
pedestrian and which enhance walking and centres and open space and infill and consolidation
cycle friendly
cycling in Fremantle
opportunities in centres and sites well serviced by public
city
• Improve the quality and
transport and other services. (T1: 1i.a, 1ii.g-l, T4: 1ii.g)
connectivity of the
Continue pursuit of Integrated Transport Strategy, Bike
pedestrian and cycling
Plan and Urban Forest Plan (or their replacements).
environments (with a
Continue to apply integrated transport planning and
particular focus on activity
urban design principles and practices to the design of
centres)
streets and places, to create a highly amenable,
• Improve way-finding
connected and safe street and path network. (T1: 1i.g,
throughout the city
T4: 1ii.f)
• Create shared streets
Continue to require construction of pedestrian and cycle
and pedestrian friendly
infrastructure in new structure plans and subdivisions.
zones in key activity areas
(T1: 1i.e)
in the CBD and local
Maintain requirements for end of trip facilities for
centres
significant new development.
• Plan and provide
improved ‘end of trip’
facilities
Public and
• Improve public transport Continue pursuit of Integrated Transport Strategy, Bike
active transport options (including the
Plan and Urban Forest Plan (or their replacements).
are preferred
pursuit of high frequency
Continue to advocate for State investment in rapid transit
methods of
fixed route public transport options along strategic transport routes and
transport.
corridors) facilities and
accommodate for this through appropriate zoning and
amenities for the efficient
density. (T1: 1id)
movement of people so
Continue to apply integrated transport planning and
there is less reliance on
urban design principles and practices to the design of
private transport and better streets and places, to create a highly amenable,
connections to suburbs and connected and safe street and path network. (T1: 1i.e)
activity centres
• Design streets, spaces
and places for access by
multiple transport modes
based on a clear hierarchy
An
• Achieve a port and
Continue to work with the Department of Transport, Main
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economically
freight network that suits
Roads WA and Fremantle Ports to provide for effective
efficient,
Fremantle and the greater
freight rail and road corridors. (, T2: 2iv.p-r, T4: 1ii.c,
environmentally metropolitan area.
2iii.h)
and socially
Continue to work with Fremantle Ports and state
sustainable
government on the future of Fremantle Port operations in
freight network
Fremantle. (T1: 5ix.cc, T2: 2iv.p-r, T4: 1ii.c)
that supports
continued
container
functions of the
port
A city that
• Improve parking options
Develop and implement Parking Plan including review of
provides a
on the periphery of the city parking standards and cash in lieu. (T1: 1i.e, T2: 12.k)
range of
centre and appropriately
parking options focused parking options in
that support
the CBD.
community and
visitor needs, in
balance with
other land use
and transport
requirements
Character, Culture and Heritage: Sustain and grow arts and culture and preserve and promote the
importance of our social capital, built heritage and history (both pre and post European settlement)
Recognise and • Strengthen sense of
Maintain protection of aboriginal heritage sites. (T1:
celebrate
place, history and heritage
3iv.m, T3: 2ii.f)
Aboriginal
• To be recognised as a
Continue pursuit of the Walyalup Reconciliation Action
heritage and
city with a holistic
Plan including recognising the traditional owners of the
culture.
understanding of its
land in planning documents and otherwise. (T1: 5ix.ee)
heritage and an emphasis
on reconciliation,
interpretation and inclusive
design.
Fremantle
• To be recognised as a
As per State Planning Policy 3.5 responses
celebrates its
city with an emphasis on
Continue to maintain heritage conservation as a key
history and
strong heritage
planning objective, and recognise heritage constraints in
built heritage
interpretation and design
the zoning of land, including infill, whilst recognising
through active
excellence
opportunities for adaptive reuse. (T1: 3iv.m-q, T2: 1ia,
renewal and
• Facilitate and promote
1iii.m)
adaption.
investment in heritage
Continue to manage the City’s heritage areas including
review of established areas and opportunities for new
heritage areas. (T1: 3iv.n)
Continue to maintain Local Heritage Survey and Heritage
List. (T1: 3iv.n)
Fremantle
• Attract and retain diverse As per Entertainment Noise Precincts Position Statement
provides a
quality arts organisations
responses (T2: 1i.d, 3v.u):
cultural,
and artists
Identify Fremantle City Centre as a potential special
economic and
• Develop and support
control area for the purposes of a special entertainment
physical
curated quality arts events noise precinct, subject to further detailed investigations
environment
and cultural experiences
and noise modelling.
that supports
• Incubate, support and
Undertake noise modelling and potential attenuation
arts and
develop a vibrant arts
responses and community engagement to inform the
culture.
community
establishment of Entertainment Noise Precinct/s or
• Support innovative
similar development control and management
housing, work and
mechanisms.
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exhibition options for
artists
• Promote Fremantle as a
leading-edge destination to
attract vibrant festivals and
street life.

Additional responses:
Continue to celebrate the City’s unique identity,
character, public art, festivals and street life through
Fremantle is
local planning policies or in supportive land use
recognised
requirements.
locally,
Maintain zoning opportunities for creative industries and
nationally and
live-work options, including in development areas such
internationally
as Knutsford.
for its festivals
Maintain design and incentive provisions to achieve
and street life.
better design and housing outcomes (such as through
Strategic Sites incentives in City Centre, and Freo
Alternative precincts). ((T1: 2ii.f-I, T2: 5vii.v)
Places for People: Create great spaces for people through innovative urban and suburban design
Fremantle
• Increase in diversity of
Maintain zoning and development provisions which
provides more
dwellings (including
support a diversity of dwelling types, including innovative
diverse and
adaptive, accessible and
approaches to increasing accessible, adaptable and
affordable
affordable housing).
(more) affordable housing such as via Freo Alternative (or
living
similar). (T1: 2ii.f-I, T2: 1iii.m)
opportunities
Continue to promote inclusion of dwelling diversity
including innovative, adaptable and inclusive housing in
Development areas and structure plans. (T1: 2ii.f-i)
Review barriers to investment, particularly for priority
industries such as the creative industries and density
residential. (T2: 1iii.m-o)
Continue to work with relevant servicing agencies to plan
for the necessary funding of infrastructure upgrades in
accordance with capital works budgets and identify
budget shortfalls early in the process for consideration of
alternative funding sources.(T4: 4v.o, p)
Fremantle has
• Places and spaces
Maintain urban structure which includes a walkable
high quality
(including recreation
street network, accessibility to a functional hierarchy of
urban and
nodes) are designed using
centres and open space and infill and consolidation
suburban
innovative and sustainable opportunities in centres and sites well serviced by public
environments
approaches to be actively
transport and other services. (T1: 1i.a, 1ii.g-l)
for everyone to used throughout the day
Continue to apply integrated transport planning and
enjoy.
and night by everyone.
urban design principles and practices to the design of
streets and places, to create a highly amenable,
connected and safe street and path network. (T1: 1i.e)
Maintain design and incentive provisions to achieve
better design and housing outcomes (such as through
Strategic Sites incentives in City Centre, and Freo
Alternative precincts). (T1: 2ii.i)
As per State Planning Policy 7.0 responses (T1: 3v.r, l,
Planning Areas):
Maintain, support and continually review the
performance of the City’s Design Review Panel.
Update design principles in scheme to fully align with
SPP 7.0.
Continue to integrate design principle into the City’s
strategic planning and urban design proposals.
As per State Planning Policy 7.2 responses (T2: 1i.e):
Identify areas which would benefit from a Precinct Plan,
including:
Fremantle City Centre
North Fremantle Town Centre
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Activate urban
spaces through
increased
numbers of
people within
Fremantle.

South Fremantle Centre (cnr Douro Road)
Development Areas.
Fremantle Fishing Boat Harbour
Any areas of the port subject to redevelopment
Priority Public Transport Corridors (South Street and
Hampton Road / Marine Terrace) – upon confirmation of
route, mode and implementation details.
Additional Responses:
Rationalise and update Local Planning Policy framework,
including review streetscape policies to maintain
streetscape quality. (T1: 5ix.z)
Review development standards around the Paddy Troy
Mall. (T2: 1i.c)
Maintain zoning to accommodate increased residential
and commercial development in activity centres and
nodes well serviced by public transport. (T2:1, T2: 5vii.y)
Review the mixed use land use density bonus
development control to ensure it is achieving the
intended purpose. (T2: 1ii.j&n)
Review provisions for non-conforming uses and density
sites, and opportunities for their adaptive reuse. (T1: 2ii.i,
T2: 1iii.m)

• Create interesting and
diverse activities to
encourage people to stay
longer in Fremantle
• Improved density in
urban centres, transit
corridors and
redevelopment areas
• Redeveloped urban
density to be achieved with
improvements to green
spaces
Health and Happiness: Creating a physical and social environment where it is easy for people to lead
safe, happy and healthy lives
Fremantle is a
• Create an environment
Maintain incentives for affordable living and accessible
welcoming,
where people feel welcome housing. (T1: 3iv.q)
safe and caring and safe
Maintain highly accessible centre network
place that
• Create public spaces
accommodating a range of services and continue to
celebrates and which encourage people to apply zoning and land use permissibility reflective of
actively
linger and interact (to
centre hierarchy. (T1: 1i.a-e)
supports
facilitate social
Continue to apply integrated transport planning and
diversity.
connectivity)
urban design principles and practices to the design of
• Improve community
streets and places, to create a highly amenable,
inclusiveness and
connected and safe street and path network. (T1: 1i.a-e)
participation.
Partner with
• Improve community
Continue to implement effective and inclusive
the community inclusiveness and
Engagement policy and processes.
to build
participation
capacity for
• Facilitate a sense of
social inclusion, community and meaningful
connectivity
social connection.
and capital.
Environments
• Enhance the health and
Maintain focus on pedestrian and cycle connectivity in
that promote
wellbeing of people who
new development areas. (T1: 1i.e)
healthier
live, work and visit
Maintain focus on high quality streetscapes and passive
lifestyles and
Fremantle
surveillance. (T4: 1ii.g)
community
• Support formal and
Maintain functional and amenable network of public
enjoyment.
informal sporting activities
open space within walking distance of most dwellings.
and sustainable clubs.
Promote retention of local and neighbourhood activity
centres and walkable neighbourhoods. (T1: 1i.a-e)
Continue pursuit of Integrated Transport Strategy, Bike
Plan and Urban Forest Plan (or their replacements).
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The City will
have walkable
access to green
spaces for
recreation.

• Pursue parks, reserves
Maintain functional and amenable network of public
and open space strategy
open space within walking distance of most dwellings.
which removes gaps in the Continue pursuit of the Green Fremantle: Strategy 2020
open space network.
and Urban Forest Plan (or their replacements).
• Ensure best practice
Incorporate additional open space in Development areas
parks, reserves and open
(where functional) and/or contributions towards
space design is applied in
enhanced usability of open space. (T1: 4vii.v)
an integrated way for
Continue to promote connectivity through new structure
existing and new public
plans and subdivisions.
open space.
Capability: An innovative, responsive, influential local government which leads the way in delivering
services and projects through good governance, effective communication, responsible management and
excellence in delivery
A transparent
• Provide greater
Continue to implement effective and inclusive
and responsive opportunities for the
Engagement policy and processes.
organisation
community to participate in Update Local Planning Scheme to further align with
working in
decision-making processes Planning regulations and statewide model scheme text.
partnership
• Improve the quality of
(T1: 5ix.ff)
with the
community engagement
Continue to maintain and periodically review local
community
• Improve community
planning framework including the Local Planning
access to information to
Scheme, Local Planning Policies, Local Structure Plans
ensure people are well
and Local Area Plans. (T1: 5ix)
informed of council
activities
• Maintain a high standard
of corporate governance
• Encourage active civic
participation through
precinct groups, online
engagement tools, events
and other means.
Effective
• Effectively communicate
Continue to maintain and periodically review local
leadership
and build understanding
planning framework including the Local Planning
where people
and support for the City’s
Scheme, Local Planning Policies, Local Structure Plans
are responsible vision and position on
and Local Area Plans. (T1: 5ix)
for outcomes,
strategic matters and
Maintain delegation of authority for planning proposals.
and are
projects both internally and
empowered,
externally
structured and • Build understanding and
resourced to
support for the vision
act effectively
• Demonstrate clear
and efficiently
connections between the
within a clear
city’s its strategic direction
framework.
and its services and
activities
• Strengthen the City’s
organisational capacity and
financial resilience
• Create an organisational
culture of performance,
innovation and excellence.
An influential
• Improve local, regional,
Continue to partner, work with and advocate to other
and
state and national political
stakeholder agencies.
collaborative
relationships
Continue to take the lead in sustainable urban living
thought leader
• Build on Fremantle’s
proposals and innovative housing. (T1: 1ii.i)
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in local
government.
A city that
maintains its
assets and
operates in a
financially
sustainable
manner to
meet the needs
of its
community.

3.2

reputation as an innovative
leader.
• Maintain robust long
term financial plan
• Improve the City’s asset
management practices
• Strengthen the City’s
financial resilience.

Reconsider opportunities for development contributions
towards infrastructure renewal to accommodate
increasing population and need taking into account
impact on development feasibility and flow on
implications for other objectives. (T2: 1iii.m, T4: 7x.w)
Establish base standard of open space and streetscape
upgrade and apply to new development areas. Consider
application of Specified Area Rate in limited
circumstances.(T1: 4vii.v,w)

Previous local planning strategy

Prior to the WAPC’s endorsement of this document, the City had Local Planning Strategy 2001.
This was adopted by Council on 9 July 2001 but does not appear to have been formally
endorsed by the WAPC. It will be revoked on adoption of this strategy.
Key changes from Local Planning Strategy 2001 include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.3

Updated reference to subsequently adopted local strategies and plans, including the
Strategic Community Plan, Greening Fremantle Strategy, Urban Forest Plan
Updated reference to subsequently adopted state planning strategies, policies and
targets, including Perth and Peel @ 3.5 Million.
Updated references to demographic, economic and development changes.
Application of contemporary document template (as per state government guidelines).
Increased focus on sustainability reflective of Strategic Community Plan.
Identification of proposed Rapid Transit Corridors reflective of Perth and Peel @ 3.5
Million.
Updated housing and population forecasts and targets (Perth and Peel @ 3.5 Million).

Local Planning Scheme

The local planning scheme is the primary instrument for delivery of the vision and planning
directions of the local planning strategy, controlling land use and development within the City.
Based on the direction established in the 2001 Local Planning Strategy the Local Planning
Scheme No.4 (LPS4) was gazetted in March 2007. In the fifteen years since gazettal, LPS4 has
been maintained through a series of over 85 strategic amendments.
A review of the Scheme was undertaken in 2019 (refer Scheme Review Report) which indicated
that considering the extensive strategic work on the LPS4 the scheme is satisfactory in its
existing form and should be maintained based on an agreed program of projects / scheme
amendments (refer Appendix 1). This work is reflected in the Implementation section of Part 1
recommendations.

3.4

Other planning schemes

Nil

3.5

Local Planning Policies

Local planning policies can be prepared by the City in accordance with Division 2 of Schedule 2
of the Regulations in respect of a specific class or classes of matters specified in the policy; and
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may apply to the whole Scheme area or part of the Scheme area. An overview of the City’s local
planning policies and implications for the local planning strategy are provided in Table 11 Appendix 2. In summary:
•
•

•
•

Council has 85 Local Planning Policies.
These include:
o Administrative / procedural policies
o Issue-based policies
o Area-based policies.
Whilst the strategic direction of most policies remains valid and generally consistent with
the direction of this strategy, a number are out of date, some to the point of
obsolescence.
Through its scheme review report, Council has committed to a review of its policy manual
for the purpose of rationalising the policy framework. This is ongoing, with over 25
policies reviewed (at the date of writing) over the last three years.

Key strategic directions obtained from (or reflected in) Council’s local planning policies include:
recognises the complex interplay of considerations in achieving its strategic objectives.
• Council recognises the importance and significance of its heritage fabric and assets, and
the need to manage these appropriately.
• Council recognises the development opportunities presented in a number of strategic
brownfields sites and precincts, and the capacity of these, if appropriately redeveloped,
to support it achieving its strategic objectives.
• Council supports more sustainable built form.
• Council supports provision of dwelling diversity, with different precincts and different
sites providing differing opportunities to contribute to this overall objective.
• Council recognises the importance of design in achieving positive community and place
outcomes.
• Council recognises the importance of fair, equitable, transparent, consistent and
achievable processes in the determination and management of development proposals.

3.6

Structure Plans

Structure plans (including standard structure plans and precinct structure plans) can be
prepared in accordance with Division 2 of Schedule 2 of the Regulations for land within the
Scheme area to provide the basis for zoning and subdivision of land. Precinct structure plans
can also be used to inform built form outcomes and the design of public open spaces. An
overview of the structure plans within the City, and implications for the local planning strategy
are provided in Table 12.
Table 12 – Structure plans
Name of
Structure
Plan
DA1 –
Knutsford
Street East,
Fremantle
DA4 –

Date of WAPC
Approval/
Last
Amendment
9 April 2018
ADOPTED
Structure plan
8 September

Purpose of
Structure Plan

Mapping
Reference

Local Planning Strategy Implications
and Responses (T1: 2iii.k)
*Yield estimate

Redevelopment
for residential
and mixed-use
purposes from
R60 to R100
densities.
Development for

- 32.054 S
115.764 E

Staged development in train at lower
density than anticipated.
Yield estimate: 300-500 dwellings.
Structure plan still relevant and
should be retained.

- 32.054 S

Development as per the structure
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Swanbourne
Street,
Fremantle

2015

DA6 – Wool
Testing and
Sealanes,
South
Fremantle

24 February
2005

DA7 – Mather
Road, South
Fremantle

21 July 2008
DELETED 12
November
2021

DA7 – Lefroy
Road Quarry,
Beaconsfield

14 February
2019

ADOPTED
Structure plan

ADOPTED
Structure plan

ADOPTED
Structure plan

DA8 – Taylors
College,
O’Connor

DA12 – Kim
Beazley
School, White
Gum Valley
(WGV)
DA18 – 9-15
McCabe
Street, North

26 March
2008
DELETED 12
November
2021

predominantly
residential
purposes, with
some mixed-use,
at a range of
densities,
including R40 to
R80, R60 to
R100 and R80 to
R160.
Redevelopment
for residential
purposes, with a
mix of housing
typologies, at
R60 and R100
densities.

115.760 E

plan has not yet proceeded on site.
Development pending identification of
a joint venture partner.
Yield estimate: 306-470 dwellings.
Structure plan still relevant and
should be retained.

- 32.072 S
115.752 E

Development for
residential
purposes at R20,
R40 and R50
densities.
Redevelopment
for residential
purposes, with a
mix of housing
typologies, at
R30 to R60
densities.

- 32.074 S
115.765 E

Development as per the structure
plan has not yet proceeded on site.
The structure plan has not aged well
and would likely require amendments
to realise the full development
potential. The structure plan, however
is adopted and therefore still relevant.
Yield estimate: 150 dwellings.
Structure plan still relevant but would
benefit from review to reflect
contemporary requirements.
Development is largely complete.
Structure plan normalised into Local
Planning Scheme No. 4 through
Scheme Amendment No. 84.
Structure plan has now been deleted.
Development as per the structure
plan has not yet proceeded on site.
Development delayed due to the cost
of site remediation. The recreation
planning in 2020 identified the site as
an opportunity to provide a new
senior sized oval to accommodate
population growth beyond 2031.
Yield estimate: 334+ dwellings.
Structure plan requires review to
reflect Heart of Beaconsfield
Masterplan 2021.
Development is largely complete.

Redevelopment
for residential
purposes, with a
mix of housing
typologies, at
R30 to R60
densities.
24 September Redevelopment
2014
for residential
DELETED 12
purposes, with a
November
mix of housing
2021
typologies, at
R35 to R80
densities.
SAT issued
Redevelopment
Orders
for residential
3 March
purposes, with a

- 32.070 S
115.765 E

- 32.064 S
115.801 E

Structure plan normalised into Local
Planning Scheme No. 4 through
Scheme Amendment No. 84.
Structure plan has now been deleted.
- 32.058 S
115.772 E

Development is largely complete.
Structure plan normalised into Local
Planning Scheme No. 4 through
Scheme Amendment No. 84.
Structure plan has now been deleted.

- 32.022 S
115.757 E

Development is largely complete.
The structure plan could be
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Fremantle
DA18 – 140
Stirling
Highway,
North
Fremantle
DA18 –
Matilda Bay
Brewery site,
North
Fremantle

Davis Park,
Beaconsfield

2009
ADOPTED
Structure plan
Council
adopted 2
December
2009
ADOPTED
Structure plan
6 October
2020
ADOPTED
Structure plan

14 May 2021
ADOPTED
Structure plan

mix of housing
typologies, at
R80 density.
Redevelopment
for multiple
dwellings at R80
density.
Redevelopment
for residential
and mixed-use
purposes, at a
density of up to
R160, along with
communal
facilities and
public open
space.
Redevelopment
for residential
and mixed-use
purposes, at a
density of up to
R160, along with
community
facilities and
public open
space.

- 32.022 S
115.755 E

- 32.024 S
115.755 E

- 32.065 S
115.771 E

normalised into Local Planning
Scheme No. 4 and subsequently
revoked.
Development as per the structure
plan has not yet proceeded on site.
Yield estimate: 250 dwellings.
Structure plan would benefit from
review to reflect contemporary
requirements.
Development as per the structure
plan has not yet proceeded on site.
Yield estimate: 500 dwellings*.
Structure plan still relevant and
should be retained.

Development as per the structure
plan has not yet proceeded on site.
Yield estimate: 550 dwellings.
Structure plan still relevant and
should be retained.

*Note: Yield estimates are approximate only. In the case of approved Local Structure Plans, they reflect the yield
estimate in these (where stated). Achievement may be restricted by site, feasibility and development restrictions
including but not limited to building height restrictions

Structure Plans have not yet been formulated for the following Development Areas in Table 12A.
Reasons why these areas have no structure plan progressed are additionally provided in the
table.
Table 12A – Development areas not yet subject to structure plans
Name of Structure Plan
Area
DA2 - Daly and Hollis
Street tip site South
Fremantle landfill sites

Mapping
Reference
- 32.077 S
115.758 E

DA3 – Fremantle
Chalet Village, South
Fremantle
DA5 – Leighton
Marshalling Yards

- 32.081 S
115.759 E

DA13 - 100 Hampton
Road, Fremantle

- 32.060 S
115.757 E

- 32.029 S
115.751 E

Local Planning Strategy Implications and Responses
Site highly constrained due to ground contamination from being
a former landfill site. Substantial redevelopment not anticipated
within 15 years. Temporary use for solar farm preferred use in
the interim.
Continues to operate as tourist accommodation.
No redevelopment proposed. Historic ground contamination
restricts use.
A non-structure plan development framework for the area was
established by Development Plan 17 in the scheme and
associated policies. Staged development is in train. Remaining
yield estimate: 200.
The development area could be normalised into Local Planning
Scheme No. 4.
Single site containing residential building which continues to be
operated by Housing Authority / Foundation Housing. The
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DA19 – Clontarf Hill,
South Fremantle

3.7

- 32.077 S
115.763 E

development area could be normalised into Local Planning
Scheme No. 4.
No development on site. Majority of the land is held by Main
Roads WA. Site contiguous with Clontarf Hill reserve, and an
aboriginal heritage site: rationalisation of boundaries taking
into account these values recommended.

Local Development Plans

Local development plans can be prepared in accordance with Division 2 of Schedule 2 of the
Regulations for land within the Scheme area to provide guidance for future development in
relation to site and development standards and any exemptions from the requirement to obtain
development approval. An overview of the local development plans within the City, and
implications for the local planning strategy are provided in Table 13.
Table 13: Local development plans
Name of Local
Development Plan
Lot 11 Mouquet
Vista, White Gum
Valley

Lot 200 Hope
Street White Gum
Valley

3.8

Date of
Approval/
Last
Amendment
4 June 2019

Purpose of Local
Development Plan

Mapping
Reference

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses

Coordination of
residential subdivision
and development and
supplementing the
provisions of LPP 3.15.

-32.058 S
115.770 E

1 November
2019

Providing for a mixture of
housing typologies and
supplementing the subarea provisions of
Schedule 7 of LPS4.

-32.059 S
115.774 E

Facilitates delivery of a
structure plan
development area,
providing infill housing
within an established
suburban setting.
Providing an infill housing
solution within an
established suburban
setting.

Other Relevant Strategies, plans and Policies

Other City of Fremantle strategies plans and policies that are not necessarily part of the
planning framework, do influence it in some way are mentioned here.
Table 14: Other relevant strategies, plans and policies
Name of strategy,
plan, policy
Economic
Development
Strategy

Date
approved
2015

Purpose
“to build up the economic
capacity of (the) local
area to improve its
economic future and
quality of life for all”

Local Planning Strategy Implications
and Responses
Maintain zoning to support office,
industrial and retail development.
Maintain buffers to Port and industrial
areas.
Protect opportunities for water-based
industries and technologies
Consider incentives for priority
industries including creative,
sustainability and blue economy.
Continue to protect and enhance
heritage buildings and streetscapes
Maintain opportunities for adaptive
reuse
Review role, function and requirement
for Mixed Use areas
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Access and
Inclusion Plan

November
2021

provide an effective
framework for meeting
the needs of many people
in the community….
(including)… people with
disabilities…. Parents with
young children and
prams, the elderly and
people from culturally and
linguistically diverse
backgrounds
To prioritise positive aging
opportunities for the
Fremantle community
and a great place for
people who visit

Age Friendly City
Plan

April 2019

Climate Change
Adaption Plan

2013
(reviewed
2020)

Set out actions to adapt
to impacts of climate
change.

Community Safety
and Crime
Prevention Plan

September
2019

Esplanade
Masterplan

December
2015

To set priorities for
community safety and
crime prevention for the
next 5 years
To outline long term
layout and improvements
to The Esplanade as the
City Centre’s primary
greenspace

Freo 2029
Transformational
Moves

February
2015

To supplement a
Fremantle City centre
structure plan and
illustrate how it could be
implemented via a
number of key actions or
‘transformational moves’

Greening
Fremantle
Strategy 2020

July 2017

To inform, guide and
implement a greener city

Integrated
Transport Strategy
(ITS)

February
2015

To provide a broad
strategic position on a
variety of transport and

Continue to accommodate diverse
housing including potential incentives
for adaptable housing.

Support opportunities for aging in place
through housing diversity including
potential incentives for adaptable
housing.
Maintain opportunities for access to
local services in each neighbourhood.
Implement CHRMAPs
Implement Urban Forest Plan
Promote tree retention and planting
Promote water efficient and sensitive
design.
Promote energy efficient urban form,
buildings and living
Promote passive surveillance of public
spaces.
Support residential presence in
commercial areas
Maintain reservation of The Esplanade
as a significant community recreation
and green space
Review zoning Italian Club site as part of
a coordinated development proposal to
achieve extension of Norfolk Street and
expansion of Esplanade
Recognise priority transit routes and
advocate for their delivery.
Advocate for extension of Norfolk Street,
improved waterfront connection,
redevelopment of Fremantle Station
forecourt
Review zoning Italian Club site as part of
a coordinated development proposal to
achieve extension of Norfolk Street and
expansion of Esplanade
Maintain public open space
reservations.
Support tree and native vegetation
retention and additional planting in new
development.
Promote inclusion of green linkages in
new development as per strategy plan.
Maintain higher density opportunities in
established nodes along rapid transit
corridors.
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land use issues as a
basis for more detailed
plans and projects.
Kings Square
Business Plan and
Urban Design Plan

2012

To outline the business
plan and spatial concept
for revitalisation of Kings
Square

Local Bike Plan

August
2019

One Planet
Framework and
Action Plan

October
2021

Port and Leighton
Beach CHRMAP

2017

To harness the potential
of Fremantle as a bike
friendly city by providing a
comprehensive guide to
the policies, programs
and infrastructure
investment required to
realise this vision.
To provide a framework
through which to
understand and monitor
the City’s more progress
towards sustainable living
To assist with coastal
management decisionmaking

Southern Beaches
CHRMAP

-

Urban Forest Plan

2017

Water
Conservation and
Efficiency Plan

2021

To adapt to the changing
coast south of the Swan
River, and provides
timeframes and trigger
points for decisionmaking and planning for
the Fremantle coast from
South Mole to South
Beach.
To manage and guide
tree and vegetation
population across the
public and private realm,
to increase canopy and
biodiversity and to
mitigate the Urban Heat
Island Effect
To set out the approach
and actions the City
wishes to take over the
next five years to
conserve scheme and
ground water and use

Advocate for further definition and
advancement of rapid transit.
Develop Parking Plan and review
parking requirements.
Recognise Kings Square (now Walyalup
Koort) as the civic and commercial heart
to the City Centre.
Continue to accommodate activation
and incentivise redevelopment around
the square
Recognise planned bike route network.
Maintain provision for end of trip
facilities for significant new
development

Promote protection of natural areas,
water and energy efficient urban and
built form, housing diversity, transitoriented development, inclusive design,
heritage protection.
Monitor coastal processes and
shoreline movement.
Establish Special Control Area and
development responses for sites at risk
of long term coastal impacts.
Advocate for holistic planning for retreat
option in North Fremantle, including
continued accommodation of district
beach node facilities.
Monitor coastal processes and
shoreline movement.
Advocate for long term protection works
along rail corridor and around harbours.
Establish Special Control Area and
development responses for sites at risk
of long term coastal impacts.
Support retention of trees and native
vegetation
Promote additional planting in new
development
Maintain verges capable of
accommodating street trees
Continue to apply Water Sensitive Urban
Design principles to new structure plans
and major developments
Review Local Planning Policy LPP1.10
Construction Sites and SG40 Greywater
Re-use Systems
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Fremantle Oval
Masterplan

2020

water sources in the most
efficient way possible
To guide the long term
redevelopment of
Fremantle Oval as the
Home of Football and a
destination that
integrates and connects
to the historic city around
it, and delivers a great
‘gameday experience’

Review zoning of oval to ensure this
accommodates range of anticipated
uses

4. Local Government Profile
4.1

Demographics

Across eight suburbs and 19.0 km2 the City of Fremantle has a population of 31,930 people in
15,687 homes (2021 census ABS). A simplified snapshot (based on the 2016 census) is
provided in Figure 4.

Figure 4. City of Fremantle demographic snapshot (Source Data: 2021 Census)

4.1.1 Demographic Profile
The City’s 2021 census demographic profile (unless otherwise stated) show that:
1. Fremantle’s population grew 5,806 between 2006 and 2021 from 26,124 to 31,930. All
suburbs increased in population apart from Samson, which saw a slight (-141) decrease
on the 2016 census. The Fremantle suburb has the largest population (9,251 +532),
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followed by Beaconsfield (5,315 +58), Hilton & O’Connor (combined 4,783 +144), North
Fremantle (3,947 +398), South Fremantle (3,398 +149), White Gum Valley (3,358
+221) and Samson (1,881 -141) the smallest (refer to Figure 5. Population by suburb
and change (Source: 2021 census)).
2. The City comprises of 14,828 dwellings which is an increase of 1,422 dwellings recorded
in 2016.
3. The median age in Fremantle (42) is higher than the state average and has increased
since 2011 and stayed the same since 2016. Traditionally compared to the Greater
Perth region and Western Australia, Fremantle has a higher proportion of older workers,
retirees and seniors, and a smaller young person population but a comparable ‘young
workforce’ and middle-aged cohort.
Some suburbs [Fremantle, North Fremantle and South Fremantle] have fewer young
children and ‘parent with young children’ age cohorts are underrepresented. Other
suburbs [Beaconsfield, Hilton, Samson, O'Connor and White Gum Valley] are well
represented in the ‘parent and children’ adult and child age cohorts (reflecting the larger
size housing stock in these areas).
4. The average household size 2.2 is below the metropolitan average of 2.6, influenced in
part by the higher than average proportion of lone person households (33.3%).
Comparative to the greater Perth area (24.9%), every suburb but Beaconsfield (24.5%)
has a higher number of lone/single households. In 2021, the suburb of Fremantle had
the greatest number of single/lone households (40.6%), followed by O’Connor (39.7%),
North Fremantle (33.8%) and South Fremantle (33%).
5. A higher proportion of dwellings are rented (31.7%) than the state average (27.3%),
though this is reducing (33.5% in 2016) whilst mortgaged households are increasing
(32.6% 2021; 31.5% 2016). There has also been a slight increase on private dwellings
owned outright (from 31.2% in 2016 to 32.8% in 2021). Social housing has reduced
9.5% since 2001 to less than 10% of all dwellings (whilst still significantly exceeding the
metropolitan average of 3.1%). The cost of rental accommodation in Fremantle included
a higher proportion of both very low cost, and high-cost dwellings, compared with the
metropolitan average.
6. When compared to the greater Perth Area Fremantle has a:
•

Higher proportion of renting households and a much smaller proportion own with a
mortgage.

•

Higher median weekly household rent ($370). Only White Gum Valley, Hilton and
O’Connor being lower, Beaconsfield being the same on $350 and North Fremantle
being the highest on $480.

•

Similar proportion of households in rent stress (rent payments are 30% or more of
household income).

•

five times higher homelessness rate per 10,000 persons.

7. The City also demonstrates a much higher proportion of attached and medium to high
density dwellings (39.9%) than the metropolitan average (22.1%), with a population
density of 16.62 p/ha (more than double that of its region). Recent increases in dwelling
numbers have largely been in medium to high density dwellings. Fremantle also has a
higher percentage of 1 and 2 bedroom dwellings (36.4%) comparatively to greater Perth
(16.2%) better catering to smaller household sizes.
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8. Fremantle has a higher-than-average proportion of persons holding a tertiary degree or
similar (28.5%) than greater Perth (24%), and a varied income profile, illustrating the
diversity of the population. Most Fremantle suburbs have a higher household income
than Western Australia ($1,815) as a whole (apart from Hilton and O’Connor). When
compared to the greater Perth Metropolitan area ($1,865) Fremantle has a slightly
higher household income ($1,887) with a lower median household income in Hilton,
O’Connor and Beaconsfield. North Fremantle has a much higher household income
($2,387) followed by South Fremantle ($1,914). Overall, the trend appears to be towards
gentrification.
9. Ancestry in Fremantle was traditionally heavily influenced by the inter and post war
migration which saw high proportions of Italians, Portuguese and Slavs settle in
Fremantle. The majority of the current population however, identify as having British
ancestry. The proportion of the population born overseas has been reducing and is now
just under the state average.
10. The City’s proportion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People is just under (1.7%)
the Greater Perth area percentage (2%).
11. The majority of the population speak only English language (81%) with 16.9% indicating
also speak a non-English language as well. Overall there has been a reduction in the
proportion of people from a non-English speaking background.
12. In line with national and metropolitan trends, those identifying as non-religious has
increased significantly between 2001 and 2016 from 23.9% of the population to 43%
and now 54% in 2021. The proportion of non-Christian religions is 1.6%.
13. The percentage of community members needing assistance with core activities is above
the metropolitan average at 5% reflective, in part, of the older population (the need being
significantly the highest in the over 65 years old cohorts). Provision of unpaid (non-child)
care and volunteering rates in Fremantle also exceed the metropolitan average.
14. The labour force is roughly equivalent to the metropolitan average and has increased
over time. In 2016, the unemployment rate was 7.3%. In recent years, employment in
accommodation and food services, education and training, and health care and
professional services increased, whilst manufacturing and wholesale trade reduced.
Only 8.5% of the Fremantle workforce also work within Fremantle. (2016 census data)
15. Fremantle has slightly more part-time employment, slightly less full time when compared
to the state and Australia. The most common occupations in the City of Fremantle
include Professionals 35.3%, Managers 13.8%, Technicians and Trades Workers 11.5%,
Clerical and Administrative Workers 10.4%, and Community and Personal Service
Workers 10.2%. (2016 census data)
16. A relatively high proportion of the Fremantle workforce use public transport or active
transport to get to work, but the proportion still remains far lower than those driving to
work (56.3%). Car ownership per household is also lower than the metropolitan average
but has increased since 2001. (2016 census data)
Overall, the demographic profile illustrates Fremantle as a revitalising inner metropolitan local
government area, retaining a diverse population reflective of its roots and housing stock. The
place is incrementally gentrifying as state population growth drives demand for well serviced
housing, redevelopment occurs, and land values increase. Population increase can be largely
attributed to new development occurring and also potentially to the regeneration of suburbs as
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their original populations age and move out, and larger new households replace them.
Population by suburb is shown below in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Population by suburb and change (Source: 2021 census)

4.1.2 Population Forecast
Perth and Peel @ 3.5million estimates some 800,000 new homes are required to accommodate
Perth and Peel’s projected population growth of 3.5 million by 2050 (or ‘beyond’). The
documents prescribe a 47% infill target, which equates to 380,000 dwellings. Approximately
213,130 of these new infill dwellings are expected to be delivered in Perth’s Central SubRegion, with the City of Fremantle allocated a target of 7,030 dwellings. This equates to a
population increase of between 10,545 - 15,470 people by 2050 (on 2011 numbers).
As a largely developed urban area, additional population growth into the future is primarily
expected to be driven by infill development on key development sites. This is influenced by both
zoning, infrastructure capacity and, critically, market demand, with population growth in the City
of Fremantle closely reflecting state-wide (presumably economically driven) trends.
As this document is planning for a 10–15year term the forecast projections used reflect this
timeframe and project the population and dwelling data to 2036. The forecasting used in the
strategy is provided by two different datasets: WA tomorrow and forecast id.
Population forecasts undertaken by forecast id in 2017 estimate that the City’s population
would increase by over 7,400 people from 2016 to 2031 up to a population of 37,986 people in
2031 and 40,421 by 2036. The forecast is based on an average annual growth rate of 2.20%
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and the study of potential dwelling yields on development sites and in suburbs over the next 1015 years.
It is anticipated, the projected forecast id increase in the City’s population between 2016 and
2036 will occur across all suburbs at differing rates as large development sites come online for
development as demonstrated in Figure 6 and below in 4.2.1 Housing. The suburb that will see
the most marked increase will be Fremantle with development areas in the City Centre,
Knutsford and Swanbourne Street areas. This is followed by potential development
opportunities in McCabe Street and Leighton Beach, North Fremantle (Fremantle Port land not
accounted for), followed by the heart of Beaconsfield development opportunities. Hilton, White
Gum Valley and Samson will see smaller population increases.

Figure 6. Population and household forecasts 2016 – 2036 (Source Id)

The state demographer’s projections published in WA Tomorrow are more conservative, with
future growth based on historical trends. WA Tomorrow provides five bands A (low growth
scenario) to E (high growth scenario) of potential growth. According to the low to medium growth
scenarios, WA tomorrow estimates a population projection of between 31,310 and 36,260 for
the City of Fremantle by 2031 (refer to table 15).
Table. 15 Forecast Population Projects 2016 - 2036
(Source.WA Tomorrow and Draft DPLH Local Planning Strategy Guidelines 2021)

Year

Persons per WA Tomorrow Band
A – Low
B – Low
C - Medium
growth
/medium
growth
scenario
scenario

Forecast id
D–
Medium/
high

E - High
growth
scenario

(Refer to
Figure 6)
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2016
2021
2026
2031
Population
Difference
2016-2031
Average
annual
increase
Estimated
population
2036

30,680
30,860
32 310
33,720
3040

29,070
30,140
31,310
Formula

30,370
31,800
33,110
33,720 –
30,680

31,430
32,940
34,490

32,640
34,840
36,260

33,115
25,550
37,986
7,306

Formula

3,040/15

202

487

Formula

33,720 + (5
x 202)

34,730

40,421

Development uptake in the past ten years has been impacted by the broader economic context.
Initially this was the fallout of the GFC, and then ongoing macroeconomic factors and high
construction costs limiting the capacity of the market to absorb faster release. These, and other
local and specific, constraints will likely carry on into the future. Nonetheless, according to WA
Tomorrow forecasting the City of Fremantle will have 33,720 residents by 2031. The City’s
analysis of the City’s 2016 population correlated with building permits in the years 2016-2021
and the City’s population of 31,930 in the 2021 census suggest the City will exceed the WA
Tomorrow medium growth forecasts and is on track to meet a medium/high forecast. If this
growth carries on the City will additionally meet the Perth and Peel @ 3.5million target of 7,030
dwellings by 2050.
The driver behind population increase in Fremantle is likely to be availability of new dwellings
which, in turn, is likely to be dictated by zoning provision and commercial feasibility. This
strategy is to ensure the City has an adequate and suitably located zoning provision to
accommodate infill targets, and development standards responsive to need and strategic
objectives.

4.1.3 Dwelling Yield Analysis
As previously mentioned, the driver to population increase in the City will be the capacity to build
new dwellings in an already established local government area. Based on the figures in table 16
below, the City would need between 1,759 and 4,870 additional dwellings to be provided in the
local government area between 2021 and 2036.
Table. 16 Dwelling forecast based on population 2021 - 2036
(Source.WA Tomorrow and Forecast id)

Data source

Population
increase 2021
- 2036

Number of dwellings needed to accommodate population
increase
2.2 Avg.
1.9 Avg.
1.5 Avg.
household size
household size
household size

WA tomorrow - Band C
Forecast id

3,870
7,300

1,759
3,320

2,000
3,842

2,800
4,870

The WA Tomorrow forecasted population, based on historical data, estimates an increase of
3,870 more people in the City to occur between 2021 and 2036. This would require 1,759
additional dwellings (based on the average household size of 2.2). If a higher proportion of
smaller (single or two person) dwellings were delivered (reflecting current trends), a higher
number of dwellings (around 2,000) would be required. An extremely conservative average
household size of 1.5 would require 2,580 dwellings. Conversely, the forecast id population
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projections, based on available development sites in the City’s suburbs, estimate an increase of
over 7,300 people from 2021 to 2036. This population increase is estimated to need between
3,320 and 4,870 dwellings.
Fortunately, in direct response to state growth targets, the City has established a planning
framework that accommodates potential for significantly more dwellings than 4,870 (the
highest estimate) through a program of comprehensive growth on key development areas (Refer
to 4.2.1. Housing and Figure 7 for discussion on key development sites below). An analysis of
potential population and dwelling increase that takes into account development sites in each
suburb was developed by forecast id in 2017 (refer Table 17 below). The forecasting indicates
the potential for the City of Fremantle to accommodate a significant population increase by
2036 through an increase in up to 6,058 additional dwellings on 2016 numbers. Areas that
have the potential for the most development are the suburbs of Fremantle (potentially 3,770
additional dwellings), North Fremantle (potentially 1,787 additional dwellings with the currently
industrial and Fremantle Port land not accounted for) and Beaconsfield (potentially 743
additional dwellings). Notable areas of potential are the City Centre area and the Knutsford and
Swanbourne Street development areas in Fremantle, the McCabe Street development area in
North Fremantle, and the Heart of Beaconsfield master planning area accommodating several
significant redevelopment sites in Beaconsfield. Refer to 4.2.1 housing below for discussion on
the provision of housing and Table 17 for dwelling forecast numbers by suburb.
The capacity to accommodate new dwellings further tracks to meet the targets of Perth and Peel
@ 3.5 Million (7,030 dwellings by 2050) and Council’s strategic objective to increase local
population to support economic development, sustainability and revitalisation objectives.
Table. 17 dwelling forecasts by suburb 2016-2036
Prepared by .id the population experts, December 2017

2016
Area
Beaconsfield
Fremantle
Hilton - O'Connor
North Fremantle
Samson
South Fremantle
White Gum
Valley
City of Fremantle

2036

Number
2,381
4,596
2,065
1,787
800
1,649
1,411

%
16.2
31.3
14.1
12.2
5.4
11.2
9.6

Number
3,124
8,366
2,272
2,645
865
1,910
1,565

%
15.1
40.3
11.0
12.7
4.2
9.2
7.5

Change
2016 -2036
Number
+743
+3,770
+207
+858
+65
+261
+154

14,689

100.0

20,747

100.0

+6,058

%
+31.2
+82.0
+10.0
+48.0
+8.1
+15.8
+10.9
+41.2

As mentioned above, the primary constraints to development in recent years have been larger
economic factors. On a local site-specific level, contamination is a constraint for several sites.
Service restrictions (particularly absence or inadequacy of sewer or water provision) is an
additional (cost) constraint for development in South Fremantle (around Strang Street),
Knutsford Street / Swanbourne Street and for denser development in central Fremantle. The
Future of Fremantle work has not been considered as part of these forecasts.

4.1.4 Demographic Analysis
Fremantle’s demographic profile is diverse: A comparatively older population with family age
groups also; a range of low and high incomes; relatively average small household sizes (brought
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down by a high proportion of single person households); and a mix of housing affordability.
Consequently, the needs of existing and future populations are similarly varied. Fortunately,
Fremantle remains well placed to support a diverse population accommodating a range of
employment, housing, health and social services and amenities.
Fremantle’s housing stock is more varied than other areas of the metropolitan area. Diversity in
housing type and density remain a key objective of the City of Fremantle Council and the City will
continue to support different needs, life stages and lifestyle values, through adequate and
appropriate zoning and planning scheme provisions. It is hoped that housing diversity will also
accommodate different price points and maintain a degree of affordability. Incentives for
inclusion of affordable housing are included in some areas, however there are limitations on the
extent to which affordable housing can be influenced through the planning process.
Into the future, additional population will be accommodated on development sites and in nodes
near transport and services, with a small increase also provided through general infill. These
areas cater for both apartments, grouped dwellings and some single house development.
Forecasting dwelling numbers and population against known development sites show that the
City will provide for an increased population in the next 10-15 years and is tracking to meet the
Perth and Peel @ 3.5 million population/dwelling targets to 2050.
As the population increases, there may be an increased demand for community facilities
including schools and recreation facilities. The developed nature of Fremantle limits the capacity
to accommodate new facilities and therefore rationalised and efficient use of what is available,
and care in planning new development sites is required.
The reducing proportion of people from a non-English speaking background may justify further
consideration of the heritage significance of their contribution to Fremantle, and its reflection in
its built form.
Planning Responses:
• Maintain a range of density coding and housing types to support the community’s diverse
housing needs.
• Maintain density infill opportunities in unconstrained, well serviced locations (i.e. those
with access to local shops and public transport). A review of feasibility constraints could
assist in understanding the potential for further / faster uptake of development
opportunities.
• Continue to support and promote innovative, accessible and affordable housing options,
including existing incentives. Further incentives may be appropriate in some areas.
• Continue to protect Fremantle’s heritage (including recognition of its migrant heritage).
• Plan and advocate for further improvements to the public transport network to support
increased use of active transport and access to jobs and services.
• Continue to promote shared use and improvement of facilities, and actively participate in
discussions with key service providers regarding continued maintenance of key health,
education, recreation and community services, and planning necessary to sustain a
growing population.
• Refer to Perth and Peel @ 3.5 Million (2018) and Central Sub-regional planning
framework (2018) above for future housing response.
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4.2

Community, Urban Growth and Settlement

Both state and local objectives promote diverse, affordable, accessible, and safe communities.
The role of this strategy is to establish how population changes, housing needs and support
services consistent with these goals can be accommodated into the future.

4.2.1 Housing
Fremantle accommodates significantly greater density with a much higher proportion of
attached and medium to high density dwellings (39.9%) than the metropolitan average (22.1%).
Recent increases in dwelling numbers have largely been in medium to high density dwellings.
Fremantle also has a higher percentage of 1 and 2 bedroom dwellings (36.4%) comparatively to
greater Perth (16.2%) better catering to smaller household sizes.
As discussed in dwelling yield analysis above, the City is on track to meet its WA Tomorrow and
forecast ID dwelling numbers to 2036, and Perth and Peel @ 3.5 Million dwelling targets 7,030
dwellings by 2050.
Additional dwellings to accommodate population growth and targets can be accommodated
under the existing planning framework, specifically:
•

High density inner-city development: Provisions for high density and additional heights,
as well as a mix of uses, is provided for within the City Centre and Northern Gateway
/East End precinct.

•

Development Areas: Areas including the brownfield redevelopment sites of Knutsford,
Swanbourne Street, McCabe Street, Davis Park, Lefroy Road Quarry and other areas
zoned for comprehensive development through structure plan or similar processes (e.g.
Heart of Beaconsfield). Housing diversity is a feature of structure plans in these areas.

•

Non-city centre activity centres, mixed use corridors and nodes: Various areas zoned for
additional development appropriately located in proximity to amenities and transport.
Includes the Neighbourhood and Local Centres (all of which are zoned to accommodate
development of R60 or higher under a bonus clause in the scheme).

•

General infill: Small scale infill development in existing suburbs including the split
codings applicable in Hilton, White Gum Valley, and Beaconsfield. New dwellings in
these areas tend to be larger ‘family sized’ dwellings in contrast to the smaller
apartments and units being achieved in inner areas. The Freo Alternative (small infill
development) provides an alternative approach to suburban infill and promotes smaller
more context responsive housing in trial areas. Note the sunset clause on the small infill
development provisions is February 2024.

Large key development / infill sites, the South Street transit corridor nodes and the city centre
and surrounds are illustrated on Figure 7 below. While the map also includes the Freo
Alternative infill precincts, additional yield within these areas is likely to be low due in part to the
limited number of undeveloped eligible lots.
Not included on the map are:
• medium and smaller subdivision and development opportunity,
• General infill development,
• R60 mixed use development potential in Mixed use, local and neighbourhood centres.
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Further opportunities for ‘smart’ low impact localized infill may exist within suburbs. These
opportunities can be explored through community-lead neighbourhood planning and visioning
processes as and when resources are available. Work on these opportunities will include review
of Freo Alternative (by February 2024), response to Medium Density Code, potential provision to
support redevelopment of significantly) non-conforming density sites to maintain housing
diversity and future precinct planning.
These infill opportunities and the four housing opportunities above will continue to concentrate
on a mix of densities, accommodating different housing typologies across the City. Opportunity
to incentivise adaptable, accessible and affordable housing will also be looked at.
In addition to the areas on the map, it is noted that residential redevelopment may become
feasible in the future on the land north of the Fremantle Port, Victoria Quay (and potentially even
on North Quay in the event of relocation of the port,) and within Fremantle Oval in the future.
These areas however are purely conceptual, and subject to much more planning before any
decisions can be made as to their suitability and the desirability of this from a broader planning
perspective. Therefore, for the purposes of the strategy these areas are merely flagged as
possibilities.

Figure 7. Key development sites

4.2.2 Built form and character
As an established urban area with significant heritage values apparent in most of the City’s
suburbs, and a strategic focus on design quality, built form and character are critical planning
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considerations in Fremantle. This character was outlined in a brief Local Planning Area analysis
included in the previous Local Planning Strategy. This analysis has been updated and included
in Appendix 7. The City’s planning areas are shown on Figure 8 below.

Figure 8. Planning Areas

Whilst Fremantle’s building stock is diverse, and its character sometimes eclectic, there are
critical consistent elements which contribute to its significance and sense of place. Retaining
these whilst still accommodating change, and the population increases discussed above,
requires a nuanced approach. Some review of development standards may be appropriate to
remove unnecessary or confusing duplication and/or conflict with state standards as these
develop (eg Medium Density Code) however maintenance of area-based policy supplements to
the R-Codes will remain necessary to facilitate good, context-appropriate built form outcomes in
Fremantle into the future.
Continued focus on a fine grain walkable urban structure and design quality which optimises
use, functionality and amenity of space and place, and supports more sustainable built form
represent ongoing objectives aligned to both state and local policy. Periodic review and update
to these is necessary to ensure they remain effective and fit for purpose, particularly in the
context of an evolving state government policy framework, changing retail trends, regional traffic
growth and changing lifestyle and transport preferences.

4.2.3 Cultural heritage (historic and Aboriginal heritage)
The City of Fremantle sits within the Nyoongar/ Bibbulmun region of Beeliar which at the time of
white settlement was led by Midgegooroo. Its Nyoongar/Bibbulmun name is Walyalup (the place
of walyo or woylie). The local Whadjuk people have a long and rich history in the Walyalup area.
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Walyalup has several significant sites and features in many traditional stories. It is a place that
has strong social, spiritual, cultural and historic significance including an important crossing
point of the Derbarl Yerrigan [Swan River], a meeting place, a trading place, a ceremonial place
and a spiritual place.
The City of Fremantle acknowledges the Whadjuk people as the traditional custodians of the
greater Fremantle/Walyalup area.
Recognition of Fremantle’s Aboriginal history is vitally important as it contributes to:
• the community’s sense of place and belonging
• the quality and healing of relationships among local Aboriginal people, including local
people, and broader communities
• a vibrant, robust and sustainable community.
Places of Aboriginal heritage categorised as ‘Registered Sites’ have the highest level of
protection under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972. Four ‘registered sites’ fall within the City of
Fremantle:
Site
DAA3419 –
Cantonment Hill

DAA3536 –
Swan River
DAA3596 –
Rocky Bay
DAA3707 –
Robb Jetty Camp
(very small
portion)

Site Type
Ceremonial,
Mythological,
Camp, Named
Place, Plant
resources
Mythological,
Named place

Status
Permanent

Access
Open

Notes
Cantonment Hill

Permanent

Open

Mythological

Permanent

Camp

Permanent

Closed – Location
not available
The very small
portion in the CoF is
accessible - open

Located in all
reserves except
Cantonment Hill
and Arthurs Head
Swan River
The boundary of
this site comes into
the City of
Fremantle boundary

A further 10 places in the City of Fremantle are considered ‘Other Heritage Significance’ under
the Act including DAA18332 Clontarf Hill. These sites are important cultural and historical sites
that must be managed accordingly. Refer to Figure 9 for registered and other heritage
significance indigenous sites.
Protection and appropriate care and management of these areas is important to these places
and will be consistent with approved management plans which have been subject to
consultation with traditional owners.
Some Aboriginal heritage places are also contained on the City’s Heritage List.
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Figure 9. Registered Sites (pink) and Other Heritage Significance sites (blue) within the City of Fremantle
(source: State of Western Australia AHIS)

In addition to Aboriginal heritage sites, the City has a rich fabric of more recent heritage sites
including:
• The World-Heritage listed Fremantle Prison
• Around 280 places included on the State Register of Heritage Places (including the whole
of the West End)
• Around 2500 places of local cultural heritage significance included on the local Heritage
List and
• 19 heritage areas.
The City’s quality and breadth of built heritage places and depth of traditional streetscapes are
regarded as a significant asset and an integral part of not just Fremantle’s, but Western
Australia’s sense of place. This sets it apart from many other localities in Perth. As such, the
City’s heritage attributes are regarded as an attraction and opportunity to develop and evolve
with contemporary history, while not forgetting the past. Maintenance of strong provisions in the
scheme and a policy framework to protect heritage places and streetscapes is therefore vital.
The City’s approach to conservation includes adaptive reuse and the ongoing utility,
interpretation and value of place.
The City of Fremantle uses The Burra Charter – the Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of
Cultural Significance as the key document guiding the management of heritage places. The City
will continue to maintain Conservation Plans for City-managed buildings and maintain and
review streetscape policy requirements which recognises historic variations in character which
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exist between Fremantle’s established streetscapes and more contemporary R-Codes
standards.

Figure 10. Built heritage: Heritage listed places and areas

4.2.4 Activity centres (residential and community)
Fremantle is traditionally well serviced by an established network of activity centres including:
• Fremantle City Centre: a strategic metropolitan centre
• North Fremantle (designated as a District Centre but operating more akin to a
neighbourhood centre)
• Mixed Use corridors along sections of South Terrace, Hampton Road, Queen Victoria
Street and Stirling Highway
• Northbank and South Street Commercial area
• Around 9 Neighbourhood Centres
• Around 13 Local Centres and several additional corner store sites
These areas are well located to provide a walkable network to support the surrounding
residential catchments’ retail and service needs. Maintenance of this network is desirable from
a sustainability and amenity perspective and to plan public transport and reduce dependence of
vehicle travel to access goods and services.
The retail landscape has evolved in recent time with the downturn of the main street and
popularity of internet shopping. To adapt, the City takes the view to maintain land use flexibility
within centres, with ground floor of the core Fremantle city dedicated to commercial uses and
increase the opportunity for residential density on upper floors, to the periphery and off the main
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streets. Further residential development will bolster the retail and service centre catchment.
Feasibility impediments to higher density and other residential development including Building
Code restrictions to adaptive reuse will need to be monitored.
The evolution of retail, as well as the City’s changing population dynamics, provide an
opportunity to improve centre function and layout, and accommodate potential future growth.
Accordingly, a retail needs assessment to establish long term viability and potential of centres,
as well as population requirements, is required and currently being undertaken.

Figure 11. City of Fremantle Activity centres

4.2.6 Public open space and community facilities
The City has 96 community facilities including
• 192ha of public open space including:
o 2 golf courses (62 hectares)
o 40 hectares of nature space
o 25 ‘local’ parks (less than 1ha)
o 20 ‘small’ parks (less than 4000m2)
o 30 ‘pocket’ parks (less than 1000m2)
• 51 recreation spaces and 11 ‘mixed’ open space reserves including:
o 9 pavilions
o 6 sporting reserves
o 44 playgrounds
• 8 community buildings
• 2 libraries (including a toy library)
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• 2 senior centres
• 4 skate parks
• 2 leisure centres (one including aquatic facilities).

Figure 12. Public Open space and co The age and condition ofmmunity facilities [Source: Greening
Fremantle: Strategy 2020]

A comprehensive review of the community facilities has recently been undertaken. This process
concluded that generally, the City is well supplied with community sport and recreation facilities,
and these facilities provide good accessibility to the community. Some upgrades and
rationalisation is being worked through by the City including more flexible adaptable design in
future upgrades to allow optimal adaptive and efficient use of these amenities. Further work on
open space hierarchy and guidelines for each hierarchy on the appropriate amenities and level
of service are additional projects.
From a town planning perspective, whilst net provision of open space in the City meets the 10%
public open space land area requirements of state planning policy, a growing population will
require:
• Retention of existing net open space, particularly in areas subject to significant
population increases (including central Fremantle, North Fremantle and South
Fremantle)
• Potential upgrade of existing open spaces offering to accommodate increased usage
• Additional open space to meet long term (2030+) district level population-based
demand.
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Local Structure Plans for substantial development areas will need to consider whether
additional local open space (likely new small, localised pocket parks), or enhancing existing
open space available in the proximity are appropriate. Development standards and ongoing
maintenance costs will also be a consideration in open space design.
Planning provision for a district level sports facility in a centrally accessible location has also
been recommended, with the Heart of Beaconsfield Masterplan identifying a suitable option
adjoining Fremantle College.
4.2.7 Planning framework
Several minor improvements can be made to the planning framework to ensure consistency and
continued improvement. These improvements include:
• Progressive update of the City’s Local Planning Policies
• Zone unzoned sites
• MRS improvements (by WAPC request)
• Further collaboration with WAPC may be required for strategic sites to progress
• Maintain and periodically review incentives for energy and water efficiency in local
planning framework.
• Continue pursuit of the Walyalup Reconciliation Action Plan including recognising the
traditional owners of the land in planning documents and otherwise.
• Update Local Planning Scheme to further align with Planning regulations and statewide
model scheme text.
4.2.8 Community, Urban Growth and Settlement Planning analysis
As an established urban area with a diverse population, significant heritage values, and a
strategic focus on design quality the City is committed to a diversity of housing, quality-built
form, conserved heritage, effective management of public space and quality activity centre
development.
Already, Fremantle accommodates significantly greater density and higher dwelling diversity
than other areas of the metropolitan area and is on track to meet housing forecasts and state
set targets through development on key development sites and infill housing.
The response to this theme is broad in scope and includes consolidating the urban structure
while providing for well-located and diverse housing and retaining and enhancing the character
and built form of places, as well as built heritage values. Within an established area providing
well located and appropriate public open space and facilities for the future population will be
key. Minor improvements to the planning framework are also suggested for efficiency and
improvement.
The response is supported by several local, state and regional planning policies.
Planning Responses:
In summary the City’s response to community, urban structure and settlement planning theme
aspects include:
Urban Structure
Maintain a fine grain walkable urban structure and environment whilst accommodating
changing retail trends, regional traffic growth and changing lifestyle and transport preferences.
Actions:
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•
•
•
•
•

Maintain & consolidate activity in a hierarchy of centres within walkable catchments.
Undertake centres and retail assessment to establish long term viability and potential of
centres taking into account changing retail dynamics and population change.
Maintain density opportunities within centres and areas well serviced by high frequency
public transport.
Continue to advocate for detailed planning and delivery of rapid transit along designated
corridors, including undertake corridor planning. Maintain consolidation in established
nodes (centres) co-located with bus stops in the interim.
Promote neighbourhood and urban design which improve the quality and legibility of the
pedestrian and cycle environment and network especially in new developments.

Housing
Support the population growth necessary to revitalise the City Centre. This includes increasing
urban sustainability and optimise use of public infrastructure (including public transport) without
losing Fremantle’s iconic character, heritage values and urban canopy, or making investment
and renewal unviable.
Additionally accommodate diverse housing (including adaptable, accessible and affordable) to
accommodate different community needs and incomes, in a market-driven economy.
Overall the City endeavours to meet or exceed infill targets.
Actions:
• Maintain mix of densities throughout City accommodating differing housing typologies
• Continue to support and incentivize housing diversity, particularly for adaptable,
accessible and affordable housing.
• Investigate extension of inclusionary zoning provisions (bonuses for inclusion of
accessible and / or affordable housing) in development areas [Potential Scheme
Amendment].
• Investigate local opportunities for ‘smart’ low impact infill in established neighbourhoods
through:
o Review of Freo Alternative
o Response to Medium Density Code
o Potential provision to support redevelopment of significantly) non-conforming density
sites to maintain housing diversity
o Future precinct planning [Potential Scheme Amendment]
• Continue to accommodate population growth and dwelling targets within: High-density
inner-city development, Development Areas, activity centres, mixed use corridors and
nodes, and through some local area based infill in specific locations.
• Review and update structure plans to align with contemporary standards. Include
specified minimum yield outcomes where appropriate.
• Monitor development rates and periodically review feasibility constraints and
impediments to uptake.
Built form and character
Continue to protect Fremantle’s indigenous and built heritage as a significant asset and an
integral part of Fremantle’s sense of place. Support adaptive reuse and the ongoing utility,
interpretation and value of heritage buildings.
Continue to encourage high design quality in significant new buildings and promote high quality
public spaces and street interface.
Actions:
• Maintain reservations over aboriginal heritage sites.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain and review Heritage List, Heritage Areas, Local Heritage Survey and associated
policies.
Maintain Conservation Plans for City-managed buildings.
Maintain and review streetscape policy requirements which recognises historic variations
in character which exist between Fremantle’s established streetscapes and more
contemporary R-Codes standards.
Maintain focus on design quality and review through continued reference to Design
Principles and provision for a Design Review Panel. Review design principles and
terminology to align with SPP 7.0. [Potential Scheme Amendment]
Develop Public Realm Plan.
Develop Masterplans for key open space areas.
Maintain and potentially enhance Environmentally Sustainable Design requirements for
new development to support a more to low carbon living, more affordable living and more
efficient use of limited resources, to support both the City’s Environmental Responsibility
objectives, and the increasing focus on this issue emerging at the state level through the
Climate Change Strategy.

Public Open Space and Community Facilities
Continue to service a growing population within a constrained environment with limited open
space, aging community facilities and a small rates base.
Make equitable and effective provision for funding of community facility upgrades required to
support new development.
Actions:
• Maintain existing open space reserves.
• Promote inclusion of additional open space in significant Development Areas (where this
provides for functional open space and / or maintains accessibility).
• Request cash in lieu of open space where not provided on site.
• Reconsider opportunities for development contributions towards infrastructure renewal
to accommodate increasing population and need taking into account impact on
development feasibility and flow on implications for other objectives
• Pursue implementation of the Heart of Beaconsfield Masterplan
Planning framework
Ensure consistency and continued improvement to the planning framework.
Action:
• Progressively and continuously review, update and repeal (if applicable) all local planning
policies.
• Zone un-zoned sites.
• Request MRS Improvements.
• Further collaboration with WAPC on strategic sites.
• Maintain and periodically review incentives for energy and water efficiency in local
planning framework.
• Continue pursuit of the Walyalup Reconciliation Action Plan including recognising the
traditional owners of the land in planning documents and otherwise.
• Update Local Planning Scheme to further align with Planning regulations and statewide
model scheme text.
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4.3

Economy and Employment

"a raffish harbour town with sea-salty soul to burn… Fremantle thrums with live-music rooms,
hipster bars, boutique hotels, left-field bookshops, craft-beer breweries, Indian Ocean seafood
shacks, buskers, beaches and students on the run from the books. Fremantle dragged itself out
of the economic doldrums in 1987, scrubbing itself up to host the America's Cup yachting race.
Once the yachties left town the city faced the question of 'what now?’
A process of reinvention began, with investment in the arts, the establishment of Notre Dame
University and the consolidation of the city's waterfront at the fore. In 2016, Freo is bearing the
fruits of this process, with thriving urban culture and a string of awesome arts events
celebrating the city's essence." (Lonely Planet ‘Best in Travel 2016’)
Fremantle maintains an economic personality as a historic port city, a vibrant, liberal-minded
cosmopolitan destination and a regenerating strategic metropolitan centre unique in Western
Australia. Notwithstanding the rise of the suburban shopping centre, Fremantle remains Perth’s
‘second city’ and a true strategic centre. Greater Fremantle is an employment hub of modern
alongside heritage buildings offering office, retail, manufacturing and living spaces. Fremantle
has efficient and convenient public transport links, a university and TAFE at its core, and port,
industrial, health care and creative industries. The City attracts both national and overseas
visitors with diverse and well attended events, a good leisure offering and a growing
international reputation.
Fremantle’s key attractors include:
• A dynamic and exciting city centre, offering a wide range of goods, services and
entertainment options with a thriving day and night-time activity
• A diverse economy, incorporating manufacturing, industry, marine/blue economy,
commerce, health, education, retail, and hospitality.
• Well-established heritage, character and attractive streetscapes.
• A strong arts, culture and events scene.
• Proximity to other destinations including the Perth CBD, and Western Trade Coast, and a
(theoretically) wide service and employment catchment.
• High accessibility and availability of public transport (particularly to the north)
• High levels of amenity and ‘liveability’ making it an attractive place to locate, especially
for aligned knowledge-based business.
• A growing international (as well as national and local) reputation as a tourist and lifestyle
destination.
Fremantle’s economy includes:

Figure 13. Key statistics for City of Fremantle (source: ID, 2021)
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Further details are provided in Attachment 5 and 6 (ID Economy report 20/21)

4.3.1 Activity Centres
Fremantle City Centre
Fremantle City Centre is a longstanding Strategic Metropolitan Centre, servicing a regional
catchment with a range of health, education and other public and private services,
entertainment, retail, and tourist attractions. As peripheral centres have expanded and personal
mobility has increased, competition for Fremantle’s service catchment has increased also. Other
factors such as the downturn of the main street, the predominance of internet shopping over
bricks and mortar shopping, and in recent time, COVID-19 and a potentially reduced need for
office space, the City’s centre, like many other main centres the world over, has seen a decline
with an increase in vacancy rates. To counteract this, the City has adopted a strategy of boosting
the local population in the week day (office worker) and weekend and night-time (visitor and
residential populations) to sustain Fremantle’s traditional town centre, as well as its still strong
entertainment functions.
Since 2016, development coming through the pipeline, predominantly in the city centre, is
extensive: up to $1.87 billion of which $755 million has been completed. Recent completed
development includes: 1,188 new apartments, 28,732sqm of retail and hospitality floorspace,
34,062sqm of office space and 1,090 additional hotel rooms, refer to figure 14.

Updated February 2022. The Development Pipeline presents information that has been accrued since January
2016 and accounts for large scale (i.e. $1 million+) development.
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Figure 14. City of Fremantle’s development pipeline

According to Perth Land Use and Employment Survey by the Department of Planning, Lands and
Heritage, the Fremantle city centre had a working population of 8,446 people in 2015/17. This
included 2,701 officer workers, 3,042 retail workers over a total commercial floor space area of
356,713sqm (includes 61,557sqm office, 66,360sqm retail, 36,609sqm entertainment). The
survey notes there may be undercounting due to non-response rate in the survey.
The recent completion of FOMO and the civic centre at Walyalup Koort has attracted 1800+ new
office employees, plus retail and hospitality workers. The combined development has created
6,350sqm of retail and Restaurant/café/bar floor space and 23,675 sqm of office space. This
has significantly boosted the local economy, and partially offset broader macroeconomic trends
such as the impact of on-line shopping on traditional centres.
Revitalisation of the City Centre and continued attraction of quality investment, employment and
residential development remain ongoing priorities to support the evolution of Fremantle. This
may be achieved through precinct planning or investigating specific sites for development
opportunity, like the Paddy Troy Mall site. Place-making design interventions, including those
identified to better connect the City Centre with its waterfront would also be valuable to these
processes.
Maintenance and enhancement of the City’s points of difference (including its heritage,
waterfronts (river and sea), vitality, and range of small and independent operators) will be
important into the future, both in terms of its character, and its competitiveness. Some review
of structure and consolidation opportunities could assist in reimagining the City Centre for the
post-Covid world. It could also assist in determining the best strategy for managing potential
noise conflicts associated with the collocation of entertainment and residential land uses.
Parking, where and how it is provided will be an ongoing consideration in the centre. Parking will
need to be managed to optimise accessibility, land use efficiency, place character and function.
With this the City will have to ensure parking standards are reasonable, effective and consistent
with objectives for functional and amenable places.
District centre
The North Fremantle centre is identified as District Centre under State Planning Policy 4.2. The
North Fremantle centre operates more as a neighbourhood centre with restricted physical
opportunity to grow, and a catchment limited by physical constraints (such as the beach, river
and port) and proximity to Fremantle city centre. There may be opportunities for additional
development in the centre through land assembly or the deconstraint of larger lots on its
periphery but further clarification of its future catchment (and the potential for additional
residential on surplus port land) would inform this. It is considered appropriate to review the
potential future form and function of centre as either a separate piece of work in the future or
as part of a comprehensive planning exercise for the wider area including unused industrial land
and future port relocation.
Neighbourhood, Local and other centres
Whilst the Fremantle City Centre acts as a regional service, employment and tourist destination,
the residential parts of the City are serviced by a hierarchy of district, neighbourhood and local
centres, many of them acting as focal points for genuinely walkable communities. Changes in
retail pattern and appeal are having some effect on the operation of these smaller centres.
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Current planning policy supports located medium and higher densities (commensurate with
centre scale) in centres to support the continued viability and operation of commercial activities,
and housing diversity. Previous amendments to the planning scheme to increase the density
coding within and immediately around nodes along the South Street corridor (a route proposed
for rapid transit) and density bonuses available for all other centre zones reflect this. Growth
and revitalisation of the City Centre with maintenance of the complementary smaller scale
centre networks remain strategic priorities, maintaining both sustainable urban form, local
character, economy and amenity. Review of future retail demand recognising both the changing
retail context and population growth would assist in maintaining realistic expectations for
centres, avoid catchment cannibalisation and ensure centre scale and growth potential is
accommodated and expectations are managed.
In some locations, mixed use areas have evolved as a quasi-extension of local centres, such as
along South Terrace where the differentiation between centre and mixed use is blurred. In other
mixed use zone areas, uptake has either heavily slanted towards either residential or
commercial development. Review of the purpose and function of each of the City’s mixed-use
areas could assist in resetting expectations and may, in some areas, justify a change to ground
floor retail requirements or rezoning.
As the development areas in Knutsford and McCabe Street progress with development there
may be an opportunity for new local centre / local store development. Maintaining the ability to
review these opportunities in light of the established centre network is considered a sensible
approach in the future. The South Fremantle shopping centre precinct is also earmarked (with
owners’ consent) for precinct planning to better utilise and grow a mix of uses in this area.
Ancillary to centres, Residential-zoned areas can function as an incubator for burgeoning small
business and cottage industry. Starting a new business from home has increasingly become
popular as an option to keep start-up costs low. Additional to this trend, working from home has
become normalised following the need for isolation during and after state and individual COVID19 lockdowns. The City’s planning scheme includes standard provisions for home office and
businesses.

4.3.2 Employment
Fremantle is an employment hub that pulls workers in from neighbouring districts. The City’s
established centres hierarchy and industrial land areas supplement the port, harbour and
commercial areas, and provide a diverse range of employment opportunities. Overall, the City of
Fremantle area offers more jobs than its total number of employed workers with 1.78 jobs for
every employed resident within Fremantle (based on total number of jobs 24,864 and employed workers
13,979 (ABS 2016).

Fremantle’s employment profile (shown below Figure 15) demonstrates the spread of
employment, with particular strength in Transport, Postal and Warehousing (associated with the
port, and O’Connor industrial area). Health Care and Social assistance (associated with the
hospital and local, district and regional social services), Education (associated with University of
Notre Dame, TAFE and schools) and the continued significance of Manufacturing. The high
proportion of Accommodation and Food services (associated with tourism, recreation and
lifestyle businesses) and Arts and Recreation employment (compared with the state average)
are also notable.
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Figure 15. City of Fremantle Full time employment by industry sector 2019/2020 [Source: ID informed
choices]

Notable changes in employment in Fremantle between 2014/15 and 2019/20 (shown below)
are a marked increase in the construction, education and training, and accommodation and
food services industries and a decrease in health care and social assistance, retail trade, and
transport, postal and warehousing industry sectors. These changes reflect the following:
• Significant investment into Fremantle’s rejuvenation following a focus on investment
attraction and revitalisation strategies.
• Continued growth of accommodation, food and beverage businesses, as Fremantle
continues to maintain its place as a lifestyle and entertainment destination.
• Significant increase in public administration, including the location of Department of
Transport and Communities into central Fremantle (FOMO).
• Contraction of health and social assistance, and the Fremantle Hospital, as major health
services were transferred to the newer Fiona Stanley Hospital at Murdoch.
• Contraction of physical retail premises reflective of national and international trends
towards online shopping.
• Reduction in transport, warehousing, and manufacturing as Fremantle continues to lose
these jobs to industrial hubs developing in the outer metropolitan area.
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Figure 16. City of Fremantle change in employment 2014/15 - 2019/20 [Source: ID informed choices]

Due to the historic inherently mixed land use within Fremantle, many of the City’s suburbs
accommodate employment (see Figure 17. City of Fremantle Employment locations and number
of workers [Source: ID informed choices] below). Specific Employment locations and industries
are:
• O’Connor Industrial Area
• North Fremantle - primarily associated with the port
• Hilton and the South Street corridor – local and neighbourhood retail and services
• Fremantle City Centre – Regional retail, services and entertainment, Notre Dame
University and TAFE, maritime services centred around the boat harbours.
• Adjacent to the City Centre - Health services including Fremantle Hospital
• South Fremantle - the South Terrace Mixed Use corridor, and South Fremantle mixed use
industrial area.
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Figure 17. City of Fremantle Employment locations and number of workers [Source: ID informed choices]

Fremantle Port is one of the state’s most significant transport and logistics hubs. The inner
harbour plays a critical function in facilitating trade in the state, handling most of the State’s
container trade. The Outer Harbour is one of Australia’s largest bulk cargo ports. Additionally,
the Port supports both land-based and maritime logistic industries that service the port. In the
2018-19 year the port contributed:
• $32.8 billion of trade throughput.
• A return of $68 million to the Government of Western Australia.
The Port is a large employment focus for Fremantle. Its operation is estimated to contribute up
to 2,234 jobs (ID Analysis of the Economic Contribution of the Port to the City of Fremantle,
2021). The City is cognisant of the economic and employment (as well as social and physical)
impacts of the proposed relocation of most port functions to Kwinana, whilst also recognising
the opportunities the redevelopment of port lands presents. If relocation proceeds, Council
supports the development of a clear strategy to holistically address the impacts of this and
guide the evolution of Fremantle into the next era.
The creative (including film) industries, maritime-based research commerce and industry (blue
economy), sustainability and other knowledge-based industries all represent emerging strategic
employment opportunity sectors as Fremantle’s complementary role to more conventional
industrial and business districts evolves. These industries are already established in the City
and will likely see growth into the future, capitalising on its natural attributes, social
characteristics and the attractions it offers. Maintenance of suitable zoning, access to
infrastructure, and support for colocation and consolidation are important in optimising the
potential for these uses.
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All sectors benefit (and have potential to further leverage) from the high levels of amenity and
connections to the employment catchments to the south and east, and excellent connections to
Perth CBD.
The prospect of improved public transport and freight connections to the south and east remain
key to improving the movement of goods and people through the south-west region, and
interconnecting activity nodes and education centres, and supporting Fremantle’s continued
role as an (accessible) strategic metropolitan centre and employment centre, servicing a
regional catchment. It is also important in providing access to jobs for the population, access to
employees for business, and supporting the growth of complementary uses through the region.
It therefore represents a strategic priority of Council.
Further detail on Fremantle’s current employment profile is available in Attachment 5 and 6 (ID
Employment report 2019/20)

4.3.3 Industry
Industrial development is accommodated within:
• North Fremantle Industrial Area (around the port)
• Industrial uses around the harbours
• O’Connor Industrial Area
• Various mixed uses areas (including the Strang Street area and Knutsford Precinct)
which accommodate historic and light industry as well as newer mixed-use development.
The potential relocation of the port raises questions about the future of the associated industrial
areas of North Fremantle which will require resolution in conjunction with the final decision on
the port and alternatives for this area. Urban redevelopment may provide an alternative use if
industrial uses are no longer required in this location, and buffers, contamination and other
such planning issues can be adequately resolved.
O’Connor is a major driver of economic input providing sites for businesses in Fremantle’s two
largest contributors to economic input – manufacturing and transport, postal and warehousing which together account for around one-third of Fremantle’s economic output. Its continued
operation and protection from encroachment and land use conflicts is consequently
economically important. Some rationalisation of the boundaries in conjunction with future
planning for the South Street rapid transit corridor could be contemplated.
Buffer areas around both O’Connor and the port are defined by Special Control Areas within the
scheme (Refer to
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Figure 18 and Figure 29. Fremantle Port Special Control Area [Source: LPS4 and LPP2.3].
Policies associated with these buffers have been established to minimise risk and land use
conflict with surrounding sensitive (particularly residential) areas.
Opportunities for further expansion of maritime based industry, research and commerce (blue
economy) have been identified as a potential growth area for Fremantle, complementing the
heavier industry conducted along the Western Trade Coast. Exploration of the ‘blue economy’ is
being pursued in conjunction with the Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Industry, with
retention of zoning, infrastructure and land for these uses around the water necessary to realise
this opportunity. Strengthening of the transport connections between Fremantle, Cockburn,
Kwinana and the Murdoch Activity Centre is desirable to support this.

Figure 18. City of Fremantle O’Connor Industrial buffers [Source: LPP3.8 Local Planning Area 8 –
O’Connor]

4.3.4 Tourism
Fremantle is Perth’s second most visited tourism destination, and a significant contributor (as
well as beneficiary) from this industry. Fremantle’s 1.1 million annual visitors have traditionally
included a combination of international, interstate and intrastate visitors. Combined with local
visitation, attendance of Fremantle’s most popular destination, the Fremantle Markets,
exceeded 2 million in 2019. The impacts of COVID-19 have affected visitation with foot traffic in
central Fremantle sitting at 80% of its historic average in 2021. Pre-COVID, visitation was split
roughly three ways between international overnight visitors, domestic overnight visitors and day
trippers1.
When interstate and international tourism recovers, Fremantle expects a return to or increase
beyond previous levels of visitation, including growth in cruise ship visitation. Cruise ships or
‘cruising’ had fast been become one of the most popular and growing sectors of the tourism
industry worldwide: 130 cruise ships visited Western Australia in 2018-19 (most stopping at
Fremantle), up 13% on the previous year. These stops generated an economic impact
of $228.9 million for Western Australia’s economy, supporting approximately 848 jobs.
Retention of the cruise terminal in Fremantle is expected, irrespective of the decision on
location of other port uses. Continued enhancement of both this landing point, and other
attractions and infrastructure to support growth in this sector is anticipated. Continued support
for accommodation (already well provided for in the planning scheme and through a
complementary local law), promotional activities and improvements to the connections between
the City and waterfront are also expected.

1

Economy ID referencing Tourism Research Australia
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Moving forward, maintenance of Fremantle’s authentic character, heritage, waterfronts and
creative city centre identity is important to its continued attractiveness to visitors.

4.3.5 Knowledge based industry
The significant education and training institutions within Fremantle make a strong contribution
to the Fremantle economy. These institutions include the University of Notre Dame, supporting
the revitalisation of the West End, and Challenger TAFE on Victoria Quay. In 2019 the education
and training sector in Fremantle employed 2,490 people and generated an output of $517
million2.
Fremantle is also located close to other higher education facilities including, Murdoch University
(less than 3.5km from the eastern border of the City) and Curtin University (15km from eastern
border] and the University of Western Australia (10km from Northern border). Maintenance and
indeed strengthening of the strategic connections between these knowledge centres is
desirable both for their own operation, and to enhance Perth’s attractiveness as a research and
education destination.

Figure 19. Educational Facilities

The Department of Communities relocated to the City of Fremantle in March 2020, joining other
Commonwealth and State Government departments and agencies in Fremantle including:
• Defence Housing Australia
• Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service
• Australian Maritime Safety Authority
2

Remplan 2019
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•
•
•

Department of Transport
Department of Fisheries
Police – Southwest Regional headquarters

The success of the existing government departments and agencies operating in Fremantle
(currently the largest hub of state agencies outside the Perth CBD) is due, in part, to a qualified
workforce close at hand, together with staff enjoying a high level of satisfaction from being
located in an activity centre with broad appeal and quality public transport accessibility. An
opportunity exists to attract more government and quasi-government organisations to the area.

4.3.6 Healthcare
Healthcare and social assistance is one of Fremantle’s largest industry for employment with
3,496 jobs and $573m output (Remplan). The centre of the healthcare industry in Fremantle is
the Fremantle Hospital. Up until 2014, Fremantle Hospital was one of the largest hospitals in
Western Australia, with 450 beds, 3,100 employees and an operating budget of $400 million.
However, following the opening of the Fiona Stanley Hospital in a neighbouring municipality, the
hospital was reduced, and it now focusses on aged care, sexual and mental, and specialist
services. The remaining infrastructure holds significant potential for specialised expansion.
Outside of the hospital, an ageing population in Fremantle has driven demand for ancillary
services to exist in areas such as physiotherapy, dental, occupational therapy, ophthalmology
and dermatology as well as natural medicine. Maintenance of sufficient centrally located
commercially zoned land well connected to its catchment by public transport will support growth
in this sector.

4.3.7 Economy and Employment Response
Fremantle is a regional economy; an employment hub with large attractors and employers that
pull workers from neighbouring districts i.e. Fremantle Port, O’Connor Industrial area, Fremantle
Hospital, government offices and knowledge based (Notre Dame University and TAFE), creative,
tourism and ocean gateway industries. The Centre’s primacy as a commercial and service
destination has been challenged by the growth in other centres, a depressed regional office
market and global declines in bricks and mortar retailing. In recent years the City’s focus has
been on increasing the day and night-time population in the centre to combat these effects.
With the relatively new office and retail/entertainment development of Walyalup Koort, the core
of the centre is seeing a resurgence in the retail and entertainment economies. Other new
developments have been completed, or are currently making their way through the development
pipeline that will further add residential living and retail and office and retail space to the city,
further enhancing the day and night time economies.
Fremantle is also a regional, national and international tourist destination with high amenity and
an admirable location comparatively to other centres. Tourism has been impacted by COVID-19,
however is expected to meet pre-COVID visitation numbers.
Accordingly, the local planning strategy facilitates trade, investment, innovation, employment
and community betterment by providing suitably zoned and serviced land for commercial
activities and services. This includes facilitating opportunities for local employment, tourism,
healthcare and knowledge-based industry as well as avoiding land use conflicts by separating
incompatible uses through zoning and the provisions of buffers (i.e. Fremantle Port and
O’Connor buffers).
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Planning Response:
In summary the City’s response to economy and employment theme aspects include:
Activity Centres (retail, commercial and entertainment)
Enhance Fremantle City Centre’s role as a Strategic Metropolitan Centre and Perth’s second city
with a resilient 7 day a week economy in a competitive environment with changing retail trends,
a limited catchment, growth in surrounding centres and high urban mobility. Maintain
opportunity for new investment, business and residential populations in high quality new
development in suitable locations.
Actions:
• Maintain land use flexibility in City Centre and protection of heritage elements and
character
• Review of zoning/development standards around the Paddy Troy Mall [Potential Scheme
Amendment]
• Review potential for noise conflicts and management strategies for entertainment noise,
including the option of an entertainment noise precinct [Potential Scheme Amendment]
• Continue to advocate for place-making design interventions, including those identified to
better connect the City Centre with its waterfront
• Review retail modelling and update centre strategy to reflect population growth and
changing retail environment.
• Maintain land use flexible within centres, with ground floor of the core dedicated to
commercial uses but opportunity for density residential on upper floors, to the periphery
and off the main streets
• Avoid out of centre commercial development
• Review role and function of Mixed Use areas, including the requirement for commercial
ground floor space in peripheral areas
• Develop Parking Plan and review parking requirements. [Potential Scheme Amendment]
• Develop Precinct Plans for Fremantle City Centre, North Fremantle Town Centre and
South Fremantle Centre (where owners supportive).
• Review feasibility impediments to higher density residential development including
Building Code restrictions to adaptive reuse.
• Continue to support Design Review input into significant developments. [Potential
Scheme Amendment].
Port
Determine the impacts of the planned relocation of the port and the opportunities as well as
costs this presents for the long term future of Fremantle.
Actions:
• Continue to advocate for retention of key port functions and recognition of the economic
significance of the port to Fremantle
• Future of Fremantle: Participate in investigation of alternative strategies for Fremantle’s
future in the event of relocation of the port, which consider the social, environmental and
economic impacts of these
• Participate in review of the Fremantle Harbours as a key part of the City Centre
Employment
Promote economic diversity incorporating traditional city centre functions, maritime uses and
industry, tourism, food and beverage, as well as the knowledge-based southern trade coast
service centre with a tourism focus and an incubator for creative industries and the blue
economy.
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Actions:
• Maintain zoning capacity for commercial, tourism, retail and industry uses in appropriate
located centres.
• Continue to protect the special heritage attributes of the City.
• Review noise management within the City Centre and other creative industry nodes with
a view to determining a clear standard and statutory mechanisms (potentially involving
further updates to the Noise Regulations) to manage conflict with residential uses in
these areas. [Potential Scheme Amendment]
• Continue to advocate for improved public transport connections to and between
employment centres
Industry
Maintain appropriately serviced land for industrial uses and strengthen connections with SouthWestern Trade Coast.
Actions:
• Maintain appropriately zoned and serviced land for industrial uses and avoid introduction
of retail and showrooms
• Maintain industrial area buffers. Review and update as appropriate. [Potential Scheme
Amendment]
Tourism
Build on the existing reputation of the City as a destination by further enhancing its unique
attractions to local, regional, national and international visitors.
Actions:
• Maintain land use flexibility and enhance character and operation of City Centre through
zoning, development standards and activity centre plan.
• Continue to advocate for place-making design interventions, including those identified to
better connect the City Centre with its waterfront.

4.4

Environment

This strategy seeks to ensure that the state’s natural assets are conserved through sustainable
development.

4.4.1 Climate Emergency
In May 2019, Fremantle Council declared that the world is in a state of climate and biodiversity
emergency that requires urgent action by all levels of government. Increased temperatures,
decreased rainfall, more severe weather events and higher sea levels will have implications for
Fremantle’s built-heritage, vegetation, infrastructure and lifestyle. The City’s Climate Change
Adaption Plan outlines its response to managing these impacts. More broadly, planning for a
more sustainable urban environment has the potential to contribute to reducing carbon
emissions, and is consequently a key direction of this strategy.
The City has signed WALGAs Local Government Climate Change Declaration. The Declaration
stands as a voluntary opportunity for Councils to demonstrate their political commitment to
locally appropriate climate change management, and to participate in a sector wide leadership
approach.
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4.4.2 Natural Areas
Fremantle is blessed with ample high-quality beach and river foreshore, abundant active and
passive open spaces and large green areas. The City recognises that natural areas play a vital
role in green infrastructure, and that protection and management of bushland is needed to
achieve wider biodiversity and sustainability outcomes.
The established nature of the Fremantle means that there are limited opportunities for major
additional greenspaces. Accordingly, the majority of remaining natural areas within the City are
protected within open space reserves and maintained accordingly. These include:
• Cantonment Hill (Bush Forever)
• Sir Frederick Samson Park (Bush Forever)
• Coastal and Swan River foreshore (Regional Reserves)
• Clontarf Hill
• Booyembara Park (remediated Local Reserve)

Figure 20. City of Fremantle Green links [Source: Greening Fremantle: Strategy 2020]

Whilst the majority of Clontarf Hill is a Local Reserve, a portion is zoned for future development.
Review and rationalisation of the boundaries of the reserve is recommended to ensure that
areas of environmental value and the portion of aboriginal heritage significance are protected.
Some Development Areas (including the Lefroy Road Quarry area, the Swanbourne Street area
and the Hollis Park area) have been subject to revegetation, both natural and contrived.
Recognition of the primary planned purpose of these areas through the maintenance of the
Development zone is recommended.
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Ongoing management of natural areas (including management of the bushfire risk they can
pose) will continue to occur as a matter of course. The City will continue to implement and
promote Landscape Masterplans (e.g. Leighton Ocean Gardens and Esplanade reserve) and any
other park and foreshore plans as needed.
The City has an established register for significant trees and vegetation on private land. Trees
listed on the City's significant tree register are recognised for their contribution to the local
environment, and are protected under the City's Local Planning Scheme. Maintenance of the
register, including request for trees to be put onto the register, will be ongoing.
Additional to these matters in the local planning strategy the City also has the Greening
Fremantle: Strategy 2020 and associated Urban Forest plan. The purpose of these documents
are to achieve additional greening of the city. These documents form part of the City’s strategic
document suite to which the Local Planning Strategy partners to achieve the City’s goals and
objectives.

4.4.3 Water Resources
The City’s water supply comes from the Integrated Water Supply Scheme. The supply enjoys
good separation to the groundwater table in most areas, however some of the low lying and
reclaimed areas in central Fremantle experience a high-water table and some challenges in
managing salinity and periodic flooding.
Drainage is currently managed via a combination of conventional pit and pipe infrastructure with
introduction of more contemporary integrated urban water management design solutions in new
developments. A review of drainage infrastructure is planned in the near future. Whilst not
identified as a specific concern, opportunities to improve the quality of outflow will form part of
the review.
With the drying climate, an increasing focus for planning is water efficiency and reduction
measures, with the City’s strategy outlined in its Water Efficiency and Conservation Plan.
Continued promotion and implementation of best practice urban water management in new
developments and infrastructure upgrades will be ongoing to overall reduce water use and
improve water cycle management.
Managing run off and water quality along the river (and ocean) foreshores, and planning to
accommodate modelled flood risk remain ongoing considerations.

4.4.4 Coastal Protection
The City, in partnership with adjoining local authorities and the state government, prepared
Coastal Hazard Risk Management and Adaptation Plans (CHRMAPs) for both the southern
beaches (harbour mouth to South Beach and beyond) and Port and Leighton beaches, refer to
Figure 21. City of Fremantle CHRMAP North and Figure 22. City of Fremantle CHRMAP South
These plans identified increasing erosion and inundation risk mostly associated with the
impacts of modelled sea level rise.
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Figure 21. City of Fremantle CHRMAP North
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Figure 22. City of Fremantle CHRMAP South

The area of most immediate and significant risk is Port Beach. Fremantle Council has resolved
to pursue a long-term strategy of retreat and is working with the WAPC, Fremantle Ports, Main
Roads WA and affected landowners on planning options for this area. Interim sand
replenishment works are being undertaken to provide sufficient time to accommodate the replanning in this area.
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Port and Leighton beaches are heavily used and although Leighton is identified as a
District-level coastal node in the hierarchy of coastal nodes contained in the WAPC
State Coastal Planning Policy Guidelines (November 2020) which supplement SPP 2.6,
it arguably serves more of a regional catchment function. There is a demonstrated
need for improved facilities at Port Beach to take the pressure off Leighton Beach and
accommodate overall growth in demand for beach use as the population increases.
With coastal hazard impacts already evident in this area any reserve planning may well
need to provide for additional land for dune systems to establish further back, and land
behind those dunes for new recreational facilities safe from erosion and/or inundation
over the 100-year planning horizon, i.e. public car parks, cafés, change rooms/toilets,
BBQs/shade structures and the like. Due to these factors there may be a need in this
area for foreshore reserve depth over and above what a ‘normal’ SPP2.6 assessment
might indicate. This work, however, has not currently been completed.

Other areas modelled to be at longer-term risk of coastal process impacts include:
• Leighton Beach (to the roadway)
• Fremantle’s West End
• Fremantle boat harbours
• South Beach.
Whilst protection works are recommended through the port and harbour area, introduction of a
Special Control Area to identify the risk for new development may be appropriate. This may
prompt application of increased floor levels for new development which could challenge heritage
attributes and access requirements from existing infrastructure, requiring a considered
response. Other flood mitigation for low-lying areas may also be required.
Further engagement with the state government regarding the advancement of planning for
protection works is recommended.
Because of the longer timeframe for most of this risk, the need for an agreed approach with
state agencies (notably Department of Transport and Fremantle Ports) and the complexity and
sensitivity of the issue, coastal planning provision is recommended to be addressed through a
discrete project in order that it can be properly coordinated and communicated.

4.4.5 Basic Raw Materials
Whilst historically many parts of the City were quarried for limestone, the City no longer contains
areas of basic raw materials planned for extraction. The high cost of fill is, however, impacting
the feasibility of development of sites such as the Lefroy Road Quarry, emphasising the ongoing
importance of this issue more broadly.
Opportunities may exist for local renewable energy harvesting within the City. The Hollis Park
Development Area (former landfill site), for example, previously had planning approval for a
solar farm. This use was considered an appropriate, and productive, interim use given the site’s
contamination issues and remediation required prior to redevelopment and/or alternative uses
on the site.

4.4.6 Contamination
A number of sites within the City have previously been used for potentially contaminating
purposes such as former fuel storage, quarry and landfill. Detailed assessment and
management and/or remediation that is consistent with legislation will be a prerequisite of
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redevelopment of these sites. Specifically, contamination has been assessed to represent a
long-term constraint to development within the Hollis Park Development Area (former landfill).
Contamination on other sites such as Lefroy Road Quarry and the Knutsford and Swanbourne
Street development areas represent a feasibility constraint/factor but not an insuperable one.
The city will continue to apply state legislation & liaise with referral agencies on potentially
contaminated sites to ensure contaminated areas are managed in a safe manner.
Further, officers will be looking into options for potentially suitable alternative uses for the
contaminated South Fremantle landfill site.

4.4.7 Bushfire Planning
In many parts of Western Australia, bushfire threat is increasing due to hotter, drier weather
conditions associated with long-term climatic changes and development expansion where
urban, rural and natural areas interface. Even within the metropolitan area there is a risk of
bushfire, due to the proximity of development to vegetation remnants and bush reserves.
The City contains several areas that have been designated as ‘bushfire prone’ by the Fire and
Emergency Services Commissioner. These are [refer to Figure 23]:
• North Fremantle river foreshore
• Booyeembara Park and Fremantle Public Golf Course, White Gum Valley
• Sir Frederick Samson Memorial Park, Samson
• A small portion of Stock Road, Hilton
• Clontarf Hill, Beaconsfield
• The former Hollis Park landfill site, South Fremantle.
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Figure 23. City of Fremantle Bushfire Prone Areas (Source: State of Western Australia SLIP)

Reducing vulnerability to bushfire is the collective responsibility of state and local government,
landowners, industry and the community. It requires ongoing commitment and diligence to a
range of management measures such as the appropriate location and design of development,
managing potential fuel loads, implementing bushfire management plans, providing emergency
services, increasing awareness of the potential risk through education, and ensuring emergency
evacuation plans are in place.
In 2019, the City engaged accredited Bushfire Planning and Design Practitioner Strategen
Environmental Consultants to prepare a Bushfire Hazard Level Assessment for the local
government area, to better inform the management of hazards at a strategic level.
The assessment identified only Clontarf Hill as presenting a conflict between zoning (which
accommodates duplex development) and bushfire risk. Fortunately, the conflict is largely
manageable. It does, however, present a potential constraint to subdivision for a couple of
private properties. No changes to the scheme are consequently recommended as a result of
this consideration.
Instead, the City implements SPP 3.7 and the associated regulations when assessing new
proposals and continues to manage bushfire prone reserves in accordance with approved
management plans and practices.

4.4.8 Environment Response
Fremantle has prioritised environmental responsibility for many years, demonstrating
considerable leadership in the arena of climate change by declaring the world is in a state of
climate and biodiversity emergency that requires urgent action by all levels of government.
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Increased temperatures, decreased rainfall, more severe weather events and higher sea levels
will have implications for Fremantle’s built-heritage, vegetation, infrastructure and lifestyle.
More broadly, planning for a more sustainable urban environment has the potential to
contribute to reducing carbon emissions, and is consequently a key direction of this strategy.
With the drying climate, an increasing focus for planning is water efficiency and reduction
measures, and ongoing management of natural areas (including management of the bushfire
risk they can pose). Management of these matters will continue to occur as a matter of course.
Continued promotion and implementation of best practice in natural area and urban water
management in established and new developments, as well as infrastructure upgrades will be
ongoing to overall reduce water use and improve water cycle and urban forest management
outcomes.
The need for articulated coastal planning and the impacts of sea level rise is starting to become
apparent. Fremantle Council has resolved to pursue a long-term strategy of managed retreat
and is working with the WAPC, Fremantle Ports, Main Roads WA and affected landowners on
planning options for the Port Beach area. Accommodation for district level beach infrastructure
at Leighton-Port beach will be necessary in this process to ensure the on-going retention of this
key amenity. A Special Control Area to identify the risk for new development may be appropriate.
Overall, the local planning strategy seeks to conserve natural assets through continued
sustainable development, protecting and conserving natural resources and areas of value,
whilst accommodating consolidation in areas where low carbon living can best be realised.
Planning Response
In summary the City’s response to environmental theme aspects include:
Climate emergency
Continue to acknowledge the climate emergency and promote sustainable low or no-carbon
urban form. Advance responses through both adaptation to the climate emergency impacts, and
mitigation of the change.
Actions:
• Promote a walkable and transport-oriented urban structure.
• Maintain energy efficiency criteria for density bonuses.
• Continue to support initiatives which reduce carbon footprint of urban development.
Natural Areas & Vegetation
Continue the pursuit of a Green Fremantle and increased urban canopy on both public and
private land, whilst still accommodating new development.
Actions:
• Maintain open space reservations and appropriate management of regional and local
reserves including Bush Forever and significant natural areas sites.
• Review the reserve boundaries for Clontarf Hill Reserve.
• Maintain the Significant Tree and Vegetation Areas register and encourage appropriate
landscaping and retention of trees in private land
• Advocate for inclusion of tree planting requirements in R-Codes
• Review landscaping requirements for private development to promote increased canopy
Water Resources
Protect water resources and promote best practice management.
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Actions:
• Promote application of integrated urban water management solutions in new
development and infrastructure upgrades
• Consider need for Special Control Areas within the planning scheme to identify areas
impacting and potentially impacted by proximity to the Swan River, and define any
necessary mitigation responses [Potential Scheme Amendment]
Coastal Protection
Coastal management which protects environmental qualities and character, accommodates
growing recreational demands and addresses coastal processes and projected sea level rise.
Actions:
• Continue to work with state agencies on management of coastal process risk, including
the potential to accommodate retreat in planning activities occurring around Port Beach
(Region Scheme Amendment & Structure Plan input).
• Consider need for Special Control Areas within the planning scheme to identify areas at
long term risk of coastal impacts, and define any necessary mitigation responses
[Potential Scheme Amendment].
• Promote implementation of Leighton Oceanside Parklands Masterplan and any other
foreshore plans as needed.
Contamination
Maintain responsible management of contaminated sites pending their remediation.
Actions:
• Continue to apply state legislation & liaise with referral agencies on potentially
contaminated sites.
• Recognize long term constraint to development posed by contamination of Hollis Park &
consider appropriate interim uses which don’t restrict long term redevelopment potential.
Bushfire Prone Areas
Application of the SPP and management of bushfire prone areas in the City
• Avoid further land-use intensification in bushfire prone areas unless adequately
managed.
• Continue to apply SPP and manage bushfire prone areas under the City’s control.

4.5

Infrastructure

As an established metropolitan municipality, Fremantle is well serviced by basic infrastructure
including roads, marine infrastructure, telecommunications, power and water. As this
infrastructure ages, standards and technology develop, and the City evolves, upgrades to both
physical infrastructure and policy is necessary to maintain efficacy. Infrastructure upgrades are
most effective when designed and managed with a holistic view of the environment and
community they service.

4.5.1 Transport (including Freight) Infrastructure
Fremantle is served by an established regional and freight road and rail transport system. These
provide vital connections between Fremantle and other activity centres, and to its broader
catchment. The historic road network and urban structure, however, does create some
challenges in meeting growing demand and contemporary (car- and flow-centric) standards, and
requires a considered response. A benefit of the established layout is a highly walkable and
easily cycled design, which is a focus of the City’s Fremantle’s Integrated Transport Strategy.
This strategy promotes a balanced and holistic approach to the management of the transport
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modes and networks with walking and cycling prioritised over other modes (refer to Figure 24.
Regional Centres and transport links between them [Source: City of Fremantle Integrated
Transport strategy]).

Figure 24. Regional Centres and transport links between them [Source: City of Fremantle Integrated
Transport strategy]

Some of the evolving transport needs that are increasingly becoming important to address as
technologies emerge, and the population increases and ages, are:
• promoting sustainable short trip transport modes including cycling and walking
• providing for newer technology such as electric powered bikes and scooters
• adapting to an ageing population by catering for PMD’s (Personal Mobility Devices) as
well as updating older infrastructure to allow equitable access in line with the DDA
• providing intuitive wayfinding in design for non-personal vehicle traffic that is attractive to
the end user (safety, priority and ease of access)
• retrofitting the existing road infrastructure within a heavily built up and confined area to
cater for improved sustainable transport options such as public transport priority, cycling,
walking and PMD’s.
4.5.1.1 Public Transport
The Fremantle train station, in the heart of the City, provides public transport access by train to
Perth via North Fremantle and the western suburbs such as Cottesloe, Claremont and Subiaco.
Other metropolitan destinations can be accessed from Perth (Refer to Figure 25. Fremantle Rail
line and ped sheds around train stations).
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Figure 25. Fremantle Rail line and ped sheds around train stations

The bus exchange adjoining the train station provides public transport to the north, east and
south of Fremantle. Fremantle and its suburbs are also an important stop on the popular, twoway high frequency circle bus route that circles the inner metropolitan area.
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Figure 26. Public transport links [Source: City of Fremantle Integrated Transport strategy]

Opportunities for further urban densification around the railway stations and in established
nodes along the high frequency transport corridors is discussed under 4.2 Community, Urban
growth and Settlement above, and are provided for in the planning scheme. Further planning
around the upgrade of second tier public transport could identify further rapid transport
opportunities:
• Along South Street, connecting Fremantle to Murdoch Activity Centre, and the PerthMandurah train line.
• Along a new north-south route connecting Fremantle to Cockburn Coast, Cockburn
Central and to the south-west catchment as indicated on the Perth and Peel @ 3.5
Million Transport Plan.
These two corridors are recognised as priorities for a second-tier transit system by the group of
local governments comprising the South West Group (consisting of the Cities of Fremantle,
Cockburn, Melville, Kwinana and Rockingham and the Town of East Fremantle).
The two corridors were added to the Infrastructure Australia Priority List in 2021 (South Street)
and 2022 (Fremantle to Cockburn). Inclusion on the Priority List means the proposals have been
independently assessed by Infrastructure Australia and are considered projects of national
significance.
Definition and delivery of these improvements remains subject to the establishment of a
business case and funding. Nonetheless, the opportunity has been recorded on the Local
Planning Strategy map for future planning.
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4.5.1.2 Road Access
Canning and Leach Highway, South Street and Hampton Road are the main feeder roads for
vehicular traffic into Fremantle from the east and south. These roads bring traffic from the
Kwinana Freeway north/south feeder, and Stirling Highway brings vehicular traffic in from the
north. Cockburn Road and Rockingham Road also feed into Hampton Road from the south.
Stock Road, Leach Highway and High Street form an important freight link in and out of
Fremantle Ports inner harbour. These routes are also used by Fremantle residents to access the
wider metropolitan area.
With growing population and continued high car dependency (mostly single occupant), several
roads in Fremantle (including Stirling Highway and Hampton Road) are subject to pressure and
conflict between demands. Fremantle’s Transport Strategy recognises that continued
unconstrained growth is both unsustainable and undesirable, and advocates for increased
priority to be placed on pedestrian, cycling and public transport infrastructure to support a mode
shift away from car dependence. Maintenance of a functional road network with sufficient
capacity along regional district routes to maintain through movement remains an important
objective however increased road capacity should not be regarded as the primary objective.
Road capacity upgrades have been secured through road widening along Stirling Highway, South
Street and along the Curtin Avenue Road alignment.
In regards to noise sensitive land uses near a transport corridor the City will continue to be
guided by State Planning Policy 5.4 – Road and Rail Noise. SPP5.4 Provides guidance for the
performance-based approach for managing and mitigating transport noise associated with road
and rail operations. The City will:
• Continue to apply SPP5.4 in considering strategic and statutory planning proposals within
or adjoining strategic transport routes.
• Undertake a study of noise impacts from strategic transport routes and consider zoning,
development standards and/or the need for special control areas.
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Figure 27. Road links [Source: City of Fremantle Integrated Transport strategy

4.5.1.3 Freight
A large proportion of Fremantle port freight and all local freight and service vehicles come by
road. Road access into and out of Fremantle Port has recently been improved through the High
Street upgrade. Extension of Curtin Avenue to the north remains unprogrammed, with Main
Roads WA recently investigating an alternative route connecting the coast road to Stirling
Bridge, providing less for freight and more for projected regional traffic movement.
The freight rail line from the port shares the bridge over the Swan River from North Fremantle
into Fremantle with the passenger train (but is proposed to be separated from the passenger
line as part of the Swan River Crossing project). It is also constrained in its operation by safety
and noise issues as it runs south along Marine Terrace, before heading east to Kewdale from
North Coogee.
Unless and until relocation of the port is confirmed, protection of the regional connections
(including the southern freight link) is required. In the event of relocation, the priority will shift,
and further investigation into alternative opportunities will occur. In the event of retention of the
port, further planning around the establishment of transport noise control areas would be
appropriate.
4.5.1.4 Pedestrian & Cycle
Improvements to the pedestrian and cycle network and amenity remain an ongoing priority for
the City though are subject to budget availability. Planned extension of the Perth-Fremantle
Principle Shared Path from North Fremantle across Tydeman Road into Fremantle city centre
will represent a significant improvement, and facilitate more district and regional cycle
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movement, and use of cycling as a transport mode (as opposed to a recreational pursuit)
between activity and employment centres. It is also likely to further improve Fremantle’s
popularity as a tourist and ‘lifestyle’ destination, and the more sustainable development of
greater Perth.

Figure 28. Strategic Bike network [Source: City of Fremantle Bike Plan 2019-2024]

Local upgrades and connections are facilitated through individual projects and redevelopment.
4.5.1.5 Marine
As befitting a port city, the city centre is also connected by water transport. Fremantle Port and
the three harbours, Fishing boat, Challenger and Success, provide access to the Indian Ocean
for commercial and leisure activity. The Rottnest ferry regularly commutes passengers to
Rottnest from its Fremantle terminals at B shed and North Mole. Cruise ships, up until the
COVID-19 pandemic, frequently brought national and international visitors to Fremantle. Space
and infrastructure for these uses is secured through the regional reservations and state
investment, with reviews currently occurring around Fremantle Port and the harbours.
Access to the water and waterfront uses continues to represent a key planning consideration.
The City would like to explore opportunities for better connections between the City and its
waterfront, and between nodes, especially pedestrian connections.

4.5.2 Fremantle Port
Fremantle Port remains the primary ocean gateway into Western Australia. In 2019/2020 the
independent taskforce Westport assessed the options for the future of Fremantle Port
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operations and found that even with billions of dollars' worth of road upgrades, the transport
network supporting the Fremantle Inner Harbour would reach capacity by the mid-2030s.
In May 2020, state government endorsed Westport’s recommended location and design for a
future container port at Kwinana. Work is now proceeding to determine the timetable of
transitioning freight from Fremantle Port to Kwinana either in one step by 2032 or over a
phased period that will see both ports share the freight task for around a further 15 years.
In December 2021 state government established the Future of Fremantle committee to
consider land use and economic development opportunities around North Quay and
surrounding areas, and to continue developing a new vision for a Victoria Quay Waterfront
Precinct. A change in the Port’s use represents a major planning exercise with significant social,
environmental and economic impacts not only for the immediate area but for the whole City and
broader region. Making provision for a sustainable, integrated outcome which supports the
long-term evolution of the economy, consolidates Fremantle’s role in the region as a primary
regional centre and sits comfortably within its context and priorities.
Access into the port is secured through the regional road network, and rail corridor (discussed
above). While the Port remains, the City is committed to maintaining adequate access to the
port, whilst balancing these needs with other compatible objectives such as improved
pedestrian crossing, way finding, and more amenable street environments (refer to Integrated
Transport Strategy for further detail). In the future when demand is likely reduced, the further
opportunities in the movement network this presents can be considered.
The port itself is reserved under the Metropolitan Region Scheme, with some surrounding sites
zoned Industrial to support associated and compatible land-uses. The long-term need for these
sites given the increased provision and use of industrial estates elsewhere in the south-west
region is the subject of review.
Port activities are protected from incompatible land uses through inclusion of Special Control
Areas within the scheme, and an associated planning policy developed in conjunction with the
Port (LPP 2.3).
Summary of the three Fremantle Port inner harbour buffer referral areas as shown in the map in
Figure 29 include:
Area 1
Council to:
• refer all applications for development to Fremantle Ports for comment prior to
determination of the application.
• notify Fremantle Ports of amendments to the Scheme if they would in any way affect the
development potential of land within Area 1.
Area 2
Council to:
• refer only applications for development to Fremantle Ports for comment if development
considered a sensitive use, development would result in a concentration of people, or
residential developments incorporating 5 units or more.
• notify Fremantle Ports of amendments to the Scheme if they could result in an increase
in the development of sensitive uses within Area 2
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Area 3
Council to:
• notify Fremantle Ports of amendments to the Scheme if they could result in an increase
in the development of sensitive uses within Area 3.
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Figure 29. Fremantle Port Special Control Area [Source: LPS4 and LPP2.3]

4.5.3 Telecommunications
As an established urban area, the City enjoys good access to telecommunications through an
established cable and radiocommunications network. With the growth in data use,
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technological advances, and the City’s aspirations for economic development, ongoing upgrade
of the network is desirable. The City will, therefore, continue to advocate for telecommunication
(including fibre) upgrades to support economic development. The development of
telecommunications infrastructure is largely undertaken independently of the local planning
framework under commonwealth legislation. Some infrastructure, however, continues to require
local approval, particularly where it may impact upon visual amenity, or on heritage areas.
Review of the City’s Telecommunications local planning policy (D.B.M9) is recommended to
ensure that it is consistent with State Planning Policy 5.2 and reflects contemporary standards
and expectations.

4.5.4 Servicing (Gas Pipeline, Water Corporation, Western Power)
As an established metropolitan local government, Fremantle is well serviced by an established
energy, water and wastewater network. As infrastructure ages, service upgrades will become
increasingly necessary. Delivery of upgrades in a manner which is sensitive to both the heritage
character of areas, and the future operational needs of a growing population and economy, is
required. The City advocates pursuing innovative and more sustainable service options (such as
the shared battery trialled at Knutsford East Village, and opportunities for water harvesting and
reuse) where feasible.
Extension of / upgrade of wastewater infrastructure currently represents a constraint to
development in the following locations:
• Strang Street Mixed Use area
• Brockman Place Mixed Use area
• Knutsford Street East Development Area.
The cost of water pressure upgrades is also cited as a feasibility challenge for mixed use
development in particular.
Discussion with Water Corporation has confirmed that water servicing issues can all be
addressed but do present a cost to development. Early discussion with Water Corporation is
encouraged as it assists in long term network planning.
Access to the water and waterfront uses continues to represent a key planning consideration.
The City would like to explore opportunities for better connections between the City and its
waterfront, and between nodes, especially pedestrian connections.
The City would be open to considering opportunities for development contributions towards
infrastructure renewal to accommodate increasing population taking into account impact on
development feasibility and flow on implications for other objectives.

4.5.5 Coastal
The southern beaches (harbour mouth to South Beach and beyond) and Port Coastal Hazard
Risk Management Adaptation Plans (CHRMAPs) identified increasing erosion and inundation
risk mostly associated with the impacts of modelled sea level rise (refer to Figure 21. City of
Fremantle CHRMAP North and Figure 22. City of Fremantle CHRMAP South above).
The CHRMAPs identify response options and pathways, with work currently occurring on interim
protection works at Port Beach. Long term managed retreat represents the City’s preferred
option at Port Beach, with work occurring in conjunction with the state and key landowners to
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review re-planning opportunities north of the Tydeman Road. Maintenance of road access and
the district level beach facilities (as well as wide sandy beaches and foreshore reserve) are
important priorities for the City in this process, noting that Port and Leighton beaches service a
very deep catchment due to their connection to eastern suburbs available through Canning
Highway and High Street / Leach Highway, and the absence of alternatives available through
central Fremantle due to the port and Fremantle harbours.
In the longer term, significant infrastructure investment to mitigate sea level rise and coastal
process impacts have been identified as potentially necessary through the harbour mouth and
south through the three Fremantle Boat Harbours. Given state management of the port and
harbour areas, primary responsibility is anticipated to be taken by it. Any replanning of north
quay associated with the relocation of the port will need to address this issue.
Monitoring and regular discussions regarding coastal management occur between the City and
Department of Transport.

4.5.6 Tourism
Fremantle remains the one of the most visited destinations in Perth, providing a significant
international, interstate and local attraction. The majority of the underlying physical
infrastructure that maintains and promotes this level of tourism is the City’s historic layout, built
heritage and waterside location. The City’s planning focuses on maintaining these attributes as
well as providing for sympathetic new development that is compatible with the area’s primary
functions, and enhancing linkages between key tourist nodes. In recent times the upgrades to
the cruise ship terminal on Victoria Quay improved the gateway for tourists from this transport
mode. Further tourism infrastructure identified for consideration include:
• Improvements to the crossing from the cruise ship terminal into central Fremantle.
• Improvements to the waterfront, and the connections between it and the City more
generally.
• Additional heritage conservation, trails and interpretation.
• Upgrades to wayfinding.
• Upgrades to the railway station forecourt including the surrounding road and pedestrian
network.
• Maintain flexible but managed provision for short stay accommodation throughout
Fremantle

4.5.7 Infrastructure Direction
As an established metropolitan municipality, the City’s hard infrastructure (its roads, rail, port,
power, water and wastewater systems, telecommunication, recreational and civic buildings) is
well established, having been progressively installed and periodically upgraded over the past
200 years since Fremantle was first settled by Europeans. The infrastructure supports
businesses, residents and visitors however is aging and, in many areas, in need of significant
upgrade.
As this infrastructure ages, standards and technology develop, and the City evolves, upgrades to
both physical infrastructure and policy is necessary to maintain efficacy.
A number of new projects are identified as desirable in response to changing needs and
opportunities, including coastal infrastructure in response to seal level rise and the changing
coastal environment, and improved public transport to connect the south and bicycle
infrastructure.
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Infrastructure upgrades are most effective when designed and managed with a holistic view of
the environment and community they service. The City assesses the state of current
infrastructure and priority is given to improving and maintaining the network over new works.
As this theme promotes the delivery of infrastructure in a coordinated manner by both public
and private agencies, the City has liaised with the following service provider or agency
responsible for the relevant infrastructure at the local planning strategy stage to ensure the
close integration of land use planning and servicing:
• The Department of Transport
• Fremantle Ports
• Water Corporation
• Main Roads WA
• Department of Education
Overall, the response to this theme is to maintain current connections, promote holistic design,
continue to advocate for improved public transport connections, maintain port access and
buffers, support increased servicing in development areas, as well as sustainable solutions,
support sympathetic to the heritage telecommunications infrastructure and be open to different
models to fund infrastructure needs.
Planning Response
In summary the City’s response to infrastructure theme aspects include:
Transport
Accommodate growing regional movement demands without undermining the fine grain network
and active transport opportunities Fremantle has long championed. Reconcile both place and
movement objectives in their planning and design to ensure the optimal use of land and
provision of parking.
Actions:
• Maintain freight access to Port accommodating existing and projected (likely) reduced
future demand and opportunities in the movement network this presents.
• Review parking provision and management, and review scheme parking standards
[Potential Scheme Amendment].
• Promote holistic design and decision making in considering road and transport upgrades
to maintain both district, regional, and fine grain local connectivity, through application of
movement place framework (or similar).
• Following confirmation of future freight / transport taskforce, review transport noise
projections and potential benefit of introducing Transport Noise Special Control Areas
into scheme to provide mitigation [Potential Scheme Amendment].
• Continue to advocate for second tier public transport links to support district movement
of workforce and population between employment and activity centres. Following
confirmation of route, mode and funding, undertake further corridor planning to ensure
that access and catchments are optimised [Potential Scheme Amendment].
• Maintain an urban structure which supports walking and cycling as preferred modes of
transport, with high levels of permeability, accessible consolidated activity centres,
passive surveillance, high quality streetscapes and public realm [Structure Plan input].
Port
Support continued operation of Fremantle Port pending firm decision and action to relocate.
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Actions:
• Maintain buffers around Fremantle Port commensurate with operational needs and risks.
• Maintain freight access to Port.
Coastal Infrastructure
Support responsible management of the coastal environment as both an environmental and
recreational resource, taking into account modelled coastal process impacts.
Actions:
• Continue to monitor shoreline and water level movement (in conjunction with
Department of Transport and adjoining Local Authorities).
• Continue to liaise with state agencies regarding long term protection works through port
and harbours.
• Establish Coastal Process Special Control Areas within the planning scheme [Potential
Scheme Amendment]..
• Develop plans for coastal nodes. Including: Promotion of district level facilities in any
redevelopment at Port Beach to complement those at Leighton and at risk of coastal
processes (Region Scheme Amendment & Structure Plan input)
• Participate in development of Fremantle Boat Harbours Masterplan and subsequent
review of LPP.
Servicing
Promote service extensions to development areas.
Actions:
• Liaise with Water Corporation regarding sewer extension to Strang Street South
Fremantle & Knutsford
• Support innovative more sustainable service solutions such as shared battery schemes
and water reuse where feasible and appropriate (Potential Structure Plan input)
Tourism
Protect and celebrate history and built heritage. Promote improvements to tourist destinations
and access. Support compatible tourist activities in central Fremantle.
Actions:
• Advocate for improved connectivity into and between tourist destinations in and around
Fremantle (including Victoria Quay, Arthur Head & Roundhouse, Bathers Beach, Fishing
Boat Harbour, Fremantle Markets, Fremantle Prison) and connections to Cottesloe, Perth
and Coogee Beach.
• Maintain flexible but managed provision for short stay accommodation throughout
Fremantle.
• Support tourist uses compatible with the area’s primary functions in reviews of Victoria
Quay and Fremantle Boat Harbours.
Telecommunications
Maintain efficient telecommunications network and provision for growing demands.
Actions:
• Review and update Local Planning Policy DBM7 – Telecommunications.
• Continue to advocate for telecommunication (including fibre) upgrades to support
economic development.
Funding
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Equitable and effective provision for funding of infrastructure upgrades within a highly
constrained environment from a limited rates base and with legal and practical restrictions on
development contributions.
Action:
• Reconsider opportunities for development contributions towards infrastructure renewal
to accommodate increasing population and need taking into account impact on
development feasibility and flow on implications for other objectives.
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Appendix 1 – Scheme Review Report Recommendations
Council considered the report on 26 February 2020 and resolve to recommend that the Western
Australian Planning Commission:
1. Approve this Scheme Review Report.
2. Pursuant to Regulation 66(3) of the Planning and Development (Local Planning
Schemes) Regulations 2015 recommend to the Western Australian Planning
Commission that the City of Fremantle Planning Scheme No. 4 is satisfactory in its
existing form, but should be maintained based on an agreed program of projects /
scheme amendments including:
a. Short term:
i. Administrative updates to complete alignment with Model Scheme Text
terminology (basic amendment).
ii. Review of and alignment of land use definitions with Model Scheme Text
and centre nomenclature.
iii. Rationalisation of Development zones.
iv. Review of Schedule 8 development standards to ensure consistency in
terms and potentially reconsider the allocation of controls between
scheme and policy.
b. Medium term:
i. Establishment of Special Control Areas affected by noise (entertainment
and transport and mixed use zones).
ii. Establishment of a Special Control Area to recognise areas at risk of longterm coastal process impacts.
iii. Review of Mixed Use zoning and development controls.
iv. Review of parking requirements (pending completion of a Parking Plan
currently under development).
v. Review of zoning/development standards around the Paddy Troy Mall.
vi. Review of zoning along and west of the South Terrace corridor in South
Fremantle
vii. Suitable locations for higher density infill development in established
residential areas as informed by strategic community planning and
regional transport planning.
c. Longer term
i. Review of industrial buffer areas
ii. Review of signage provisions to rationalise these in relation to local laws.
iii. Review of Fremantle – Murdoch and Fremantle – Cockburn transport
corridors (pending confirmation of alignment, mode and funding by statediscussions on going).
iv. Subject to the outcome of the Westport process, review of possible land
use change in and around Fremantle Ports.
d. Periodic / recurrent / ongoing
i. Regular (approximately biennial) consideration of zoning requests via
omnibus amendment
ii. Policy review for the purpose of rationalising the policy framework.
iii. Structure Plan update
3. Pursuant to Regulation 66(3) of the Planning and Development (Local Planning
Schemes) Regulations 2015 recommend to the Western Australian Planning
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Commission that the City of Fremantle Local Planning Strategy be reviewed and updated
to reflect the subsequent strategic direction and amendments progressed by the City
through its integrated planning processes, including
a. Strategic Community Plan
b. Economic Development Strategy
c. One Planet Strategy
d. Integrated Transport Strategy
e. Draft Cultural Strategy (under development)
And include additional commentary on housing and activity centres to reflect the
strategic approaches taken by the City consistent with relevant State Planning Policy.
The Scheme Review Report was considered by the WAPC on 26 February 2020 which resolved
that the Commission:
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Appendix 2 – Local Planning Policies
Table 11: Local planning policies
Name of Local
Date of
Planning Policy
Adoption/Last
Amendment
1. ADMINSTRATIVE
1.1 - Amendment
14 August
and Extension to the 2012
Term of Planning
Approval
1.2 - Refunding and
Waving/Reducing of
Planning Fees and
Building Fees

1.3 - Community
Consultation on
Planning Proposals

1.4 - Application for
Review of Town
Planning Decisions
and Written
Directions
1.5 - Planning
Compliance
1.6 - Heritage
Assessment and
protection

Purpose of Local
Planning Policy

To set out the standard
terms of development
approval and instances
where extensions to
these terms will be
granted.
23 July 2008 To outline the
circumstances where
the City may consider
an application for
the refund, reduction or
waiving of planning
fees charged for
development
applications.
24 March
To outline the
2021
consultation
timeframes and
methods used for
different types of
planning proposals, in
addition to the
procedures set out in
Planning and
Development (Local
Planning Schemes)
Regulations 2015.
25 June 2008 To provide guidance on
the management of
applications for the
review of a
planning decision
through the State
Administrative Tribunal.
23 May 2012 To outline the process
for planning
compliance within the
City of Fremantle.
23 March
To provide a format for
2022
Heritage Assessments
and outline
when a Heritage
Assessment is

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses
Nil – administrative
policy only.

Nil – administrative
policy only.

The City will seek to
continually review the
effectiveness of this
policy and amend as
required to reflect
contemporary bestpractice standards for
consultation, in line with
community expectations
and in accordance with
State regulations.
Nil – administrative
policy only.

Nil – administrative
policy only.
Nil – administrative
policy only. Subject to
review.
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Name of Local
Planning Policy
1.7 - Development
Exempt from
Approval Under
Local Planning
Scheme No. 4

1.8 - Neighbour
Mediation

1.9 - Design
Advisory Committee
and Principles of
Design

Date of
Purpose of Local
Adoption/Last Planning Policy
Amendment
required.
23
To provide instances
September
where development is
2020
exempt from requiring
planning approval, in
addition to what is
provided under the
Planning and
Development (Local
Planning Schemes)
Regulations 2015.
27 July 2011 To provide guidance to
property owners on
where neighbour
mediation on
development proposals
will be appropriate.
11 June 2013 To outline the types of
development proposals
that qualify for Design
Advisory Committee
consideration and
provide broad
principles for
determining design
quality.

1.10 - Construction
Sites

May 2014

1.11 - Planning and
Development Act
2005, Part 17
Development
Application
Submissions
2. GENERAL
2.2 - Split Density

25 November
2020

6 May 2014

To set out
requirements for the
management of
construction sites, to
ensure minimal
disturbance to
established localities.
To detail the procedure
for processing
‘significant
development’
applications referred to
the City by the WAPC.
To outline the

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses
The City will continue to
monitor the performance
of this policy and seek to
maintain land use and
development exemptions
where consistent with
the City’s heritage,
amenity, economic and
administrative
objectives.
Nil – administration
policy only.

Promote good,
responsive and
sustainable building
design as a strategic
priority.
Continue to monitor the
performance of the
policy and Design
Advisory Committee and
adjust design principles
where required to reflect
State policy and
emerging industry
trends.
Nil – administrative
policy only.

Nil – administrative
policy only.

Continue to advocate for
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Name of Local
Planning Policy
Codes and Energy
Efficiency and
Sustainability
Schedule

2.3 - Fremantle Port
Buffer Area
Development
Guidelines

Date of
Purpose of Local
Adoption/Last Planning Policy
Amendment
instances where a
higher density code can
be achieved within the
City’s split density
areas.

8 March
2007

2.4 - Boundary Walls 6 May 2014
In Residential
Development

2.5 - External
Treatment of
Buildings

26 November
2008

2.7 - Archaeological
Investigation as a
Condition of
Planning Approval

28 January
2009

2.8 - Fences Policy

16 December
2017

To provide
requirements for
development proposals
within the Fremantle
Ports buffer special
control area.
To outline deemed-tocomply requirements
for buildings on the
boundary where
proposed as part of a
residential
development.
To provide contain
guidance for the
assessment of
development proposals
for heritage listed
buildings, with a focus
on external treatments
such as painting and
rendering.
To describe the
circumstances when
Council will require
that an archaeological
investigation be
undertaken by an
applicant and the
appropriate methods to
be utilised in doing so.
To set out deemed-tocomply design
provisions for fencing
within the City,
including dividing
fences.

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses
more sustainable forms
of housing within single
residential areas and
investigate further
measures to improve
ecological performance
of new detached housing
within low density areas.
Maintain appropriate
separation and interface
treatment with the
working port – the policy
is to be updated should
operational requirements
and/or construction
standards change.
No strategic implications.

The City will continue to
advocate for heritage
conservation as a
strategic priority,
including providing
practical guidance to
landowners and
proponents, as well as
ensuring that heritage
listings remain accurate,
relevant and up to date.

No strategic implications.
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Name of Local
Planning Policy
2.9 - Residential
Streetscape Policy

Date of
Adoption/Last
Amendment
19 February
2013

Purpose of Local
Planning Policy
To detail deemed-tocomply street setback,
building orientation,
building height and
vehicle access
requirements for
residential
development.

2.10 - Landscaping
of Development and
Existing Vegetation
on Development
Sites

23 June 2010 To outline when a
landscape plan will be
required by the City for
development
proposals, along with
expected content.

2.13 - Sustainable
Buildings Design
Requirements

27 July 2019

2.14 4 October
Advertisement policy 2019
2.18 - New
12 March
Residential
2013
Developments in the
City Centre Zone Noise from an
Existing Source

2.19 - Contributions
for Public Art and/or

11 December
2012

To establish
sustainable design
requirements for new
non-residential
development.

To provide design
requirements for
advertising signs on
private land.
To detail design
considerations for
dealing with noise
implications for new
residential
development in the City
Centre. This includes a
model development
approval condition
regarding a Section
70A Notification on the
property titles of new
development.
To set the
requirements for one

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses
The character of
established residential
streetscapes within the
City should be preserved,
particularly within
heritage areas.
Continue to develop
bespoke local planning
policies for heritage
areas, with a particular
focus on streetscape.
Continue to promote
more ecologically
sensitive development
outcomes and
incorporation of water
sensitive landscaping
within new development.
Promote further
sustainable design
outcomes in new nonresidential, mixed-use
development.
Continue to advocate for
greater consideration of
sustainable design for
residential development.
No strategic implications.

Consider the suitability of
establishing Fremantle
City Centre as an
Entertainment Noise
Precinct for the purposes
of creating a future
special control area to
apply specific noise
standards.

The City will continue to
encourage installation of
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Name of Local
Planning Policy
Heritage Works

2.20 - Discretion to
vary local planning
scheme site or
development
requirements for
heritage purposes

Date of
Purpose of Local
Adoption/Last Planning Policy
Amendment
percent for public art
contributions for new
development, which
can also be applied to
heritage works where
certain criteria are met.

6 August
2016

2.23 - Register of
27 February
Significant Trees
2019
and Vegetation
Areas (Refer
'Appendix B' of
policy for the current
Register)

2.24 – Waste
Management Plans
for New
Developments
3. AREA-BASED
3.1.3 – Precinct 3

19 January
2022

28 November
2012

To provide guidance on
the assessment of
development proposals
seeking the City’s
discretion on local
planning scheme
requirements on
heritage grounds, as
provided for under the
Planning and
Development (Local
Planning Schemes)
Regulations 2015.
To establish the
procedure for
considering
nominations for the
Significant Tree and
Vegetation Areas
Register, and criteria
for removal of
specimens from the
Register.
To provide guidance on
when waste
management plans are
required and the City’s
expectations for them,
To supplement the
development provisions
in Local Planning
Scheme No. 4 for the
northern gateway
Mixed Use zone, known
as sub-area 2.3.1. This
contains detailed
design requirements
and background

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses
public art that respects
local context and
enhances the public
realm.
The City will continue to
advocate for heritage
conservation as a
strategic priority.
The City will continue to
advocate for heritage
conservation as a
strategic priority.

Continue to advocate
and investigate
opportunities for further
tree retention within
established urban areas
of the City, particularly in
split density, mixed use
and development
zones/areas.
No strategic implications.

Continue to support
appropriate
redevelopment of these
precincts to increase the
number of people living
and working within
Fremantle, and to
accommodate strategic
dwelling targets.
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Name of Local
Planning Policy
3.1.3.1 – 7-15
Quarry Street,
Fremantle
3.1.5 – Precinct 5

3.5 – Local Planning
Area 5 –
Beaconsfield

Date of
Purpose of Local
Adoption/Last Planning Policy
Amendment
information.
8 January
To set out development
2021
requirements for a
specific site within the
abovementioned subarea.
22 January
To supplement the
2013
development provisions
of Local Planning
Scheme No. 4 for a
large area of the City
Centre zone, known as
sub-area 1.3.2. This
contains detailed
design requirements
and background
information.
28 May 2008 To set general
development
requirements for the
Beaconsfield Local
Planning Area, in
addition to Local
Planning Scheme No. 4
provisions.

3.6 Heritage Areas

23 March
2022

3.7 – Hilton
Heritage Area

25
September
2019

To define the
significance of each
heritage area and
outline the general
assessment criteria for
development proposals
for properties.
To set out dwelling
design and other
development
requirements specific
to the Hilton ‘Garden
Suburb’ Heritage Area.

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses

Retain Beaconsfield as a
predominantly low-scale
residential suburb,
accommodating areas of
more intense
development on
strategic sites.
Accommodate for
smaller-scale Centre
development to meet the
needs of the local
community, subject to
population growth.
The policy gives more
structure to heritage
areas and clarifies
development
assessment on
properties in the City’s
heritage areas.
Continue to maintain the
suburb of Hilton as a
predominantly low-scale
residential precinct.
Continue to recognise
the importance of the
Hilton Heritage Area as
an example of a
substantially intact
‘Garden Suburb’ dating
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Name of Local
Planning Policy

Date of
Purpose of Local
Adoption/Last Planning Policy
Amendment

3.8 – Local planning
Area 8 – O’Connor

25 July 2007

To set general
development
requirements for the
O’Connor Local
Planning Area, in
addition to Local
Planning Scheme No. 4
provisions.

3.9 - Local Planning
Area 9 - Samson

24 July 2007

3.10 - Thompson
Road, Craig Street
and Lime Street

25
September
2008

3.11 - McCabe
Street Area - Height
of New Buildings

22 April 2009

To set general
development
requirements for the
Samson Local Planning
Area, in addition to
Local Planning Scheme
No. 4 provisions.
To provide dwelling
design requirements
for new development
within this residential
precinct.
To identify height limits
for specific sites within
the McCabe Street area
of North Fremantle.

3.13 - Minim Cove,
North Fremantle

14 October
2009

3.14 – Wray Avenue
Precinct

3 July 2012

To set out base
development
requirements for the
Minim Cove
subdivision.
To set out development
requirements for the
precinct, including
setbacks and height,

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses
from the immediate postWorld War 2 period.
Retain the O’Connor
Industrial area as a
strategic industrial area
for Fremantle and the
South-west
Metropolitan Region and
ensure that development
contributes to high
standard of amenity and
design, as well as
compatibility with
adjacent residential
uses.
Retain Samson as a
predominantly lowdensity residential area.

No strategic implications.
Retain this area as lower
density residential.
Retain the McCabe
Street area as a
development precinct
within the North
Fremantle local planning
area, capitalising on the
centre’s proximity to
natural amenities,
transport and the North
Fremantle Town Centre.
No strategic implications.
Retain this area as lower
density residential.
Retain the Wray Avenue
Neighbourhood Centre
as part of the City’s
centre hierarchy.
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Name of Local
Planning Policy

3.15 - Former Kim
Beazley school site White Gum Valley

3.16 - Burt Street

3.17 - Hilton
Neighbourhood
Centre (South
Street, Hilton)

3.18 - Beaconsfield
and White Gum
Valley
Neighbourhood
Centre Areas

3.19 - Clontarf Road
Area

Date of
Purpose of Local
Adoption/Last Planning Policy
Amendment
and supplement the
provisions of Local
Planning Scheme No.
4.
17 December To detail design
2014
requirements for new
residential
development within the
‘WGV’ subdivision.
10 June 2017 To provide
development
requirements for the
‘Burt Street’
development area and
supplement the
provisions of Local
Planning Scheme No.
4.
14 July 2018 To set development
controls and design
objectives for the Hilton
Neighbourhood Centre
and supplement the
provisions of Local
Planning Scheme No. 4
to ensure that
coordinated
development takes
place.
6 December
To set development
2017
controls and design
objectives for the
Beaconsfield and White
Gum Valley
Neighbourhood Centre
Areas and supplement
the provisions of Local
Planning Scheme No. 4
to ensure that
coordinated
development takes
place.
20 May 2017 To outline development
objectives for the
Clontarf Road sub-area
and supplement the
provisions of Local

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses

Retain White Gum Valley
as a predominantly lowdensity residential
suburb accommodating
pockets of dwelling
diversity.
Retain this area as a
stand-alone
redevelopment site.

Retain the Hilton
Neighbourhood Centre
as part of the City’s
centre hierarchy.
Support residential
intensification within and
immediately abutting the
centre recognition of its
location along the South
street transit corridor.
Retain the Beaconsfield
and White Gum Valley
Neighbourhood Centre
as part of the City’s
centre hierarchy.
Support residential
intensification within and
immediately abutting the
centre recognition of its
location along the South
street transit corridor.
Maintain redevelopment
aspirations for the
precinct and a strategic
southern gateway to the
City of Fremantle.
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Name of Local
Planning Policy

3.20 - Special
Control Area
Provisions for Small
Infill Development

3.21 - West End
Heritage Area

4. Miscellaneous
D.B.U6 - Late Night
Entertainment
Venues Serving
Alcohol

D.B.U8 - Outdoor
Eating Policy (Tables
and Chairs) Policy
D.B.H9 - Procedures
for the Recording

Date of
Purpose of Local
Adoption/Last Planning Policy
Amendment
Planning Scheme No.
4. This includes
guidance on how highquality design
outcomes would be
determined.
27 February
To provide the
2019
requirements for ‘Freo
Alternative’ residential
development and
supplement the special
control area provisions
of Local Planning
Scheme No. 4.
25 November
2020

22
September
1997

To outline the
significance of the
State listed West End
Heritage Area and
provide detailed design
considerations for
heritage conservation
and new development
within the precinct.

To detail the City’s
position on
establishment of
venues which serve
alcohol; predominantly
nightclubs.

15 June 1998 To supplement the
(Interim
City’s Health Local
Policy)
Laws in considering
outdoor eating areas
for hospitality venues.
18 October
To outline procedures
1999
for heritage listing of

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses
Review development
provisions and identify
areas for improvement to
facilitate change and
urban regeneration.
Continue to advocate for
quality and contextually
appropriate residential
development within
established areas.
Investigate further
opportunities to provide
for housing choice and
diversity throughout the
City.
Continue to recognise
the West End of
Fremantle as a highly
significant and intact
heritage precinct and
advocate for its ongoing
use and protection.
Maintain heritage
conservation as a
strategic priority for the
City.
Maintain and promote
land use diversity within
Fremantle City Centre.
Investigate the
establishment of a
special control area for
the purpose of creating
an Entertainment Noise
Precinct in central
Fremantle.
No strategic implications
– operational policy only.

No strategic implications
– operational policy only.
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Name of Local
Planning Policy

Date of
Purpose of Local
Adoption/Last Planning Policy
Amendment
places within the City.

and Assessment of
Places of Heritage
Value
D.A15 - Policy and
28 February
Procedures for the
2018
Dedication, Upgrade
or Closure of Rights
of Way
D.B.M9 23 July 2001
Telecommunications
Policy
D.E3 - Security
Doors to Shopfronts
in the Retail Core

16 December
1985

D.E4 - Paving Policy
for Central
Fremantle

27 January
1999

D.B.M7 - Cash-inLieu of Car Parking
Policy (currently
suspended)

23 October
2000

To provide the process
for the dedication,
upgrade or closure of
rights of way within the
City.
To guide the siting and
design of
telecommunications
infrastructure.
To provide material and
design requirements
for security doors to
shopfronts in the City
Centre.
To provide design and
specifications for
paving treatments
within the city centre.
To outline instances
where cash-in-lieu for
car parking shortfalls
will be sought for new
development.

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses

No strategic implications
– operational policy only

Maintain the amenity of
residential areas
throughout Fremantle.
No strategic implications
– operational policy only

No strategic implications
– operational policy only

Review parking
standards and the
approach to support
improved access, place
and administrative
outcomes through a
Parking Plan (currently
under development).
D.G.B1 - Lefroy
21 December To outline broad
Continue to support infill
Road, Livingstone,
1987
requirements for the
development within
Hale and Beard
redevelopment of this
established suburban
Streets Local Area
precinct and
areas, whilst maintaining
establishment of a right heritage conservation as
of way.
a strategic priority for the
City.
D.G.B2 - Livingstone, 17 June 1991 To outline broad
Hale, Beard and
requirements for the
Retain Beaconsfield as a
Milbourne Streets
redevelopment of this
predominantly low-scale
Local Area
precinct
residential suburb.
D.G.B3 - Moran,
16 May 1988 To outline broad
Beard and
requirements for the
Livingstone Streets
redevelopment of this
Local Area
precinct and
establishment of a right
of way.
D.G.B4 - Mardie
19
To detail dwelling
Street including the September
design requirements
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Name of Local
Planning Policy

Date of
Purpose of Local
Adoption/Last Planning Policy
Amendment
East of Edmund
1994
for infill development in
Street
this precinct, including
heritage implications.
D.G.F2 - Marmion,
22 July 1991 To outline broad
Forrest, Wood and
requirements for the
Amherst Streets
redevelopment of this
Local Area
precinct and
establishment of a right
of way.
D.G.F3 - Marmion,
16 June 1986 To outline broad
Forrest, Wood and
requirements for the
Montreal Streets
redevelopment of this
Local Area
precinct
D.G.F4 - Tuckfield,
19 December To detail dwelling
Finnerty and Skinner 1994
design requirements
Streets Local Area
for infill development in
this precinct, including
heritage implications.
D.G.F5 - Arthur Head 22 November To provide strategic
Reserve Strategy
1993
planning guidance for
Plan
the management and
conservation of Arthur
Head Reserve. This
precinct includes
Western Australia’s
oldest public building –
the Round House.
D.G.F6 - Arthur Head 21 November To establish general
(west end of High
1983
direction for the
Street)
conservation and
enhancement of Arthur
Head Reserve.

D.G.F8 - Douglas
Street Local Area

15 August
1988

To outline broad
requirements for the
redevelopment of this
precinct

D.G.F9 - Foreshores
within the City of
Fremantle

19 March
1984

To provide a list of
strategic priorities for
the management of the
City’s foreshores.

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses

Continue to support infill
development within
established suburban
areas, whilst maintaining
heritage conservation as
a strategic priority for the
City.

Continue to acknowledge
the significant heritage
value of the Arthur Head
reserve, West End
heritage area and the
broader City Centre of
Fremantle.
Continue to protect the
City’s reserves and
manage to preserve
heritage significance.
Continue to promote
best-practice heritage
conservation throughout
Fremantle.
Continue to support infill
development within
established suburban
areas, whilst maintaining
heritage conservation as
a strategic priority for the
City.
Implement competed
coastal hazard risk
management and
adaptation plans
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Name of Local
Planning Policy

D.G.F10 - Fremantle
Boat Harbours Development Policy

Date of
Purpose of Local
Adoption/Last Planning Policy
Amendment

27 January
1999

To detail land use,
development and
conservation
requirements for the
City’s boat harbours,
including Fishing Boat
Harbour.

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses
(CHRMAPS) for Southern
Beaches and Port and
Leighton Beaches.
Continue to recognise
the importance of the
City’s natural areas,
including foreshore
reserves.
Continue to recognise
and promote the
Fremantle City Centre
and Fishing Boat
Harbour as a primary
tourist destination within
Perth metropolitan area.
Established improved
connections between the
Fremantle City Centre,
Fishing Boat Harbour
and Victoria Quay.

D.G.F12 - Fremantle
Hospital - Corner of
Alma Street and
South Terrace,
Fremantle

16 May 1988

D.G.F16 - Marine
Terrace Policy
(including South
Fremantle)

21 December
1992

D.G.F18 - Paddy

18 February

Maintain land use
diversity within the City
Centre and Fishing Boat
Harbour, including
continued recognition of
the historical maritime
land uses of this
precinct.
To outline the City’s
Continue to recognise
requirements and
the importance of
expectations for new
Fremantle Hospital as a
development on the
healthcare facility of
Fremantle Hospital site. importance, as well as
contributing to local
employment and land
use mix.
To outline broad
Maintain South
development
Fremantle as a
requirements for sites
predominantly low-scale
along Marine Terrace,
residential suburb with
south of Fremantle.
greater land use mix and
densities along South
Terrace and Marine
Terrace.
To set requirements for Maintain and promote
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Name of Local
Planning Policy
Troy Mall - Block
Bounded by
Henderson, William,
High and Market
Streets and South
Terrace
D.G.F24 - Solomon
Street

D.G.F26 - Planning
Policy for the West
End of Victoria Quay

Date of
Purpose of Local
Adoption/Last Planning Policy
Amendment
1992
the redevelopment of
the Paddy Troy precinct
into a functioning
pedestrian mall linking
Walyalup Koort with
South Terrace.
24 May 1993 To outline broad
requirements for
development within this
precinct.

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses
land use diversity within
the City Centre.

23 July 2001

Continue to promote the
use and development of
land within and
surrounding Fremantle
Port for a variety of
functions, including for
tourism purposes, whilst
acknowledging the
maritime history of the
area.

To outline requirements
for the development,
use and conservation
of the Victoria Quay
Precinct.

Facilitate development of
strategic sites within the
Fremantle City Centre.
Continue to support infill
development within
established suburban
areas, whilst maintaining
heritage conservation as
a strategic priority for the
City.

Facilitate development of
strategic sites within the
Fremantle City Centre.
Maintain and promote
land use diversity within
the City Centre and
surrounds.
Establish improved
connections between the
Fremantle City Centre,
Fishing Boat Harbour
and Victoria Quay.
D.G.F27 - John
Curtin College of the
Arts

27 August
2001

To outline the City’s
requirements and
expectations for new
development on the
John Curtin College
site.

Promote establishment
and retention education
facilities and institutes in
close proximity to
Fremantle City Centre
and strategic transit
routes.
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Name of Local
Planning Policy

Date of
Purpose of Local
Adoption/Last Planning Policy
Amendment

D.G.F29 - Suffolk to
South Street Local
Area

23 October
2000

D.G.F30 - Fremantle
Artillery Barracks
and Cantonment Hill
Reserve

D.G.N1 - Harvest
Road, Corkhill and
John Streets and
The Swan River
Local Area
D.G.N2 - Stirling
Highway, John and
Johannah Streets
Local Area
D.G.N3 - Stirling
Highway, Thompson
Road, Coventry
Parade and Craig
Street Local Area

23 October
2000

20 December
1993

20 December
1999
20 March
1995

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses
Continue to promote
best-practice heritage
conservation throughout
Fremantle.
To outline broad
Maintain South
requirements for
Fremantle as a
development within this predominantly low-scale
precinct.
residential suburb with
greater land use mix and
densities along South
Terrace and Marine
Terrace.

To provide overall
development and
conservation objectives
for this heritage
precinct.

Continue to promote
best-practice heritage
conservation throughout
Fremantle.
Continue to recognise,
preserve and promote
the two existing Bush
Forever areas within the
City, including
Cantonment Hill.

Continue to promote
best-practice heritage
conservation throughout
Fremantle.
To outline broad
Continue to support infill
requirements for
development within
development within this established suburban
precinct.
areas, whilst maintaining
heritage conservation as
a strategic priority for the
To outline broad
City.
requirements for
development within this
precinct.
To outline requirements Maintain the mixed-use
for development within function and diversity of
this precinct, including the North Fremantle
land use and heritage
local planning area.
considerations.
Support and promoting
land use diversity along
transit corridors.
Continue to support infill
development within
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Name of Local
Planning Policy

Date of
Purpose of Local
Adoption/Last Planning Policy
Amendment

D.G.N4 - Stirling
Highway, Tydeman
Road, Jackson and
Pearse Streets Local
Area

23 March
1994

D.G.N5 – Policy for
Eucla Court, North
Fremantle Including
Those Lots Facing
Rule Street and
Thompson Road,
North Fremantle
D.G.N6 - Northbank
Development
Guidelines

20 July 1998

D.G.N7 - North
Fremantle
Foreshore Plan

1 September
2003

18 August
1987

D.G.N8 - Passmore
23
Avenue (previously
September
Lots 47 and 48 John 1991
Street)
D.G.N9 - Rocky Bay
Estate (formerly
State Engineering
Works Site)

22
September
1997

To provide strategic
guidance for
development in the
North Fremantle Town
Centre, including land
use and heritage
considerations.
To outline requirements
for development within
this precinct, including
built form and heritage
considerations.
To set out detailed
development
requirements for the
Northbank
redevelopment area.
To provide an overall
development
framework for
redevelopment on
North Fremantle’s
foreshores.

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses
established suburban
areas, whilst maintaining
heritage conservation as
a strategic priority for the
City.
Maintain the mixed-use
function and diversity of
the North Fremantle
local planning area.
Continue to promote
best-practice heritage
conservation throughout
Fremantle.

Continue to support infill
development within
established suburban
areas, whilst maintaining
heritage conservation as
a strategic priority for the
City.

Continue to recognise
the importance of the
City’s natural areas,
including foreshore
reserves.
To outline requirements Continue to support infill
for development within development within
this precinct, including established suburban
land use and heritage
areas, whilst maintaining
considerations.
heritage conservation as
a strategic priority for the
To provide an overall
City.
development
framework for
development of the
Rocky Bay Estate.
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Name of Local
Planning Policy
D.G.N10 - Rous
Head Industrial
Park/Harbour

Date of
Purpose of Local
Adoption/Last Planning Policy
Amendment
August 1997 To detail the City’s
expectations for
development within the
Rous Head industrial
area.

Retain maritime
industries within the City
of Fremantle.
To outline requirements Continue to support infill
for development within development within
this precinct, including established suburban
built form provisions.
areas, whilst maintaining
heritage conservation as
a strategic priority for the
City.
To provide detailed
Maintain the mixed-use
provisions for
function and diversity of
development within the the North Fremantle
Leighton Beach
local planning area.
development area.
Supplemented by the
Provide for more people
development plan in
living and working within
Local Planning Scheme Fremantle and in close
No. 4.
proximity to the City
Centre.

D.G.N11 - Cypress
Hill - Harvest Road,
Corkhill Street and
Alfred Road and the
Swan River

23 October
2000

D.G.N12 - Leighton
Marshalling Yards
Redevelopment
Area

18 April 2005

D.G.N13 Thompson, Alfred,
Rule and Harvest
Local Area

12 August
2002

To outline requirements
for development within
this precinct, including
built form provisions.

D.G.N14 - Leighton
Development Area
Design Guidelines

6 April 2005

To provide detailed
design guidance for
development within the
Leighton Beach
development area.
Supplemented by the
development plan in
Local Planning Scheme
No. 4.

D.G.S5 - Wills
Transport Site - 122
Marine Terrace and

27
September
2004

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses
Maintain the mixed-use
function and diversity of
the North Fremantle
local planning area.

Continue to support infill
development within
established suburban
areas, whilst maintaining
heritage conservation as
a strategic priority for the
City.
Maintain the mixed-use
function and diversity of
the North Fremantle
local planning area.

Provide for more people
living and working within
Fremantle and in close
proximity to the City
Centre.
To provide built form
Continue to support infill
requirements for
development within
development within this established suburban
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Name of Local
Planning Policy
3 South Street,
South Fremantle
D.G.S6 - South
Beach Village

Date of
Purpose of Local
Adoption/Last Planning Policy
Amendment
subdivision.
26 July 2006

To provide built form
requirements for
development within this
subdivision.

Local Planning Strategy
Implications and
Responses
areas, whilst maintaining
heritage conservation as
a strategic priority for the
City.
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Appendix 7 – Local Planning Area Objectives
4.6

Local Planning Areas

Local Planning Scheme No. 4 divides the City into nine Local Planning Areas and provides
development standards for each responding to the strategic intent for each established through
the 2001 Local Planning Strategy (and subsequent amendments).

The original statement of character and planning direction for each of these (with minor
corrections / clarifications highlighted in italics) from the Local Planning Strategy 2001 is
summarised as follows: evident
Statement of Character (2001)
1. City Centre
Fremantle historic value:
▪ Major site of early 19th century European settlement in WA –
the planning of settlements, the layout of roads and public
places, public buildings, early 19th century residential and
commercial buildings.
▪ Importance and significance of the place to Aboriginal
community heritage and history.
▪ Evidence of layering and changes over time to port and
maritime facilities from 1829 to the present day e.g. Arthur
Head, Victoria Quay, railway, shorelines, transformation of

Planning Direction (Objectives) (2001)
Develop the city centre as a major regional
centre and town centre for Fremantle residents.
Facilitate a diversified, balanced, compatible mix
of land uses within the city centre that provide
for the cultural, social and economic needs of
the local population, workers and visitors.
Promote a diversified mix of residential
accommodation opportunities.
Identify, conserve and use cultural heritage
places and precincts.
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Statement of Character (2001)
the natural river system to serve the port city.

Planning Direction (Objectives) (2001)

▪ Prison and associated structures are significant to WA
heritage and represent a time of convict labour,
infrastructure works to support developing settlements and
rapid population growth.

Allow new development that is compatible with
the cultural heritage of the city centre while
allowing innovative development to become ‘the
heritage of the future’

▪ Late 19th/20th century gold boom structures in the West End
demonstrate the effect of the first economic boom period in
WA history through company offices, business houses and
warehouses,

Develop high quality urban spaces and
streetscapes

▪ Continuity of maritime, fishing and boating activities
associated river and ocean location, illustrated in structures,
spaces and housing close to the shoreline.

Develop a high quality and safe pedestrian and
cycling environment, public transport
opportunities and reduce the impact of motor
vehicles.

▪ Immigrant history as the first point of entry to an unknown
land; and the place’s association with the British, Italian,
Portuguese, Yugoslavian and other ethnic communities who
have settled in WA integrating their original culture into the
life and fabric of Fremantle.
▪ Evidence of the natural environment e.g. remnant natural
vegetation, rocky outcrops, fauna and flora species, the river
and ocean shores, the use of local limestone and timber as
building materials.
Fremantle is of aesthetic value:
• The layout and road pattern of the West End and surrounds
are attributed to Roe’s innovative adaptation of the
surveyor’s grid to the settlement site at the mouth of the
Swan River, its townscapes and cultural landscapes.
•

The cohesive scale, style and rhythm of the commercial port
and associated building of the West End collectively
illustrate a thriving late 19th /early 20th century urban area
with the earlier aesthetics of the extant colonial and convict
buildings adding landmark qualities to the environment (the
Roundhouse, Fremantle Prison, the Town Hall).

Fremantle is of scientific value:
• Information could be found through archaeological and
historical investigations about the port, city, housing, and
the way people used the land and its buildings.
• Technical advancement in transformation of the natural
landform, landscape and the shorelines, including land
reclamation and construction of a major port capable at the
time of meeting demands of international ship operations,
technology and trade.
2. Fremantle
West of Swanbourne Street
Dominant style
▪ Dwelling styles in the North Western corner are typically
described as mid to late "Victorian" and "Boom Federation".
▪ A general preponderance of housing dating from the late
1890 / early twentieth century representing "Federation"
and "Edwardian" styles interspersed with some "California
Bungalow" and "modern" style dwellings.
▪ Area contains notable heritage areas or precincts, such as,

Provide a mix of low to medium density
residential development with some higher
density residential development within mixed
use areas to provide for a variety of dwelling
types and sizes.
Ensure residential redevelopment is compatible
with the heritage character and scale of the built
environment, streetscapes and urban spaces of
the area and the amenity of adjoining
properties, including the Fremantle Port.
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Statement of Character (2001)
the Artillery Barracks on Tuckfield Street, the Fremantle Arts
Centre and Monument Hill Reserve.
▪ Post 1960's development primarily in the form of
residential group and multiple dwellings. Generally, such
development is representative of the "modern" style.
Notable "modern" institutional building at Christian Brothers
Secondary College (North west corner).
▪ Some notable "Art Deco" style development include portions
of John Curtin College of the Arts and other intermittent
examples of dwellings in the southern margins of the site
off Hampton Road.
▪ In addition there are other sporadic group and multiple
dwellings from the "America's Cup" era.
▪ Some notable contemporary development in new estates
such as the Euphraise Court area.
▪ Overall the area is described as possessing high cultural
heritage value.
Dominant scale
▪ Single storey single residential dwellings on relatively small
lots some "terrace" housing.
▪ Some single storey dwellings incorporating multiple levels
to the rear, particularly where sites slope down from front to
rear.
▪ Presence of "Grand" style dwellings, particularly off
Hampton road.
▪ Intermittent two storey development from 1980s and 90s.
This development is not generally considered to represent a
suitable precedent for new development in the area.
▪ Larger two storey developments in new estates such as
Euphraise Court.
Setbacks
▪ Generally street setbacks less than 6 metres, although
considerable variation is acknowledged in some areas.
▪ Generally side setbacks less than 1.5 metres. Many
examples of "zero lot line" for traditional existing single
storey dwellings.
Carports Garages
▪ Generally all garages and carports located behind building
line or at the rear of the dwelling.
▪ Where on-site opportunities are limited, residents reliant
upon parking in street.
Fencing
▪ Area generally characterised by low open fencing, less than
1.2 metres in height.
Some examples of higher fencing on steep sites and in
association with "grand" historic dwellings.

Planning Direction (Objectives) (2001)
Identify, conserve and use cultural heritage
places and precincts.
To facilitate the development of mixed-use areas
as a transition between the city centre and
surrounding residential areas.
Allow new development that is compatible with
the cultural heritage of the city centre while
allowing innovative development to become ‘the
heritage of the future’
Secure areas of public open space and preserve
significant landforms
Provide safe access and movement for
pedestrians and cyclists

East of Swanbourne Street
Dominant style
▪

Smaller bungalow houses and workers cottages from the
period 1910 - 30 predominate, particularly in the western
margins of the site. Such dwellings are typically constructed
from timber and simple in form.
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Statement of Character (2001)
▪ Towards the eastern margins of the area housing generally
reflects two distinct periods 1940 - 50s and post 1950s.
Built form incorporates a range of stylistic influences
including "Art Deco", and "California Bungalow".
▪ Some notable examples of 1960/70s multiple units and
group dwellings reflecting the "modern" style.
▪ Some contemporary two storey "terrace" style group dwelling
development.
▪ Notable conversion of West Australian Newspaper house, a
landmark building, to residential apartments.
▪ Overall the area is described as possessing moderate
cultural heritage value.

Planning Direction (Objectives) (2001)

Dominant scale
▪
▪

▪

Predominantly single storey residential development.
Some intermittent two storey development including
dwellings and group dwellings generally developed during
the 1980 and 90s. This form of development is not
generally considered to represent a suitable precedent for
new development in the area.
Some examples of three and four storey residential unit
development. This form of development is not generally
considered to represent a suitable precedent for new
development in the area.

Setbacks
▪
▪

Generally front street setbacks in the order of 8 metres.
Generally side setbacks in the order of 1.5 metres.

Carports Garages
▪

Generally all garages and carports are located behind the
building line or at the rear of the dwelling.

Fencing
area generally characterised by low open fencing less than
1.2 metres in height.
Some examples of higher fencing on steep or elevated sites.
▪

3. North Fremantle
Dominant style
▪ The architectural style of development in North Fremantle is
highly varied. Built fabric is related to residential, civic,
recreation, commercial and industrial land uses.
▪ Current road layout can be partially attributed to historic
patterns established in the early settlement and convict
period (1829 - 1879). There is little if any remaining built
evidence from this period.
Existing development is considered to be representative of the
following periods:
1830-1919
➢ Some examples of "Boom Federation" and "Edwardian
Bungalow" style dwellings.
➢ A number of significant churches including Saint Marys,
Salvation Army Church Hall, Methodist Church, Rachabite
Hall and Saint Annes.

Facilitate a mix of low to medium density
residential development with some higher
density within Local Centres to provide for a
variety of dwelling types, sizes and prices.
Ensure residential redevelopment is compatible
with heritage character and scale of the built
environment, streetscapes, urban spaces and
the amenity of adjoining properties.
Ensure the development of Local Centres as
vibrant community hubs that serve the day to
day and weekly needs of nearby residents.
Provide appropriate zoning and development
controls to promote the continued development
of designated mixed use, commercial and
industrial areas and to ensure compatibility
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Statement of Character (2001)
1919-1947
➢ Numerous working class "Bungalow" and "Cottage" style
development comprising of brick, weatherboard and
asbestos sheet construction.
➢ Some significant commercial industrial buildings including
the Dingo Floor Mill, Weeties factory, Ford factory, the
Vacuum Oil Company and the Rose Hotel.
1947-1972
➢ Substantial expansion of port area and associated road and
rail infrastructure. Construction of Grain Silos at Port.
➢ Some new infill residential development, particularly during
the 1960s typifying the "Modern" style.
1972➢ Adaptation of a number of significant historic commercial
and industrial buildings to residential use. Similarly,
adaptation and reconstruction of a considerable amount of
the remnant building stock.
➢ Some significant residential infill exhibiting "Nostalgic
Romantic" styles.
➢ Development of new housing estates representing a range of
styles and form bearing little or no resemblance to adjoining
established styles.

Planning Direction (Objectives) (2001)
between areas.
Preserve and enhance the natural
environmental features of North Fremantle,
especially the coastal and river features and
access.
Rationalise and improve vehicle, pedestrian and
cycle access, safety and movement within and
through North Fremantle.

Dominant scale
Traditional residential scale single storey interspersed by
larger commercial buildings and or "grand" dwellings. Many
single storey dwellings are substantially elevated upon
plinths in response to topographic conditions.
▪ In some sub-precincts, and or streets, an established single
storey scale of development is highly consistent.
▪ Substantial multiple storey tourist and residential
development developed off John Street adjacent to portions
of the Swan River foreshore area in the 1970 to 90s.
▪ Intermittent two storey development generally developed
during the 1980 and 90s. This development is not generally
considered to represent a suitable precedent for new
development in the area.
Some one and two storey "parapeted" traditional shops to
Queen Victoria Street.
▪

Setbacks
▪ Generally street setbacks less than 6 metres, although
considerable variation is acknowledged in some areas. In
some instances street setbacks are considerably greater.
▪ Generally side setbacks are less than 1.5 metres. Many
examples of "zero lot lines" for traditional existing single
storey dwellings.
Carports Garages
▪ Generally, all garages and carports are located behind the
building line or at the rear of the dwelling.
Fencing
▪ The area generally characterised by low open fencing less
than 1.2 metres in height. On many sites there is an
absence of fencing.
Some examples of higher fencing on steep sites.
4. South Fremantle
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Statement of Character (2001)
West of Hampton Road
Dominant style
▪ Existing dwelling stock west of Hampton Road
predominantly reminiscent of the turn of the previous
century. Dwelling styles are typically described as mid to
late "Victorian" and "Boom Federation". Some ad-hoc1970 90s dwellings interspersed within this area. Generally, this
area is regarded as possessing high cultural heritage value.
▪ Area bounded by Chester Street to the east, Jenkin Street to
the north and Douro Road to the south was predominantly
developed in the interwar years and 50s / 60s. Housing
styles include some hybrid "California Bungalow" styles,
some brick and tile "Austerity" type housing. The area is also
interspersed with 60 - 70s dwellings. Generally, this area is
considered to have some cultural heritage value.
▪ Older commercial buildings to South Terrace and Wray
Avenue generally developed at the turn of the twentieth
century and the period 1900 - 1920, incorporating variety
in land use including shops. Typically, these buildings are
regarded as possessing high cultural heritage value.
▪ There are some examples of iconic buildings such as
historic hotels on prominent street corners. Generally, such
buildings exhibit high conservation value.
Dominant scale
▪ Single storey single residential dwellings on relatively small
lots some "terrace" housing,
▪ Intermittent two storey development generally developed
during the 1980s and 90s. This development is not
generally considered to represent a suitable precedent for
new development in the area.
▪ Traditional commercial development to South Terrace, Wray
Avenue and Hampton Road represents a mix of single and
two storey development.
Setbacks
▪ Generally street setbacks less than 6 metres, although
considerable variation is acknowledged in some areas.
▪ Generally side setbacks less than 1.5 metres. Many
examples of "zero lot line" for traditional existing single
storey dwellings.
Carports Garages
▪ Generally, all garages and carports located behind building
line or at the rear of the dwelling.
▪ Where on-site opportunities are limited, residents rely upon
parking in street.
Fencing
▪ Area generally characterised by low open fencing less than
1.2 metres in height.
Some examples of higher fencing probably constructed without
development approval.

Planning Direction (Objectives) (2001)
Retain the Local Planning Area as a
predominantly medium density residential area
with some higher density development within
Local Centres and Mixed-use areas to provide
for a variety of dwelling types and sizes.
Ensure residential redevelopment is compatible
with heritage character of the built environment,
streetscapes, urban spaces and the amenity of
adjoining properties.
Ensure the development of Neighbourhood
Centres, Local Centres and Mixed-Use areas as
vibrant community hubs that serve the day to
day and weekly needs of nearby residents.
Provide appropriate zoning and development
controls to promote the continued development
of designated Mixed Use, Commercial and
Industrial areas and to ensure compatibility
between areas.
Facilitate the environmental remediation and
redevelopment of contaminated sites.
Preserve and enhance the natural
environmental features of the Local Planning
Area, especially the coastal features and access.
Ensure safe access and movement for
pedestrians and cyclists.

East Hampton Road
Dominant style
▪ Existing dwelling stock east of Hampton Road is
predominantly "Federation" and "Edwardian". Generally,
styles become more "hybrid Edwardian" and include
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Statement of Character (2001)
"California Bungalow" moving eastwards of Hampton Road.
Some ad-hoc 1970 - 90s dwellings interspersed within this
area. Generally, this area is regarded as possessing high
cultural heritage value.
▪ Area south of Lefroy Road and east of Hampton Road
characterised by some interwar years timber framed
cottages. The area is also strongly characterised by
dwellings typical of the 1960s and 70s.
▪ Some examples of iconic buildings such as historic hotels on
prominent street corners. Generally, such buildings exhibit
high conservation value.
Dominant scale
▪ Single storey single residential dwellings.
▪ Intermittent two storey development including extensions
and additions generally developed during the 1980 and
90s. This development is not generally considered to
represent a suitable precedent for new development in the
area.

Planning Direction (Objectives) (2001)

Setbacks
▪ Generally street setbacks less than 6 metres, although
considerable variation is acknowledged in some areas. In
some instances street setbacks considerably greater
▪ Generally side setbacks less than 1.5 metres. Many
examples of "zero lot line" for traditional existing single
storey dwellings.
Carports Garages
▪ Generally all garages and carports located behind building
line or at the rear of the dwelling.
Fencing
▪ Area generally characterised by low open fencing less than
1.2 metres in height.
Some examples of higher fencing on steep sites.
5. Beaconsfield
Dominant style
▪

▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

In the western margins some examples of "California
bungalow" styles. Typical examples of such housing
incorporate "dutch" gables, moulded columns, lead lighting
and tuck pointed and rendered masonry banding. Some
later "California bungalow" styles in the Smith Street area.
Some post second world war "austerity" style housing falling
into two categories of construction, simple timber frame
asbestos clad and masonry. Housing generally set within
relatively spacious blocks and typically in absence of front
fences and garden areas.
Considerable early 1960s modern polychrome / cream
faced brick bungalows to the southern margins of the area.
Many incorporating under croft garages and or split-level
construction.
Some early modern dwellings demonstrating "Italianate"
influences.
Some notable 2 and 3 storey multiple dwelling
developments developed in the late 60 and 70s.
Predominance of large modern dwellings in the southern
margins of the local area.

Facilitate low to medium density residential
development in the area with some groped
dwelling development and some higher density
residential development within the South Street
Local (Neighbourhood) Centre and Lefroy Road
Neighbourhood (Local) Centre and around the
Lefroy Road quarry (Heart of Beaconsfield) to
provide for a variety of dwelling types and sizes.
Ensure residential development is compatible
with the heritage character and scale of the built
environment, streetscapes and urban spaces of
Beaconsfield and the amenity of adjoining
properties.
Facilitate the development of the Lefroy Road
and the South Street Local (Neighbourhood)
Centre as vibrant community hubs which service
the day to day needs of nearby residents and to
facilitate redevelopment of major sites within
the Local (Neighbourhood) Centre that
contribute to a higher standard of design and
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Statement of Character (2001)
Dominant scale
Predominantly single storey residential development. Many
dwellings raised on plinths or stumps. Some examples of
split-level development and development incorporating
undercroft garages.
▪ Some large two and three storey single residential
developments in the southern margins of the precinct.
▪ Some examples of three and four storey residential unit
development. This form of development is not generally
considered to represent a suitable precedent for new
development in the area.
Setbacks
▪ Some variety in setback patterns. Generally street setbacks
in the order of 8 metres.
▪ Generally side setbacks greater than 1.5 metres.
Carports Garages
▪ Generally all garages and carports located behind building
line or at the rear of the dwelling.
Fencing
▪ Typically low masonry fences to California Bungalow style
houses.
Little or no fencing to modern style dwellings of the 1960's.
▪

Planning Direction (Objectives) (2001)
amenity as well as a distinctive architectural
character.
To facilitate environmental remediation and
redevelopment of underutilised land.
To protect significant environmental features,
especially Clontarf Hill, through reservation of
‘Open Space’ areas.
To ensure safe access and movement for
pedestrians and cyclists.

6. White Gum Valley
Dominant style
▪

Some examples of early timber twentieth century timber
cottages of simple rectilinear arrangements incorporating
simple verandas and gable roofs. This style of housing
predominates in the western margins of the local area.

▪

In the western margins some examples of "California
bungalow" styles. Typical examples of such housing
incorporate "dutch" gables, moulded columns, lead lighting
and tuck pointed and rendered masonry banding.

▪

Predominance of post second world war "austerity" style
housing falling into two categories of construction, simple
timber frame asbestos clad and masonry. Housing generally
set within relatively spacious blocks and typically in absence
of front fences and garden areas.

▪

Considerable 1960s group / multiple housing dominating
the north corner and eastern margins of local area.

▪

Considerable early 1960s modern polychrome / cream
faced brick bungalows to the southern margins of the area.
Many incorporating under croft garages and or split level
construction.

▪

Some early modern dwellings demonstrating "Italianate"
influences.

▪

Most notable public building being White Gum Valley
primary school incorporating inter war elements and
modern extensions.

Facilitate low to medium density residential
development in the area with some grouped
dwelling development and some higher density
development within the Local (Neighbourhood)
Centre to provide a variety of dwelling types and
sizes.
Ensure residential development is compatible
with the heritage character and scale of the built
environment, streetscapes and urban spaces of
White Gum Valley and the amenity of adjoining
properties.
Facilitate development of the Watkins Street
Neighbourhood (Local) Centre and South Street
Local (Neighbourhood) Centre as vibrant
community hubs which serve the day-to-day
needs of nearby residents and to facilitate the
redevelopment of major sites within the Local
(Neighbourhood) Centre to contribute to a high
standard of design and amenity as well as a
distinctive architectural character.
Provide residents with adequate provision of
public open space.
Ensure safe access and movement for
pedestrians and cyclists.

Dominant scale
▪

Predominantly single storey residential development. Many
dwellings raised on plinths or stumps. Some examples of
split level development and development incorporating
undercroft garages.

▪

Some intermittent two storey extensions approved during
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the 1980 and 90s.
▪
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Some examples of three and four storey residential unit
development. This form of development is not generally
considered to represent a suitable precedent for new
development in the area.

Setbacks
▪

Some variety in setback patterns. Generally street setbacks
in the order of 8 metres east of Minilya Street.

▪

Great variety in setbacks west of Minilya Street. Generally
side setbacks greater than 1.5 metres east of Minilya
Street.

Carports Garages
▪

Generally all garages and carports located behind building
line or at the rear of the dwelling.

Fencing
▪

Typically low masonry fencing to post world war two
austerity and modern style houses.

Little or no fencing to modern style dwellings of the 1960's.
7. Hilton
Dominant style
▪

Largely post second world war "austerity" style housing,
developed as a planned housing estate, with distinctive
form and materiality. Typical built form elements include:
i)

elevation of dwellings on stumps,

ii)

high ceilings and relatively high roof pitches, and

iii) simple asymmetrical forms.
Typical material elements include the following:
i) light weight construction comprising of timber frames,
weatherboard or
asbestos cladding and tile roofing.

Facilitate a mix of low to medium density
residential development in the Marimont Street
and Hilton residential areas and some higher
density within the Hilton Local (Neighbourhood)
Centre and Paget Street Neighbourhood (Local)
Centre to provide a variety of dwelling types and
sizes.
Ensure residential development is compatible
with the heritage character and scale of the built
environment, streetscapes and urban spaces of
Hilton and the amenity of adjoining properties.

▪

Distinctive curvilinear street pattern and accessible and
generous public spaces based on the "garden city
movement".

Provide residents with adequate amounts of
public open space.

▪

Some examples of contemporary infill development typically
located behind existing dwelling and not visible from the
street.

▪

Coherent streetscape character formed by the relatively
intact, modest scale housing, mature gardens, mature
street trees and parks.

Facilitate the development of the Hilton Local
(Neighbourhood) Centre as a vibrant community
hub that serves the day-to-day and weekly needs
of nearby residents and to facilitate
redevelopment of major sites within the Local
(Neighbourhood) Centre to a high standard of
design and amenity as well as a distinctive
architectural character and transit corridor node.

Dominant scale
▪

Single storey single residential dwellings on relatively large
lots.

▪

Some single storey dwellings incorporating multiple levels
to the rear, particularly where sites slope down from front to
rear.

▪

Intermittent two storey development generally developed
during the 1980s and 90s. This development is not
generally considered to represent a suitable precedent for
new development in the area.

Ensure safe access and movement for
pedestrians and cyclists.

Setbacks
▪

Generally street setbacks in the range of 9 - 11 metres,
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although some variation is acknowledged. The relatively
large setbacks contribute significantly to the open
streetscape character of the area.
▪
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Generally side setbacks greater than 1.5 metres. The
relatively large side setbacks contribute to the open
streetscape character of the area.

Carports Garages
▪

Generally, all garages and carports are located behind the
building line or at the rear of the dwelling.

Fencing
▪

area generally characterised by low open fencing typically in
the range of 600 - 900 mm.

Some examples of higher solid or screen wall fencing that are,
in most instances, unauthorised.
8. Samson
Dominant Style
▪

Majority of housing developed in the 1970s and 80s
generally described as modern "bungalow" style housing.

Dominant scale
▪

Predominantly single storey single residential dwellings on
lots between 700 - 800 sqm.

Setbacks
▪

Generally street setbacks greater than 6 metres.

▪

Generally side setbacks approximately 1.5 metres.

Carports Garages
▪

Generally, all garages and carports located behind building
line or at the rear of the dwelling.

▪

Where on-site opportunities are limited, residents reliant
upon parking in street.

Fencing

Retain Samson as a predominantly low density
residential area.
Ensure that future residential development or
redevelopment is compatible with the existing
character of dwellings and the streetscapes as
well as retaining the amenity of adjoining
properties.
Ensure any future planning enhances the local
shops, recreation centre and the Samson
Primary School as a local community hub.
Maintain and enhance the environmental and
community values of the Sir Fredrick Samson
Park.
Ensure safe access and movement for
pedestrians and cyclists.

Generally open front yards to street.
9. O’Connor
Dominant Style
▪

Majority of housing developed in the 1950s and 60s
generally described as early modern "bungalow" style
housing.

▪

Some evidence of earlier era remnant isolated bungalow
housing (timber and masonry). Possibly this housing
exhibits some heritage significance.

Dominant scale
▪

Predominantly single storey single residential dwellings on
lots of approximately 550 m2.

Setbacks
▪

Generally street setbacks greater than 6 metres.

▪

Generally side setbacks approximately 1.5 metres.

Carports Garages
▪

Generally, all garages and carports located behind building

Retain the O’Connor Industrial Area as a
strategic industrial area for Fremantle and the
South-West metropolitan region and to ensure
that development contributes to high standard
of amenity and design as well as compatibility
with adjacent residential uses.
Provide adequate zoning for the development of
commercial uses along major roads and to
restrict the encroachment of such uses intro
residential and industrial areas.
Retain the Jarvis Street and Plane Tree Grove
residential areas as predominantly low-density
residential areas, with access to suitable open
space and protection of amenity from adjoining
industrial uses.
Ensure the development of the South Street
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line or at the rear of the dwelling.
▪

Where on-site opportunities are limited, residents reliant
upon parking in street.

Fencing
Generally open front yards to street.

Planning Direction (Objectives) (2001)
Local (Neighbourhood) Centre as a vibrant
community hub that serves the day to day needs
of nearby residents.
Ensure safe access and movement for
pedestrians and cyclists.
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